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INTRODUCTION
John Jay has always been a unique college, stirring the public's
imagination with the idea of a "college for cops." One Daily News
headline proclaimed, "Some Cops Hit Books After Pounding a
Beat." 1 The popular image of the "dumb cop," the brutal police, the
fat, lazy, slothful officer did not jibe with the reality of thousands of
cops studying Shakespeare, Kafka, Aristotle and even Marx. How
was it possible, during the youth revolt of the 1960s, during the
heyday of hippies and yippies , for "old men" (the police students
were overwhelmingly male and over thirty) to go to college? How
could professors, who had been trained to teach "traditional"
students-single, high school graduates-adjust to students who
worked all day (or all night), went home to families, and frequently
came to college with just a General Education Diploma? How, in the
midst of the academic turmoil and discontent of the 1960s, could the
College create an atmosphere of excitement and a spirit of shared
learning? According to dozens of alumni, faculty, and administrators,
the College succeeded beyond anyone's expectations.
When the College was opened in 1965, its physical plant was as
unusual as its student body. Unlike Brooklyn College's sprawling
tree-lined campus, or City College's great lawns and imposing
structures, John Jay was housed in the Police Academy on East 20th
Street in Manhattan's Gramercy Park district. Alumni remember the
difficulty of explaining to colleagues and friends that they were not
1
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attending the academy - they were at college in the academy. For
many police students and police faculty the new, modern academy
with its marble and glass exterior was a welcome improvement from
the old Police Academy on Hubert Street near the Holland Tunnel.
But for new "civilian" faculty, the facility could be intimidating.
Security guards checked everyone's bags on entering, and nearly
everyone around was in uniform. It is not surprising that Professor of
Sociology William Taber recalled being "a little anxious at first in
anticipation of coming to John Jay." 2 Even the most seasoned and
experienced professor was not accustomed to facing a class full of
armed men.
New students could also be intimidated by the unusual atmosphere.
At first, the student body was entirely in-service personnel, including
police, firefighters, and correction officers, but beginning in 1966, a
small number of young high school graduates were admitted. Some
of these students, such as Carol Tricomi, were familiar with a police
environment because their fathers were police officers. But, Tricomi
recalled, "I was not prepared for what I encountered."
I found all these old men - in their thirties - carrying
guns. And my very first class was in the Police Academy
Lecture Hall on the fifth floor. Harriet Pollack and Arthur
Niederhoffer were teaching Criminal Justice 101. I was the
only female in a class of about sixty cops . I left in tears and
called my father and said I couldn't stay here for another
day. Fortunately, I recovered very quickly." 3
It was fortunate for the College as well since she went on to graduate,
returned as a counselor, and eventually became dean of students.
When new faculty were recruited and invited to John Jay for an
interview, care was taken to ease them into the unusual surroundings.
Professor of Anthropology Dorothy Bracey had her job interview
with Alex Smith, then head of the Division of Social Science and
Correction, "at a delightful Italian restaurant near Washington Square
Park." This location was a good idea "because you had a pleasant
experience before you got to see the total lack of campus," or
anything else that would remind someone "who came from a very
traditional sort of education exactly what she was getting into." 4
When the police students and liberal arts faculty confronted one
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another in the classroom, neither knew quite what to expect. Unlike
the police science instructors, all of whom were current or former
police officers, most of the liberal arts faculty were in culture shock.
For one thing, this was the only college in the country where the students packed guns in class. They were required to wear their .38
caliber revolvers at all times, on and off duty, so they naturally
brought them to "the ivory tower." Bill Taber remembered that in the
second or third week of class one early year, "near the beginning of
one of my lectures, one of the students dropped a box of .38 caliber
specials. They rolled all over the floor, and I found myself with some
of the other guys picking up .38 specials off the floor." 5 Nothing in
their graduate education had prepared the faculty for incidents like
this.
But the surprises were not all on the faculty's part. Frank Geysen
was one of a class of policemen in Flora Rheta Schreiber's Speech
101 class in Fall 1967: "She started out with [expletive deleted], and
'Sit down in the chairs and shut your [expletive deleted] mouths. I'm
sick of listening to the [expletive deleted] around here.' Everyone sat
there flabbergasted. She was smoking a little stogie, and then she
said, 'I'm going to teach you to speak and enunciate and think!' and
she did!"6
Unlike Professor Schreiber, who also served as the College's public
relations director, most of the new liberal arts faculty were younger
than most of the police students , whose average age was about thirtyfive , with many in their forties and fifties. Dorothy Bracey never
called her students by their first names "not because I was being so
formal , but because so many of them reminded me of my father." 7
And when Gerald Lynch was named dean of students in Fall 1967,
many of the student leaders referred to him as "my son, the dean of
students."8
Professor of Government Harriet Pollack, who had herself returned
to Columbia University to finish her PhD after raising a family,
appreciated the advantages of teaching mature students. She, like
many others , said with great joy and pride that learning was a twoway street at John Jay. In her first semester at the College, she taught
the experimental, interdisciplinary Criminal Justice 101, along with
Professors of Sociology Arthur Niederhoffer and Gerald McElroy
and "loved it from day one."
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When we finished class we were so high, so stimulated that
we couldn't sleep at night thinking of all the interchange. They
accepted nothing from us; everything had to be argued out,
thrashed out to their satisfaction. And of course, as to myself,
I think I learned much more than I taught.
Very early on I was giving a lecture on bail and I gave the
kind of lecture that was given to me, about the standards for
bail and the constitutional requirements and so on. At the end
of the hour, a student came up to me and said, "You know,
Mrs. Pollack, when court opens in the morning, the bailiff
goes over to the judge and says, 'Remember, Your Honor, we
have only two available cells.' "
I was so flabbergasted that my jaw dropped . Out in the
corridor I said to Arthur, "Is that true?"
He said, "Of course."
Over the years I learned a lot about the criminal justice
system.9
Other professors in the social sciences had similar experiences that
made teaching "absolutely extraordinary." In Fall 1966, Gerry Lynch
began teaching Introductory Psychology and Abnormal Psychology.
Because the students were on the street all day, he found that "they
had immediate experiences" that were very important in the classroom. Like other faculty, he found that he learned more than he
taught, but he also sought to dissuade students from "lumping them
all [street people] as being 'psychos.' I tried to get them to understand
more about who they were, and that they were real people. The police
students had the curiosity to learn. But it also forced me to think and
work and read and admit I didn't know why certain people did what
they did."10
Sometimes when the students were confronted with a young, naive
instructor, they would even lead the way- nicely. Or, as one alumnus
Bob O'Neil put it, they would "socialize" the professor. Because this
was a student body accustomed to manipulating people everyday, it
was not very difficult to reverse the power relationship in the classroom. Frank Geysen took a summer school class with a new adjunct
who assigned sixteen books the first day of class. When several of the
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students failed to show up for the second class, the professor askecj
why. The students explained that those who had left had been intimidated by the amount of reading; they hadn't realized that the professor
wouldn't be able to cover all of it. To this the professor replied,
"What do you mean? Of course we'll cover everything." The students
smiled knowingly, went home, did the assigned reading, and came to
the next class prepared for battle: "The first thing we did was to start
to ask him a lot of questions and he went on and we took him so far
away from everything he was going to do that he didn't even realize
that we had manipulated him throughout the whole class. And by the
end of the summer we had covered about half of the syllabus. We all
read and got a lot out of the course, and we did a lot of work," but the
students had controlled the pace of the work! 11
Even the more experienced faculty had to learn to cope with a
whole new set of excuses from students. They never heard, "The dog
ate my paper." Suddenly, faculty were faced with excuses like these:
"I had to make an arrest," or "I lost the paper while chasing the
perp[etrator]s" or "My kid was up all night with the flu." While many
of the liberal arts faculty were enamored with the idea of teaching
people who had dangerous, exciting, even "sex.y" jobs, they soon
realized that assignments had to be fulfilled and standards met. For
the most part, the faculty were impressed with the dedication and
sincerity of the students.
Professor of Government Lorraine Colville, who had been teaching
college students for many years before coming to John Jay, found that
the students were "highly motivated" and "excellent," but she
described one incident which encapsulates what was so different and
special about John Jay:
I knew most of my students, at least their faces, and in one
evening class there was a face in the back of the room that I
did not recognize. I didn't want to say anything because if
there was a visitor, there was the usual practice that a student
would say,
"May I bring someone with me?" and I would always say,
"No problem."
We had a five-minute break, and I motioned to one of the
men who sat beside the visitor, and he came up, and I said,
"There is someone sitting next to you that I don't know."
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And he said, "Don't worry about it. It's quite all right."
I told him, "I have no objection. I was just curious. Who is
it?
And he kind of looked down and said, "Well, I know you're
kind of tough when it comes to cuts, and I didn't want to miss
another session, and I had made an arrest, and I'm going to
bring this fellow down to 100 Centre St. when we're finished."
It was 8:00 or 8:30 P.M.
He said, "This way I could get my class in, and I assure you
nothing is wrong."
I said to him later, "I thought he was the most interested of
the students. He paid close attention ."

Today, John Jay is an extraordinarily diverse college with over
14,000 students; it houses a PhD program in criminal justice and a
PhD program in forensic psychology and has an international
reputation as a leader in the field of criminal justice education. But
when the College opened its doors in the midst of a newspaper strike
in September 1965, it had only 1,000 in-service students, no graduate
program, and a single major - police science.
The College developed from programs begun in the 1950s in two
other city colleges . In 1953, Brooklyn College initiated a program in
its Division of Vocational Studies leading to an AS degree in Police
Studies. That same year, the wheels were put in motion for a second,
larger program at City College's downtown campus , the Baruch
School of Business. A study of Police Department management
recommended that, given the numerous institutions of higher learning
in New York State, the department should approach one school to
provide training and higher education for the force. When Mayor
Robert F. Wagner took office in 1954, he asked his Police Commissioner
Francis Adams to meet with Buell Gallagher, president of City
College, to discuss setting up a program of higher education for
po)ice. Michael J. Murphy, the commander of the Police Academy,
also assigned Patrick V. Murphy to work to establish a program at the
Baruch School. While the AS program at Brooklyn continued, in
December 1954 the Board of Higher Education approved the
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founding of the Police Science Program at the Baruch School to
begin in September 1955 .12 The board established a formal relationship
with the Police Department so that officers from the Police Academy
would teach police science courses, and Baruch faculty would teach
the rest of the curriculum. At first, students in the Police Academy
could earn about ten college credits and then take special classes at
the Baruch School leading to an associate degree. In 1956, a Master's
in Public Administration was started, and in 1958, a specialization in
police science was established in the Baruch curriculum leading to
the Bachelor of Business Administration. 13 From about 600 police
officers enrolled at Baruch in 1957, enrollments grew steadily to a
high of 1,204 in 1964. By the early 1960s, there were ten officers
from the Police Academy teaching police science courses. The faculty
for all other courses were drawn from Baruch, although many were
adjuncts hired specifically to teach the police. The program started in
what is now the Jefferson Court Market Building at Sixth Avenue and
Tenth Street, next to the old Women's House of Detention in
Greenwich Village. Over the years , it moved to an old junior high
school and then to Hunter College High School, where students had
to walk up five flights of stairs to get to class. Professor of Spanish
Marcia Yarmus, who began teaching in the Baruch program in 1957
and has continued at the College to the present day, recalled that the
physical space allotted to the faculty and students was always less
than ideal: "The police would always say that wherever there was a
condemned building, that's where they would send us." 14
This situation might have continued for some time, but pressure
was building in a number of quarters both in New York City and
nationally to expand police education. In 1961, the city's four senior
colleges and four community colleges were united as The City
University of New York. The following year, the Board of Higher
Education issued the Cottrell Report, which questioned the viability
of teaching BA,AA, and non-matriculated students in the same classroom and specifically proposed transferring the Police Science
Program to the new Borough of Manhattan Community College. The
transfer would have relegated it to a two-year degree, which ran
counter to the small but growing national movement to expand police
education to a four-year degree. It also ran counter to a small but
influential group within the New York City Police Department who
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were intent on upgrading and professionalizing the force.
Mayor Wagner recalled that in 1963, Michael Murphy, who had
become by then the police commissioner; Patrick V. Murphy, the new
commander of the Police Academy; and Anna Kross, the commissioner
of corrections, "came to me with a proposal to found a police college
as part of the City University. I said all right and told them, ' You go
see Al Bowker [the newly appointed chancellor of the City
University]."' Wagner, under whose twelve-year term of office the
City University began its historic expansion, had not attended any of
the city colleges, but he had always been a strong supporter of public
education. His father, the famous senator, would not have attended
college at all were it not for the free tuition at City College, from
which he graduated in 1898 Phi Beta Kappa and valedictorian of his
class. Mayor Wagner recalled that when he showed his father his
letter of acceptance to Yale in 1929, his father said, "Congratulations,
young fellow, you probably couldn't have made City College." 15
Wagner's interest in an independent police college was supported
by Albert Bowker when he became the second chancellor in 1963.
Bowker was concerned that the university "was not expanding to
cope with the enormous demand for education in the city." Although
the municipal colleges were producing plenty of teachers, they were
not aware that "entry-level professional jobs in the public sector were
going to be very important to our students." Bowker felt that the City
University should "fulfill new educational and training responsibilities to fit New York City's professionalizing needs." As a result, he
was interested in experimenting with a different kind of institution"a professional college."I6
When the two Murphys and Anna Kross approached Bowker, he
was thrilled at the idea that support for his vision was coming from
within the city bureaucracy. Bowker envisioned a new college that
would encourage the growing trend to professionalize officers in
probation, corrections, and police. He supported an independent
college because he "despaired that City and Baruch would respond."
Baruch he described as "a step-child of City College, and the Police
Program as a step-child of Baruch." He appointed a committee to
study the issue and its report, issued on 14 May 1964, wholeheartedly
approved the idea.
What most impressed the committee was that none of the country's
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leading police science programs - at Michigan State, Indiana
University, and at Berkeley - had been able to attain or sustain the
high enrollments of the Baruch program. Furthermore, the committee
endorsed "the need of high-level collegiate training for police officers
today" for two reasons: such a program was essential in the America
of the 1960s, "a period when our public life exists in a state of acute
tension and when for an unpredictable period our sprawling metropolis
will be subject to civic strife and disorder." 17 The importance of
police education to deal with the increasing strife in modern society
was matched by another theme: the increased specialization of police
work. The committee wrote that "sound police service demands a
number of highly specialized skills and a sensitivity to the public and
the public temper which, very likely, has existed at no other time in
our history." It supported the creation of a separate institution "for the
development of broad curricular interests in addition to police
specialization and preparation for administration, patterned after the
liberal arts curriculum." The committee was certain that a superior
program could be developed at CUNY into "a well-known regional
and international facility of higher education for the training of law
enforcement officers from here and abroad." 18 Some committee
members believed that the creation of a new college was justified
because the Baruch school's degree in business administration was
"inflexible and largely unrelated to the needs of police students."
Baruch was also unable to provide "tenure-bearing lines for any
faculty teaching in the program."19
Despite this report, Patrick Murphy observed that "some missionary
work had to be done with the Board of Higher Education" to get their
approval.20 Although some members of the board worried that the
new college would be controlled by the Police Department, and a few
of the presidents of the other senior colleges thought it was an
"unconventional idea," the proposal for the new college was approved
by the board on 15 June 1964.
The board, at the suggestion of Registrar William Clancy and
others, appointed Police Commissioner Michael J. Murphy as acting
president, and the search began for a permanent president and dean
of faculty. Commissioner Murphy and Patrick Murphy canvassed
both professors of police science and police administrators for a
potential dean, but they were not satisfied with the results. So they
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asked Chancellor Bowker to help them to find "someone who was
more academic."21 It was clear from the start that the police leadership
did not want simply a glorified police academy. They were committed
to creating a liberal arts college that would provide the police with the
best education possible. Dean E. K. Fretwell from the Board of
Higher Education joined the search and sent out a number of letters.
When Donald Riddle, a graduate of Princeton who was teaching at
Rutgers University, received a letter from Fretwell telling him that he
had been nominated, "I almost threw it away, not because I had a bias
against the police, which I didn't. In fact, I had long believed that the
police were one of the keys to the quality of life that society enjoys
or doesn't." However, Riddle wasn't sure about such a specialized
institution, particularly one whose specialty he didn't know much
about. But he thought, "Hell, it's worth a phone call," and as he talked
more with Fretwell and the two Murphys, he became more interested
and then "quite enthusiastic" about the College's potential.22
When Riddle was hired as dean of faculty on 1 May 1965, the only
other full-time administrator was William Clancy, still a sergeant in
the Police Department, who "served as registrar; admissions director,
counselor, instructor - name it, I did it!" 23 While Clancy sought to
transfer the records from Baruch, to set up a budget, and to hold on
to the students as he worked out their transfer to the new college,
Riddle faced the equally daunting task of getting ready for the classes
due to start in September. Commissioner Murphy gave Riddle a
pretty free hand, and although most of the faculty had taught at
Baruch and had already been hired, Riddle called in the four division
heads and told them that with Murphy's support he was not accepting
their continued appointments.
He kept Captain Herlihy as head of the Division of Law and Police
Science (although he soon got another job and was replaced by Leo
Loughrey) and Alexander Joseph in the Division of Math and
Sciences. He hired Robert Pinckert from Columbia University as
head of the Division of Humanities and Alexander Smith, director of
Brooklyn College's Police Science Program, as head of the Division
of Social Science and Correction. Riddle simultaneously set out to
write the first college catalog. He was concerned that, over all , the
program at Baruch "was more vocational that I thought it should be.
I tried to change that in the first year." He also redesigned the
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curriculum to emphasize the social sciences and to get away from
business administration.24
In October, Leonard Reisman was appointed college president.
Although he was at the time deputy police commissioner for legal
matters, his background was not with the Police Department. After
graduating from Columbia Law School, he had worked in the Legal
Aid Society, the district attorney's office, in private practice, and as
an assistant to Bernard Tompkins, a special state prosecutor.
Nonetheless, Reisman had invaluable contacts with the police and
concentrated on the outside relations of the College, while Riddle
focused on the faculty and the curriculum. They made a good team.
Both police and non-police faculty were tremendously impressed
with the new president. Bob Pinckert remembers him as "an elegant,
witty, adroit political figure; a total delight." And Bill Clancy said
that "he lit up the room when he walked in. He had charisma." John
Jay celebrated its opening with a convocation at the Police Academy
attended by students, faculty, Chancellor Albert Bowker, BHE Chair
Gustave Rosenberg, Police Commissioner Vincent Broderick, and
high police officials. In his address , Riddle said that the students had
an opportunity to "help build a college, to contribute to the
development of a field of study, and to participate in the
professionalization of a chosen field." But, speaking to the concerns
of many in-service students, he asked why a college of police science
had so many liberal arts requirements. In answer he said that the
liberal arts "contribute in ways for which no substitute has been
found, to the development of thinking, critical, creative beings with
an awareness of their relations to the whole of mankind."25
Riddle's address set forth three basic goals that the College has
focused on ever since: (1) to educate police and other law enforcement
personnel, (2) to define and develop the fields of police science and
criminal justice into coherent and recognized academic disciplines,
and (3) to provide a strong liberal arts curriculum for its students.
While these goals are interrelated and dependent on one another, they
also represent distinct approaches and emphases. Police education
was part of a broader movement to professionalize and upgrade
police forces in New York City and across the nation. Criminal justice
was a new concept in the 1960s, rejecting the idea that the police, the
courts, probation, and parole could be viewed as separate and distinct
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entities. Rather, they should be seen as part of a "system that had to
be studied, and analyzed as a whole." The emphasis here would be,
not on educating a specific group of people, but on developing a new
field of study and perhaps creating a new academic discipline. The
third goal meant that whatever the nature of the student body or the
academic field of inquiry, the College had to adopt a broad-gauge,
comprehensive liberal arts program with a full curriculum comparable
to curricula at the other senior colleges of the City University.
Over time, members of the John Jay community - administrators,
faculty, and students - have battled mightily over which goal should
prevail. In retrospect, this conflict has given the College its vitality
and strength. In fact, over the past forty-four years, each goal has
contributed to the development of the College, though at different
times one or another has predominated. During the first part of John
Jay's history, from about 1965 to the onset of Open Admissions in
1970, the education of police held center stage. Then, until the crisis
of 1976, liberal arts held sway. Since that time, education in criminal
justice has been most important. Over all, the college community has
prided itself on being at an institution of higher education where the
notion of justice is still a central issue.
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THE MAKING OF
JOHN JAY COLLEGE: 1965-1970
In naming the new institution the College of Police Science, the
Board of Higher Education had inadvertently given it the acronym
COPS. Police students •didn't like it because it sounded undignified, 1
and many on the faculty and in the administration preferred a name
that would encompass the College's broader mission beyond police
science to include corrections, probation, the courts, and parole.2 In
Fall 1966, Dean of Faculty Donald Riddle offered to buy a half gallon
of Scotch for anyone who could come up with a more appropriate
name. Bob Pinckert met with Alex Smith and Flora Rheta Schreiber
over lunch one day, and together they narrowed the criteria to names
of New Yorkers who had played a major role in the local or national
criminal justice system. After rejecting Theodore Roosevelt, who had
been New York City's police commissioner (too many institutions
were named after him), and Felix Frankfurter (it would remind too
many people of a hot dog), they settled on -John Jay because he had
been both the first chief justice of the Supreme Court and governor of
New York.
Thus newly christened , the College was ready for the period of
growth and change ahead. These early years were coincident with
dramatic changes in American society that were crucial to John Jay's
development. And the political and social turmoil abroad in the land
were mirrored in the College itself as it struggled to define its mission
as a new kind of urban college with new kinds of students. Beginning
15
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with the violence directed at civil rights activists, and continuing with
the assassinations of President John F. Kennedy, Malcolm X, Martin
Luther King, and Robert F. Kennedy, a paroxysm of violence was
shaking the foundations of American life. Between 1964 and 1968,
dozens of American cities erupted in race riots as African-American
and Latino citizens revolted in anguish and despair over their small
share of the American dream. The war in Vietnam, with its daily television dose of killings and torture, and the mass demonstrations and
increasingly violent opposition to the war by student protesters led
conservatives to worry that anarchy and disorder were spreading
across the land. Simultaneously, reports of crime-murder, robbery,
burglaries- rose over 200 percent in the fifteen years between 1960
and 1974. Newspapers and television fanned the flames of fear with
lurid stories about "muggers" lurking in city streets.3
In his 1964 presidential campaign against Lyndon Johnson, Barry
Goldwater preyed on people's fears by coining the phrase that would
become the rallying cry of conservatives for the rest of the 1960s and
into the 1970s: "law and order." Johnson won the election but sought
to steal the thunder of the Republican right by launching a war on
crime to match his war on poverty. He established the Office of Law
Enforcement Assistance (OLEA) to give grants to law enforcement
agencies, especially to buy anti-riot hardware, and appointed a
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration
of Justice. Its report in 1967 gave a major boost to John Jay's growth
because the commission recommended that more money be made
available for police education and training and suggested that "the
ultimate aim of all police departments should be that all personnel
with general enforcement powers have baccalaureate degrees."
Further, the commission supported the view that the courts , police,
and corrections should be seen holistically, as a "criminal justice
system."
The commission's report was widely supported. As Don Riddle
said, "We had the made-to-order issue in police education. The
liberals thought the police ought to go to college, and the conservatives
were willing to give the police what they wanted. If they wanted to
go fo college, they could go." The Wall Street Journal expressed the
general view in its headline, "Better Trained Forces Seen Easing
Urban Problems." It cited the change that was taking police education
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away from the older, junior-college approach of "teaching six-gun
and jujitsu stuff' to the newer model of "a liberal education that
teaches a man what the world's all about."4
John Jay people were ecstatic about the report, for they saw it as a
vindication of their approach to police education. Riddle was
particularly critical of the kind of training that police officers then
received, especially in light of the social tensions of the 1960s. He
felt that sending a police officer into the streets with "a high school
diploma, a gun and a club , a few weeks of instruction in rules and
regulations , some instruction in the use of a gun, and a few lectures
in 'police-community relations' is an act of public irresponsibility
unmatched by any other major western nation." 5 Riddle also argued
that, since police were on the front lines and subject to enormous
pressure , they were "getting increasingly closer to the 'eye of the
hurricane' formed by conflicting social forces. A college education,"
he argued "is an absolute essential in the preparation of policemen to
deal with these social problems ." 6
President Reisman · took advantage of the President's Crime
Commission Report to urge city officials to implement changes in the
civil service program that would encourage police officers to attend
college. He argued that police officers attended college while working
full-time "at great personal sacrifice." Therefore, the city should offer
them some reward, either in pay or in civil service advancement. But
equally important, the College stood ready to aid the city "to develop
dramatic improvements in every aspect of the Administration of
Criminal Justice." 7
Although Reisman's specific suggestions were not acted upon,
Mayor John Lindsay, who had been elected in November 1965 ,
strongly supported the College's vision of the benefits of education
for police officers. He felt they were in an extremely difficult position
because they "had to pick up the pieces for the failure of society in
general. Society was angry and frustrated and policemen got all the
brunt of that." As a result, they were "isolated, talking mostly to each
other, and outreach programs were essential." So it was of some
importance to the mayor that John Jay had come into existence just a
few months before his own inauguration. He recounted, "I was
delighted to hear that there was an institution of higher learning
which was especially for police, and that was one of the great
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reliefs ."8
Lindsay appointed as his second police commissioner one of the
foremost advocates of police education and a special friend of the
College, indeed its first dean of administration, Patrick V. Murphy.
He recognized that civil strife was inevitable in the country; in fact,
the United States was "born of civil dissatisfaction and dissent. It is
our heritage." Given the widespread existence of racial prejudice and
especially poverty, which, said Murphy, quoting Plato, is" 'the parent
of meanness and viciousness," there was no reason to believe that
crime would abate." For Murphy and all John Jay supporters, the
police had to be better able to handle the pressures from society. One
key to that ability was professionalization, especially through
increased education-college degrees for police officers. Why?
"Policemen," Murphy said, "have become ill-equipped to handle the
many social, political, racial and domestic situations that are arising."
And those situations have become "incredibly complicated."9
Although Murphy was unsuccessful in his effort to institute degree
requirements for promotion, he did succeed in putting out the word
that no captain would rise to inspector or beyond unless he or she had
a college education .10
The increased departmental and public support for police education
was matched by national legislation that greatly stimulated the
College's growth. In 1966, Congress passed the GI Bill to pay tuition
and a small subsistence to post-1955 veterans who attended college.
In 1968, the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act set up the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA, replacing
OLEA), which in turn established the Law Enforcement Education
Program (LEEP) to provide funds to all law enforcement personnel
who attended college. As a result, criminal justice programs
mushroomed across the country. In 1960, there were only about forty
associate and fifteen baccalaureate programs in criminal justice; by
1973, about a thousand colleges had programs, although many of
them were not of high quality.LI John Jay's growth was equally
dramatic. After losing some students during the shift from Baruch to
an independent status (from 1,204 in 1964 to 1,090 in 1965), the
enrollment of police continued to grow. By Fall 1967, as many
students took advantage of the GI Bill, the number of students had
more than doubled to 2,222 and then in Fall 1969, the last year before
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Open Admissions, to 2,800. 12 Although the vast majority of the
in-service students were New York City police officers, there were
also a fair number of students from the Transit Authority, the Housing
Police, the Correction Department, and the Fire Department. Officers
also came from Nassau, Suffolk, Westchester, and other metropolitan
police forces. All ranks of the Police Department were represented,
from patrol officer to deputy inspector.
Even though the Police Department was not providing any
incentives for its members to attend John Jay, between LEEP funds
and the GI Bill, police did not fare badly, at least financially. As one
alumnus remembered, "It was better than a part-time job." 13 The
student body was also unusual at the time, including an extraordinary
number of adult students. To accommodate the police and others who
worked split shifts, all classes were repeated day and night with the
same instructor teaching both sections; consequently, there was no
distinction between day and evening students, as there was in virtually
every other college. Although John Jay had a greater percentage of
black and Latino students than the other senior colleges at CUNY, the
student body was still overwhelmingly white and virtually all male.
Professor of Corrections Donal MacNamara remembered that "they
were largely ethnics , Irish, Italian, who were brought up in very
closed communities. Most of them in the early days were
Catholics." 14
He and other faculty members were pleased because there were so
many "deep readers" among the students .15 Professor of Mathematics
Haig Bohigian was impressed by the "the dedication and devotion
that they put into the work; they were willing to do anything to
overcome and master it," and Professor of Economics Larry Kaplan
asserted that "it was an inspiration to teach them." 16 The faculty's
view of the police students as superior and hard working is ironic
because so many of them had been lackadaisical and indifferent
students in high school. Most had decided when they graduated that
they did not want to go to college, believing or fearing that they
would not do well if they did go. But as one alumnus put it, "John Jay
was the catalyst for a lot of people" that showed them they could do
well in college and even enjoy it.l7
Commissioner of Corrections Richard Koehler was a police
patrolman with a GED diploma in 1968. He remembered, "It was
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very difficult in 1968 in the city of New York for someone with a
GED diploma to enter a college. The college that was not difficult to
enter was John Jay College if you were a police officer." He
subsequently went on to receive a master's degree and a law degree
from Fordham University, but it was John Jay that permitted him to
begin his educational and professional career.1 8 For such students,
"John Jay was the place to get a second chance." 19 Others had tried
college, done poorly, and then joined the Police Department. When
they wanted to return to school, regular colleges would not accept
them because of their poor academic performance. But because John
Jay (and Baruch before it) was committed to accepting all law
enforcement personnel with a high school diploma, it provided a
haven for these students as well.20
Detective John "Red" McGrath from the Brooklyn Robbery Squad
gave one of the most moving descriptions of John Jay's impact on
students:

' .

I was a complete washout, a failure, one of the original
dropouts. I quit school at sixteen. When I was seventeen, my
father signed me up in the Navy. When I came out of the
Navy, I had taken the GED, and then I tried to apply it to
certain colleges, and they told me that the degree was not
worth the paper it was written on. By this time I had a wife
and children to support. I went back to work and joined the
Police Department.
When I finally decided it was time to go to school , I went to
John Jay, and John Jay accepted me. That's what open
enrollment meant to me. I was allowed to get in. I was able to
give it my best shot. You can learn to be a good cop. You can
learn to be a good detective, but the horizons of your mind can
still be limited.
What I learned in college is to open my mind. I learned that
there was more than New York, more than the United States,
more than one cultural value, which was a shock to me.
There's a whole world out there. If college has done anything,
it has opened up these kinds of doors . It has allowed me to see
where I've never seen before.21

.
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George Best was one of the many police students who had started
college in the 1950s or early 1960s, done poorly, but by attending
John Jay, showed that he could succeed. He later returned to the
College as an assistant dean of students. He felt that his experience
and those of many of his classmates are important for the College to
remember today: "You hear a lot that John Jay shouldn't accept
certain kinds of students, but it has always given students an
opportunity to prove themselves."22
In addition to all the other reasons for going to John Jay, the joy of
learning and the pride of a college degree were important for students
who were the first generation in their families to go to college.
Lorraine Colville recalled, "So many would say, 'I just want to get
that college degree,' and others wanted to be able to say to their kids,
'I went to college."'23 Because they were working, it took many
students eight to ten years to achieve their degrees, but this made the
success all the more sweet. "Normal" criteria had determined that
they weren't supposed to succeed; thus, their accomplishments were
that much more exciting. Don Riddle was fond of telling the story of
the student who graduated from high school in 1936 with a 69 percent
average.
Four years later, he entered the Police Department. After
sixteen years on the police force, he started college in the
spring of 1956, twenty years after graduating from high
school. He then dropped out of college for a year and a half,
returning in the spring of 1958, and, except for the spring
semester of 1962, continually attended college, graduating
with an index of 3.9 (out of 4.0), summa cum laude and
valedictorian of his class. He was then fifty-one years of age
and a deputy inspector in the Police Department.24
It is not surprising, then, that many in the faculty and administration
saw the College as the prototype of the new urban college. John Jay
had proven that students rejected by more elite institutions as
uneducable because they were poor, unmotivated, or past failures
could do well in an encouraging environment.
While many of the police students came to John Jay for immediate
help in their careers, that is, for courses that would help them prepare
for the promotional exams or improve their performance on the job,
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they soon realized that the College offered more. They also learned
to value the give-and-take that occurred in the social science and
humanities classes. Sometimes in voicing a minority opinion that
clashed with the attitudes of the majority, however, a student could
feel a bit intimidated. The homogeneity of police students' backgrounds could make them monolithic in attitude. George Best said
that in class "sometimes if you as a police officer took the side of the
Supreme Court, other brother officers could not understand how you
could say that. They'd complain, 'They're handcuffing us.' "2 5
Many of the liberal arts faculty also enjoyed the classes but, like
Bob Pinckert, they found that there were a "lot of cops who were
stubborn, pig-headed, prejudiced, bellicose, mature males whose
minds were pretty much made up about many things- like mature
males all over the world-not particularly open-minded."26
Disagreements and open debate also existed between the police and
the law and police science faculty. Professor of Law Milt Loewenthal
found that many of the students were upset with the Supreme Court
decision in Mapp v. Ohio (1961), which applied the exclusionary rule
in the search and seizure area to the states. The effects of the ruling
were just beginning to be felt in the mid-1960s, and many heated
discussions took place in class.27 Don MacNamara, who had had a
distinguished career both in the practice and teaching of corrections
found that the police "were amazingly ignorant about everything
having to do with corrections." And because they were police, they
were not interested in improving the places where the people they
arrested were sent. In the late 1960s, a municipal report was very
critical of the conditions in "the Tombs," the ancient men's house of
detention in lower Manhattan. In a newspaper interview concerning
that report, MacNamara had proposed that the Tombs be renovated to
provide central air conditioning to eliminate the oppressive heat that
caused unrest and other problems. When he came into class the next
day, "the police officers were aghast. The idea of air conditioning a
place for prisoners just was beyond their comprehension. So we had
some very spirited disputes (and of course every one of them was
carrying a .38) ."28
Many of the students also believed that the professors were
describing one reality in class while the students themselves were
experiencing an entirely different reality on their jobs. Sometimes the
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students enjoyed teaching the professors about the informal way th~
criminal justice system operated. An alumnus told a story about a
professor, who, in his first semester of teaching, mentioned to his 101
class that his wife had just received her first traffic ticket.
One of the cops said, "Here's my PBA card. Give it to your
wife. The next time she gets stopped, when she shows her
license, just have her flash the card." The professor said,
"Really? Is that what's done?" And you could see the whole
class saying, "Are you kidding?" By the end of the semester,
they had given him another whole perspective on how things
get done and what the real rules and regulations are. He was
really enjoying and appreciating it.29
When the professors' view of the criminal justice system or of the
sociology of the street conflicted with the day-to-day reality of the
students, the police were not shy about expressing their differences.
Albert Higgins , who attended John Jay for eight years-between
1962 and 1970- a fairly typical length of time for working students,
was the third president of the Student Council and later became
director of alumni affairs at the College, and was acutely aware as a
student of the conflict between the faculty and the students.
We were practitioners in the field. We were still pretty young,
but we were practitioners, having some very significant
experiences on the street as police officers. And we were not
going to sit there and listen to a person being an expert
without, on occasion, challenging that point of view because
our experiences told us something different than we were
hearing from the instructor. The professors accepted those
challenges willingly and responded to them with an openness
and a willingness to discuss, and that's where the true learning
took place.30
Another alumnus, Frank Geysen , recalled that the faculty seemed to
enjoy the exchanges as much as the students. He said that "even
though we would disagree with Professor of History Blanche Cook,
it was enjoyable being in her class. She got you thinking, got you
moving, got you writing, doing all the things you were supposed to
do. But along the same lines , you could disagree with her and she
never held it against you."31
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Perhaps the real reason the police students and the faculty got along
so well even though they battled it out in class was that they would
go out after class and socialize together. Blanche Cook was one of
many faculty who recalled that "in the first three or four years we
socialized with our students."
We were the same age, and we would go drinking together.
We talked about race relations, the war in Vietnam, and all the
crises we were facing in and out of the classroom. We went to
Peter's Backyard most of the time. Other faculty would join
us. It was a community. I taught until 11 o'clock at night and
by 11 :00 everybody wanted a drink. We had dinner and had a
good time.32

..

Alumnus Robert O'Neil agreed: "We had an intimate and wonderful
relationship with the faculty." 33 Some faculty, such as Larry Kaplan,
combined their academic skills with the practical know ledge of their
advanced students to produce co-authored articles on new areas such
as the economics of various criminal activities. Professor of Spanish
Marcia Yarmus reminisced that "a lot of the students became friends,
and I still to this day see some people socially that were students in
the early days." 34
This intellectual and social interchange among faculty and students
produced an esprit de corps that seemed to infuse the whole College.
Another factor that strengthened this spirit among the students was
the skepticism among other members of the Police Department about
the value of a college education for cops. In the earliest years, the
police students were considered a daring minority of the 20,000
officers on the force. Even though the police commissioner and the
brass supported education for police, this respect for education had
not filtered down through the ranks. Marcia Yarmus remembered one
student telling her, "You know, my chief isn't really interested in my
coming down here." 35 Fellow officers would scoff, "What are you
going to get out of it?" Bob O'Neil, a lieutenant in the New York City
Police Department, who started college at Baruch in 1964, recalled
that some officers didn 't tell their friends they were going to school.
When officers who were students changed old habits, fellow officers
would say sarcastically, "Oh, you're reading the New York Times!" 36
Dorothy Bracey said, "The stories were legion of the students hiding
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their textbooks in copies of the Daily News so that nobody would
know what they were doing."37
Because they were on active duty, the police students were in an
ambiguous position. Oft-repeated (and oft-denied) stories from
Baruch days claimed that in certain classes grades were assigned by
the rank of the students: captains and above got A's, lieutenants got
B's, and sergeants and below got C's. While no one worried about
such shenanigans at John Jay, one police science professor told a
faculty meeting that "students were not sure whether they can express
themselves freely in writing because of their positions in the Police
Department."38 As we shall see, it was not the police students who
had reason for concern, but their counterparts in the FBI. Still, some
students were not as concerned about expressing their political
opinions as they were about expressing their views on corruption in
the department. George Best, who was a patrolman when he attended
John Jay in the 1960s, said that "some people thought you had to be
careful about what you said, especially about corruption."39 They
feared that fellow students or professors might "report what you said
to IAD [Internal Affairs]."
Patrick V. Murphy suggested that the reason there wasn't support
for education "throughout the ranks was because many of the people
were threatened." Very few of the executive corps-the ranks above
captain - had degrees and they were worried that "before they had
completed their careers a college degree would be a requirement,
formal or informal, for advancement." Today, Murphy said, it is "very
difficult to find people above the rank of captain without degrees."40
Paul Murphy remembered that even though the commissioners
supported education for police, many of the older officers poohpoohed education as being unrelated to "real" policing and suggested
that officers should "stick to the job."41 Professor of Police Science
Robert Panzarella noted that the early police students were often
called "40 per centers" because they were viewed as "not even half a
cop."42 But it is clear that many of the old-timers held these views
because they feared an "army" of college-educated officers moving
up in the ranks and threatening their own positions. As a result, those
who attended the new college were drawn closer together.
A third factor in forging that spirit among the students was the
social turmoil of the 1960s. Although they argued with their
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professors, many police students were also intensely curious about
the causes of the social unrest they were being forced to confront
daily on the job. George Best noted that "as a practitioner, as someone
trying to find out what this was all about, I think John Jay was a
tremendous vehicle for allowing us to delve into what was going
on ."43
Occasionally, students had to confront and even effect social
change at the College itself, albeit in small ways. In the early years,
especially when classes were held at the Police Academy, John Jay
was essentially a male environment. The few women students and
faculty did not even have a lavatory on the floor of the academy
where classes were held. A group of women students, led by Carol
Tricomi, had been complaining for months about this situation, but
nothing was done. Finally, in 1968, Tricomi recalled, "about six or
seven of us decided we were going to picket the men's room and in
fact hold our position until that day some room was open to us ."
We were very well organized. We met in the morning. We
had our signs: "Hell no, you can't go." "Cross your legs, not
our lines." "This is a piddyful situation." If you could just
visualize the layout: the elevator was right in the center of the
fifth floor. As you got off the elevator, there was a tiny room
that was our student lounge and office, and we had a corridor
on each side with a row of classrooms. And the bathroom was
right where you get off the elevator. So we were right where it
was all happening. And we were marching and chanting. We
were yelling very loud and disrupting classes.
Gerry Lynch walked over, "We're going to do something
about this issue."
We said, "Oh, no. We've gone that route. It didn't work."
One woman called the Daily News, and they were on their way
up. We just held our position. By the end of the day they gave
us half of one of the men's rooms , at which point we decided
to really convert it. We came in with plants - geraniums-and
planted them in the urinals.44
And that lavatory has remained a women's room at the Police
Academy to this day.
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Morale was so high in those first few years that it produced a sen$e
of community. The uniqueness of the physical environment helped to
foster that feeling. Until 1967, the entire faculty shared one barn-like
office on the "D" deck of the Police Academy, "D- 8." Bob Pinckert
remembered the tremendous excitement that the faculty shared
"embarking on a new career at a new college. There was a heady
spirit at the time," and because everyone "shared the same cramped
quarters," a real cohesiveness developed.45 Milt Loewenthal thought
that because "we had to work together and couldn't build up false
specters of each other, we found out we could learn from each
other."46 The law and police science faculty had a special camaraderie
because so many of them were still in the Police Department. In
1966, Professor of Law and Police Science Leo Loughrey was the
only civilian in that division, having retired as a lieutenant in 1965,
and the other full-timers included four sergeants and four lieutenants.
In fact, John Jay was the only public college in New York that
canceled classes on St. Patrick's Day, evidence of the strong Police
Department influence in John Jay. As Leo Loughrey noted, canceling
classes was necessary because "the police instructors were at the
parade in uniform."47
In early 1966, Loughrey, Riddle, and Reisman met and agreed that
police professors should choose either to remain on the force or to
stay in the College, but not both. They were given five years to
decide, but Loughrey said that most of the police professors
themselves preferred to switch officially to John Jay because in a
potential crisis the Police Department could call them out of the
classroom and onto active duty. In addition, they wanted to insure
that they would have academic freedom. 48 The College supported
this shift, even though the original arrangement with the Police
Department benefited John Jay's budget, since active police instructors
were paid by the department (and police students did not have to pay
for their police science courses) .
Part of the excitement in the College's early years was the creative
ferment among the faculty and administration about how John Jay
should go about its mission "to provide as much education as they
can to as many people as possible in criminal justice agencies."49 In
a new college and the only college devoted to the education of law
enforcement personnel and the field of criminal justice, a sense of
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tremendous possibility existed among the faculty. They were on the
frontier, and the framework they were creating could be a model for
the hundreds of programs in police education and criminal justice that
were cropping up all over the country at this time. Everyone agrees
that these were not polite, "academic" discussions over tea in the
faculty lounge. (For one thing there was no faculty lounge.) Some
described the disputes as battles royal, others as "conflagrations."
Dorothy Bracey recalled that certain of the senior faculty "set the
battle lines, and I do mean battle lines. We had shouting matches in
some of those meetings."50
Part of the intensity of the debate resulted from conflicts of strong,
exciting personalities with underlying philosophical differences.
Whatever one's politics, in the monthly meetings of the faculty as a
whole to discuss policy and programs, virtually everybody, as
Professor Haig Bohigian recalled, would show up: "We met
collectively and there was a tremendous excitement and vibrancy.
Everybody had a sense of participation."51 To consciously foster
such collegiality and to keep up morale, Riddle would also hold
retreats where faculty could get to know one another and discuss the
major issues facing the College. Professor of History William Preston
described the sessions as "a continual constitutional convention" in
which the faculty and administration focused on the questions, How
do you educate police? What is the mission of our college? and Are
we doing it right?52
Although there were subtleties and ambiguities among them, the
faculty in general held three basic positions. The first position, most
strongly identified with Professor of Sociology Abraham Blumberg,
wanted John Jay to be "a full-fledged liberal arts college concerned
with public policy, including crime." His basic proposition was
simply "Would you [the faculty] want your kid to go to this college?"
He proposed a full complement of majors that should not depend on
law enforcement personnel as the basis for its student body. The
police students would benefit, not lose, from such a commitment to a
broad liberal arts curriculum.53 As Blanche Cook explained, "The
pure joy of working at John Jay for many years was that our students
were adults and were beginning to think about retiring from the
Police Department. We had many students who were majoring in
history and interested in law or teaching."54 From this perspective,
the non-criminal justice areas should be expanded and developed.
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Those in the law and police science faculty, led by Leo Loughr~y
and later by Donal MacNamara, occupied the other end of the
spectrum. They supported the mission of the College, which prepared
people "to be practitioners or, if they were practitioners, to broaden
their vision." 55 But the emphasis, they argued, should be on the
practitioners, and they should form the overwhelming majority of the
students. The majors should be related to criminal justice, and the
faculty in the law and police science areas should be practitioners
themselves. As MacNamara put it, "Originally, we thought of this
school as being the West Point of criminal justice," small, elite, and
devoted almost exclusively to criminal justice specialties. They
particularly resented the suggestions made by some of the more
academically oriented faculty that, if one didn't have a PhD, one was
not capable of teaching on the college level.56
This position about the College's mission was solidified in Fall
1966, at the start of John Jay's second year, when the Division of Law
and Police Science met in a retreat with Riddle and other members of
the administration. As a result of that session, Loughrey and
Lieutenant Herbert Friese laid out the division's conception of its role
and its mission. They recognized that they had to serve both a professional and liberal arts function. As they wrote, "We need the support,
interest and cooperation of the police agencies and we must satisfy
their practical needs, yet we must be alert to the dangers of shackling
ourselves to the present police hierarchical structure or to any police
organizational process or to any police department."57 Donal
MacNamara explained the practical problems of implementing this
mixture in the curriculum of the College. He said that he and others
favored a strong liberal arts foundation for the students. "But we had
a problem."
We were trying to attract police, correction, and fire personnel,
and the only way you could attract them was to give them
courses that could help them on their promotional examination
and their day-to-day activities. So they wanted to come here
and immediately plunge into police science, fire science, and
corrections, and they weren't awfully interested in the required
courses [English 101, etc]. They often left them until they had
accumulated 120 credits , and then they wondered why they
didn't get a degree.
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He concluded that although he was a protege of August Vollmer, the
"father" of police higher education, "to have a professional program
you needed to have professional courses, and you had to keep
inventing more of them."58
The third leg of this academic triangle was the social science
approach-which Milt Loewenthal called "the spearhead of the
conflict." This approach was pushed most strongly by Alex Smith,
who was head of the Division of Social Science and Correction and
then dean of studies from 1967 till 1968. Supporting Smith was a
wide range of both humanities and social science faculty, who agreed
with the police science faculty that the College should remain a
"small elite institution focused on criminal justice." But where they
differed-and where the sparks flew - was over who should control
the curriculum and what kind of faculty should teach the criminal
justice courses . Milt Loewenthal, who for a time held a joint
appointment in both divisions, remembered the social scientists
charging, "You're not qualified to teach such-and-such because you
don't have a PhD," and the police science faculty responding,
"You've never seen the inside of a police station, so you don't know
what you are talking about."59 Harriet Pollack summed up the
dispute in this way:
Those of us in the social science faculty were, consciously or
unconsciously, snobbish toward the law and police science
people who, in truth (many of them, not all of them), were
policemen who were highly vocationally and technically
oriented, where we considered ourselves to be genuine
academics. And of course, I guess we all felt a little bit
insecure about being in a college that was so little known ...
So there was a certain amount of snobbery on our part and a
certain amount of resentment on the part of the police.
She also suggested that in the era of the controversial decisions of the
Warren Court, political differences played a role as well. The police
science professors tended to be more conservative than those in the
social sciences.6() Leo Loughrey, however, argued that the Division
of 1,aw and Police Science probably did as much as anyone to help
the Police Department adjust to the Warren Court decisions because
in the classroom one could develop a historical background and
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understanding for those decisions .6 1
The head of the Division of Humanities, Bob Pinckert, essentially
supported this third approach. In an analysis of the College written in
the first year, he said that he hoped that John Jay would move away
from a focus on police science and narrow vocationalism, but still
concentrate on criminal justice broadly conceived. "This is not a
normal college," he wrote. "The development, the blossoming of the
regular academic departments is irrelevant to our purposes." He
cautioned his fellow humanities professors that, though each of them
could "conjure up in short order a dozen stimulating and almost
indispensable elective courses," there was little chance that the
humanities would significantly expand their curricular offerings.
Rather, he continued, "the emphasis should remain on the social
sciences ."62
Despite, or perhaps because of these arguments, the faculty felt a
tremendous camaraderie. "Even though there were basic disagreements" as Abe Blumberg, who was at the center of the battles, noted,
"people were always going out drinking and lunching together."63
Even those who were on the periphery felt this spirit.
Out of this cauldron of discussion and debate Don Riddle forged a
compromise that satisfied few of the participants at the time, but
allowed John Jay to grow and develop. "Teach them the practices,
techniques , needs, and milieu of police work," but "policemen, as
well as engineers, scholars, and administrators need intellectual
vision." Thus, Riddle concluded, the College should educate police
officers just like any other student.64 Today such an approach sounds
obvious, but at the time, "that represented a drastic change in criminal
justice education, which up to that time was primarily vocational."
Such a reorientation , Riddle realized, would take time, and he
recognized that there was no way to eliminate vocational education
ovemight.65 Riddle's efforts to redirect police science education to
reflect a liberal arts approach provoked concern among some faculty
that his orientation was too theoretical, esoteric, and insufficiently
practical. Gerry Lynch observed, however, that "the genius of Don
Riddle was to combine the professional and liberal arts education"
even though it was "not at all popular at the time."66
When Leonard Reisman unexpectedly died of a heart attack in
December 1967 , Riddle was appointed acting president. But the real
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issue was who would permanently replace him. The differences over
curriculum and mission were encapsulated in the discussions about
who the next president should be. One group, identified with the
Division of Law and Police Science, "wanted someone who had a
name in criminal justice." Their influence was not very effective,
however, because as Don MacNamara put it, "We had almost as
many candidates as there were high-ranking officers in the
department."67 Another group, centered around Alex Smith and Dean
of Students Ben Locke, favored an academic who had close
identification with criminal justice.68 A third group, identified with
the broad liberal arts mission of the College, pushed for Riddle. In the
end, Riddle was appointed because he had the support of the
humanities faculty and some of the social science faculty, but, most
importantly, he had the confidence of the chancellor and the Board of
Higher Education. Many in the criminal justice area were disappointed,
however. Lorraine Colville expressed the view of a large segment of
the faculty who, though not disappointed in the quality of the man
who was chosen, feared for the future course of John Jay implied in
the selection: "Then the choice was made, the decision was to move
away from the law and police science. Yes, it was an important major.
Yes, we wanted the police students, but that was not to be the main
thrust or goal. We were neither fish nor fowl ."69 Though Abe
Blumberg had been bothered by the lack of clear definition of John
Jay's mission, he later concluded that Riddle "tried to officiate over a
mass of people who were very diverse and that in doing so he was
politically savvy and damn clever."70
Many law and police science and social science faculty felt that the
College's mission was compromised by Riddle's attempts to attract
some "traditional" students-about 100 in 1966 and 1967 and more
subsequently. He hoped that such students would expand the scope
and broaden the focus of the curriculum. Perhaps following Chancellor
Bowker's concern that the City University serve the broader
professional needs of the city's growing population , Riddle never was
in favor of a small, elite institution . As John Cammett, Riddle's
successor as dean of faculty, later said, "Most of us in the ad mini stration
felt that we should increase the number of civilian students, but we
never envisaged a time when those students would outnumber the
in-service students ."71
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Riddle also sought to counter a New York City provincialism
among the faculty at-large by pressing faculty to recruit from outside
New York. Also provoking conflict was Riddle's insistence that the
law and police science faculty either get PhD's or, more importantly,
start researching, writing , and publishing to meet regular academic
standards. John Cammett felt that upgrading the faculty academically
was particularly important in the early years, when the College was
struggling to establish itself as a bona fide liberal arts college.72
Riddle recalled that the critical point came in the third or fourth year
of the College when two members of the police science faculty came
up for tenure, and Riddle turned them down. "I felt that they had not
taken any real steps toward becoming academics."73 The action
provoked an outcry among the students and, through the intervention
of the union, especially of Don MacNamara, Jack Sulger, and Haig
Bohigian, they eventually did win tenure. The Division of Law and
Police Science was stung by Riddle's action , and it was some time
before they could trust the administration and reestablish a sense of
collegiality.
Part of the reason that there was so much conflict in the early years
was that everyone - students, faculty, administrators-was involved
and engaged. Passions ran high on all sides and on many issues.
Liberals and radicals pressed for reform and fundamental change
with the conviction that anything was possible. Conservatives feared
that the very pillars of society were being attacked. In the mid-sixties,
one of the areas that created the most tension was racism and race
relations. As the civil rights movement moved north, riots and
rebellions struck city after city. Liberal and radical faculty found that
many of the police students were unsympathetic , some even hostile,
to the fundamental changes in race relations that were overtaking
American life. Blanche Cook recalled that "we forget how serious
segregation was in this city and this country, and some people were
thinking about it for the first time."74 The faculty wanted the students
to confront this crucial issue, but their re~ctions were sometimes
extreme. Harriet Pollack remembered one student from a precinct
house in the northwest Bronx whom she assigned to write a report on
the Scottsboro case. The student rose to give his report and said: "
'The book Scottsboro is about nine black kids who were charged with
rape unfairly and unjustly. So what?!! ' That was his review."75
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The assassination of Martin Luther King in April 1968 seemed to
touch a special nerve. Professor of Sociology William Walker, who
was one of the only full-time black faculty at the time, recalled that
one police student came into class on the night that King was shot and
said, "Well, the warrior got it. He asked for it." Professor Walker
noted, however, that at the end of the semester, the same student
apologized for the remark.76 Professor of History Howard Umansky
also recalled that day in his class of all-male cops:
The news had just broken. And most of them were in a state
of shock. I think they were worried there were going to be
riots and they would have to be out there taking the flak. So it
was a rather serious, somber mood. And then a student came
in late. And I could tell immediately that he had been drinking.
He sat down, and we were talking about the assassination . And
he got up in place, and he said in a very sarcastic voice,
"I think we should have a moment of silence for the fallen
hero."
And I said, "Look, that's enough. Please sit down."
He remained standing and said, "You don't have to worry.
I'm not going to do anything to you, at least not here." And of
course, he was packing a gun. That was a bit intimidating.
Afterwards, as I sometimes did, I went to a bar with a couple
of students. We were standing around the bar, and I said that
[incident] was a bit scary and one of the other students said,
"You didn't have to worry, Professor. We had him
covered."77
The other issue that provoked conflict on American campuses
during the 1960s was the war in Vietnam. As American involvement
escalated in the period after 1964, and as demonstrations against the
war grew in size and intensity, dialogue about the war took on a
charged quality. Although John Jay did not have demonstrations like
those at Columbia or the University of Wisconsin, it did have its share
of fireworks. One professor recalled an incident in the classroom next
to. hers where Professor of Philosophy Bob Montgomery was
teaching: "All of a sudden we started to hear this banging and
clashing of loud objects, and indeed people were throwing chairs at
each other. We all sort of tiptoed toward the class, and when we saw
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that all they were doing was throwing chairs, we tiptoed back."78 The
discussion, it turned out, had been about the Vietnam War. Disputes
continued to erupt in individual classes.
After the invasion of Cambodia in Spring 1970 and the killing by
National Guardsmen of students at Kent State and Jackson State,
demands to close campuses rang out across America, including at
John Jay. John Cammett, then dean of faculty, remembered that the
protests and teach-ins at the College in early May 1970, "threatened
to tear apart the community we had established." Most, but not all of
the liberal arts faculty were outraged by Nixon's conduct of the war
and the presence of troops on college campuses and demanded that
the College close. Most, but not all of the police students were
incensed at the faculty's views and actions. When some faculty
refused to hold class as a protest, many of the police "thought they
were lawbreakers because they weren't teaching."79
At a special faculty meeting on 7 May 1970, the faculty discussed
the issues for almost two and a half hours and voted fifty-two to
thirty-nine with two abstentions in favor of Professor of Psychology
Tom Litwack's motion that "all normal activity at John Jay College
be suspended indefinitely and that all students, staff members, and
faculty be relieved of all further academic obligations this semester
in order that they may devote all their time and energy- as they see
fit-to engage in whatever action they deem necessary to resolve the
present crisis." A minority report, signed by twenty-one members of
the faculty and introduced by Professor of Police Science Jack Sulger,
expressed its dissent from the resolution and its "support of the
President of the United States and hope that his action brings the
Vietnam War to a speedy conclusion." It also withheld opinion on the
deaths of the students "pending a lawful inquiry."80
The faculty vote set the stage for a dramatic meeting of the students.
Albert Higgins remembered that many students, whatever their
feelings about the Vietnam War, thought closing the school would be
counterproductive. But above all, they believed that the students, and
not the faculty, should make the final decision.81 The students feared
that President Riddle would close the College because he had joined
with the other CUNY presidents and the chancellor to send a telegram
to President Nixon "deploring escalation of American involvement in
Southeast Asia and expressing sorrow and deep concern at the deaths
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of the Kent State Students."82 At the student meeting, when Riddle
rose to speak, the New York Post reported, "angry police students
started shouting." 83 The tension and hostility were intense. "Finally,"
Riddle recalled, "it ended because an Italian cop stood up and said,
'How can we argue that the President of the United States should
follow his own deepest beliefs and deny that right to our own
president?' And I could have kissed him. It was wonderful. A young
cop."84 In the end a special referendum was held and the students
voted 865 to 791 not to close the school. 85 President Riddle suggested
that more important than the referendum was that many students
realized "that human differences can be resolved in an orderly,
humane, and decent way."86 These events received wide publicity
across the country because people were intrigued with the idea of
demonstrations, protests, and possible closings at a "cop college."
When, during the next six months, John Jay again made news, this
time it was as a staunch defender of civil liberties against threats from
the most powerful law enforcement agency in the country. In Summer
1970, Abe Blumberg, in a graduate course on the sociology of law,
was lecturing about Max Weber's traditional forms of authority, from
the democratic to the authoritarian, emphasizing the point that the
latter was the least effective. A question was raised about the FBI, and
a lively discussion ensued about the agency and its director. At one
point, Blumberg recalls, he said that people "like Robert Moses and
J. Edgar Hoover built their own empires that insulated themselves
from any form of elected authority." An FBI student in the class, Jack
Shaw, defended the director, but was evidently so upset by the
discussion that he decided to do his master's thesis on the role of the
FBI in American society. He outlined his thesis in a letter to Blumberg
the following September, and in the course of his letter, which
basically defended Hoover and the bureau, he allowed that some
criticisms of the FBI might be valid. But he made the mistake of
putting the letter into the typing pool of the FBI's New York office,
and the letter quickly found its way to Hoover, who ordered the agent
to give up his badge and gun, had him interrogated for hours, and
ultimately transferred him to Butte, Montana (the Siberia of American
law enforcement). Because Shaw's wife was dying of cancer, he
refused the assignment and resigned, but his resignation was accepted
"with prejudice."87
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One morning, President Riddle received a visit from the deputy
director of the FBI's New York office who asked if there was a
member of the John Jay faculty named Blumberg. Riddle told him
there was. The FBI official said he was directed by Hoover to tell
Riddle that so long as Blumberg was on the faculty, no FBI agents
might attend John Jay. Riddle said, "That means there won't be any
FBI agents at John Jay because Blumberg is a tenured professor and
he stays." John Jay's president recalled that he did not have the
"foggiest notion what this was about," but he immediately got hold
of Blumberg, who told him the entire story.88 The New York Times ran
a front-page story about the incident, and the College got excellent
publicity in papers all across the country for its defense of academic
freedom. 89 The College had had an arrangement with the FBI
whereby the agency would give a few of their agents time off and pay
their fees to enroll in the MPA program. This arrangement had been
going on for two years when the incident occurred, and other agents
were attending on their own time and of their own volition. Riddle
wrote to Attorney General John N. Mitchell that while the FBI could
choose to withdraw students who were being sent there at its expense
and on the FBI's time, it was an entirely different matter to "order
students attending the College of their own volition and on their own
time to withdraw." 90 Neither Mitchell nor the FBI responded.
As John Jay ended its fifth year, it could look back with great
satisfaction at its exuberant youth. Students, faculty, and administration
continued to feel an extraordinary esprit de corps. They had created a
unique college during one of the most momentous periods in
American history. Its primary focus at this time- to educate policewas an historic mission. The police were at the center of the turmoil
that was ripping apart the social fabric of America. The police
certainly could not solve the myriad problems of the racism, poverty,
and war that were engulfing the country. But John Jay was founded
on the belief that an educated police force would be more tolerant,
less quick to respond with violence, and thus less likely to exacerbate
the tensions that gripped America in the 1960s. More than this, the
success that the College was having in educating students who were
often poorly prepared and burdened with a history of educational
failure led it to believe that it might become a model for the new
urban universities that could be both democratic and of high quality.

l
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THE ERA OF
OPEN ADMISSIONS: 1970-1976
In Fall 1970, in the midst of the FBI controversy, the College was
experiencing another profound shock- the beginning of Open
Admissions . Like the expansion of police education in the 1960s,
Open Admissions came out of the storm of conflict and crisis that
swept over New York at this time. Providing a place in the university
for every high school graduate who desired to attend college profoundly affected all the campuses, but at John Jay it unleashed a hurricane of change that transformed the College.
The size of the faculty doubled in the first year, doubled again in
1971-2, and grew by another 25 percent in 1972. The number of
undergraduates grew from 2,600 (one out of five of whom were
"civilians"); to 4 ,400 in 1970 (two out of five were civilians); to
6,700 in 1972 (over half were civilians); and finally, over 8,600
students in 1973, when enrollment began to level off. Suddenly gone
was the small institution devoted primarily to in-service students with
classes in the Police Academy. What emerged was a medium-sized,
multi-purpose college with rented space in two office buildings in
downtown, commercial Manhattan. The old faculty was in a state of
shock. The sense of community and camaraderie they had developed
was disrupted, if not destroyed, by dozens of new faculty members
who could not possibly appreciate what John Jay had been for the
previous five years.
The new faculty was predominantly young, inexperienced teachers
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excited about coming to the John Jay. Many had been involved in the
social protest movements of the 1960s, demonstrating at college
campuses for racial integration and against the war in Vietnam. Most
were beginning their academic careers, having recently completed
their PhD's or in the process of doing so. Nearly all were in awe of
being at a college where so many of the students wore guns. These
new faculty, many of whom chose to teach at John Jay because of its
unique mix of students, brought enormous energy and enthusiasm to
the Open Admissions effort.
The Open Admissions Program grew out of a variety of forces that
shaped its structure and character. Originally conceived in the City
University Master Plan of 1968, the program was not due to start until
1975. The plan was to create a three-tier system with the top third of
the city's high school graduates attending the senior colleges, the
middle third guaranteed admission to the community colleges, and
the bottom third going to "Educational Skills Centers" as yet to be
developed. 1
Chancellor Bowker and others advocated such a program for a
number of reasons. When he became chancellor, Bowker had noted
the "minuscule" enrollment of minorities at the City University. He
said, "The South Bronx, when it was predominantly Jewish , had been
the source of many of the great intellectuals of America. Well , the
South Bronx is still there, and the kids still need to be educated."2 As
a result, he started programs such as College Discovery and SEEK to
increase the proportion of minorities attending the university. But
such programs didn't go far enough in opening up access to higher
education for the city's poor, access that would be increased by an
Open Admissions policy.
Bowker and others were able to win support for his plans to
increase accessibility to the City University from the corporate and
political elites in both the city and state. During the 1950s and 1960s,
New York City had lost manufacturing jobs at an alarming rate - the
jobs that had traditionally absorbed New York's large number of
unskilled and poorly educated laborers. What the city would need in
tµe future were literate, trained workers. In the 1960s, leaders in both
government and business worried about the growing mismatch
between the educational levels of most of New York's poor and
working class students and the demands of new jobs in city
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government and in the new service sectors of private industry. "The
city's primary manpower concern with institutions of higher education
is the development of skills and income potential of the city's citizens,
particularly the ongoing generation ."3 Bowker's vision of the City
University was a response to this new economic reality. In his
inaugural address he had said, "There will be more jobs developing
in New York City, but they will be jobs of a new kind-jobs which
require what has been called sub-professional education. The jobs
will be here - the question is, will young New Yorkers be trained to
fill them, or will they have to be filled by persons brought in for the
purpose from elsewhere."4
The original three-tier plan was rudely disrupted, however, when,
in Spring 1969 , students at City College and then at the other
university campuses pushed for faster change: they demonstrated,
occupied buildings , and closed campuses, all to demand equal access
to education for black and Latino students. As Julius C.C. Edelstein,
the senior vice chancellor, recalled, Bowker expressed the general
feeling of the board about revising the timetable of their plan: "When
there is a tide coming in, it washes up on the shore."5 Thus in
response to the student activists, the board announced on 9 July 1969
that the university would initiate a program to offer "admission to
some university program to all high school graduates of the city." It
would begin in September 1970-five years ahead of schedule. The
students had achieved a major victory, but how the university would
provide adequate remedial services and maintain academic standards
was still to be worked out.
That very fall, John Jay began to prepare for this educational
innovation. The College, as Professor of English Ira Bloomgarden
commented at the time, was well suited to this effort because of its
history as an open admissions college for police, a college where
there already existed "the absence of selective admission standards ,
the absence of artificial distinctions between various classes of
students, and a reasonable, flexible time schedule for the completion
of studies." Furthermore, he said,
the school has always been oriented to the needs of a student
body whose level of preparation and response to the conventional academic demands is considerably weaker than that of
students at other four-year colleges.6
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This background gave John Jay a head start in responding to the
changes. Dean of Students Gerald Lynch took charge of the planning
at the College. He arranged for a special retreat in November 1969 to
examine the many problems and issues that the faculty, administration,
and students would soon be facing and to devise strategies for dealing
with them. The interim report that came out of that meeting
recommended a series of imaginative proposals that showed the
commitment John Jay was prepared to make to the new students. It
suggested that all incoming students have a "two-day, away-fromthe-campus colloquium" together with faculty to "introduce freshmen
to the academic, vocational, counseling and co-curricular realities of
the college experience." Such a session would help to form
relationships between the faculty and the incoming students so that
these first-generation college students would feel less alienated. The
report also proposed pairing upperclassmen with incoming freshmen
to help orient newcomers and to break down some of the tensions
between the police and civilian students. The writers of the report
also planned an elaborate and highly personalized evaluation system
that would assess the nature and degree of the remedial needs of the
incoming students without using standardized tests.7 These carefully
considered proposals came to naught, however, because the university
would not fund them. The College was forced to institute a more
traditional orientation, counseling, and evaluation program.
To accommodate students who needed remedial work, the English
and math departments also revised their basic courses. Freshman
English classes would be divided into large, medium, and small
sections, with the students most in need of remediation in the smallest
classes. The English department also instituted stringent competency
exams that often forced students to repeat English 101 three, four, or
even more times before they could pass it.8 Eventually, after much
tinkering, both the Departments of Mathematics and English designed
new curricula to match students' abilities and needs more closely.
Most of the faculty, particularly those who came after 1970,
embraced Open Admissions because it seemed to them a movement
iJ?- tune with the democratization and the opening of opportunity of
the 1960s. Education should be for all. As Professor of History
Dennis Sherman recalled, one of the reasons he came to John Jay was
that it was a "more socially relevant place to go as a professor."9 A
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few of the faculty were not so sanguine. Some of the law and poliGe
science faculty "saw it as a kind of betrayal of a very unique
institution which many of them had been instrumental in building." 10
Other faculty, such as Bill Taber, feared that it was bound to fail. He
remembered advocates of Open Admissions arguing that the College
would not replicate the practice of mid-western universities who
admitted just about everybody but then expelled a great many in their
first year when they didn't measure up. "We were going to establish
a long-term commitment. I remember thinking that this is crazy, that
what it would ultimately do is reduce the standards of the university
and overwhelm us." But he thought that there was an unstoppable
momentum about the program, and it would have to be played
out.11
Everyone at John Jay, whether for or against Open Admissions, had
underestimated the lack of academic readiness of the new students.
No one realized how poorly New York City's high schools had served
their students. As Bill Walker recalled, the "teachers had to get used
to a new kind of educational experience, and it was difficult." 12 As a
result, some professors became disillusioned. But most, while critical
of the lack of funding and support services , settled in, accepted their
responsibilities to the students, and undertook to do the best they
could, given the limitations imposed on them.
Open Admissions presented a number of challenges for John Jay.
Socially, the student body changed dramatically. For the first time,
over 50 percent of the freshman class was made up of non-police
students; many, perhaps most, of these students had not even
expressed interest in criminal justice as a career. In addition, these
students were much younger, and a much higher percentage of
them - about one-third- were African-American and Latino, initially,
overwhelmingly Puerto Rican. In the past, only about 10 percent of
the freshman class had been African-American and Latino. The rest
of the new students were ethnic whites, especially, Irish, Italian, and
Jewish. Most of the new students, both black and white, were
substantially less affluent than the police students. Despite their
similar backgrounds, the police were earning higher salaries than the
parents of the new students. The Open Admissions students were also
poorer than the average college students entering schools across the
nation: 45 percent of John Jay's first Open Admissions class came
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from working-class and poverty-stricken neighborhoods, as compared
to 15 percent nationally. The new students were also overwhelmingly
first-generation college students. Only 19 percent were not.
The academic structure of the College also shifted. There had
always been a large number of police students at John Jay in need of
some remediation (faculty estimated about a third). But of the first
group of Open Admissions students, almost all were in need of
remedial courses. The vast majority-87 percent-had high school
averages below eighty, and 43 percent below seventy. 13 In contrast,
in the other senior colleges, only 40 percent of the students had an
average below eighty. John Jay estimated that fully 92 percent of the
new freshmen would "not have been admitted . .. on the basis of their
high school academic records." 14 The College had so many more
poorly-prepared students because it was the only senior college to
accept students into associate degree programs. It was thus a unique
combination of community college and senior college. Over the next
few years, the educational qualifications of the students improved
marginally, but overall, John Jay continued to have one of the highest
percentages of poorly-prepared students among the senior colleges in
the City University. As a result, John Jay had to devote an increasing
share of its budget to remedial courses.
In that first year, the faculty talked constantly about Open
Admissions. In the halls, over lunch, in department meetings, at full
faculty conclaves, they tried to cope with the extraordinary demands
that the experiment was imposing on the College. Proposals came
fast and furious - smaller classes, more remediation, more tu tors,
early warning systems to inform students that they might be failing,
new teaching methods, and early and frequent testing of students.
People talked teaching, thought teaching, dreamed teaching . 15 In a
report to the faculty about six weeks into Fall 1970, Lynch reported
that, although a few of the faculty expressed "a sense of disappointment
and defeat," most of the faculty "have reacted to the new kinds of
students in highly constructive and imaginative ways." 16
Faculty were pleased that, despite real problems with reading and
writing, most of the new students were articulate in class. As Leo
Loughrey put it, there were substantial benefits to having a more
representative "mix of students in the classroom." 17 Howard U man sky
noted, "I looked forward to non-police students just to make it a more
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diversified place." 18 Bill Clancy suggested that Open Admission~
produced heat as well as light: "I've had some classes where there
weren't any fisticuffs, but strong arguments between police and
civilians. It was interesting." 19 During his first year of teaching at
John Jay in 1972, Professor of Law and Police Science Ken Moran
was conducting a class in Constitutional Law:
A student began to complain about the abuses that a police
officer had visited upon him when he was arrested. About half
way through his comment, an officer in the back of the class
said, "That's bull shit! I'm the guy who arrested you, and let
me tell you what really happened." And then we had an
exciting discussion concerning what probable cause is all
about, what it looks like from a police officer's standpoint, and
how it looks very different from the standpoint of the accused.
It sort of epitomizes what the College is about. It's that
intermingling of people from different backgrounds and
different perspectives, and it is these that enrich the college
experience for students and faculty.20
Although the enthusiasm for Open Admissions was high among
much of the faculty initially, over the next few years the problems
gradually wore down their enthusiasm, if not their actual support.
One problem that Professor Basil Wilson identified was that most of
the professors came from middle-class and upper middle-class
backgrounds and thus found it hard to relate to students who came
from poor, working-class homes. He suggested that, by contrast, the
professors in the Department of African-American Studies more
often came from backgrounds similar to their students and thus were
able to provide counseling- both academic and personal-that was
of crucial importance to those students who did succeed.21 Harriet
Pollack noted another major difference in the new students: though
she favored Open Admissions , she says that "the group that we got
was nothing like our policemen. Most were kids who had never been
matured through work discipline. They didn't understand a lot about
college life." 22 In the end, Professor Dennis Sherman believed, too
many faculty could not overcome years of socialization that had
prepared them for college students who should be able to handle a
certain level of work. When the students couldn't achieve those
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standards despite the faculty's best efforts, professors tended to blame
the students or to feel burnt out. 23 The major pedagogical problem
that plagued and continues to plague the faculty was the difficulty of
teaching classes with a mix of well-prepared and ill-prepared
students. How could one interest the better-prepared students without
losing the others, or make sure the poorly-prepared students were
following the material without boring the others?
Although the faculty was promised better-prepared students each
year, 87 percent of the third Open Admissions class in Fall 1972 still
had high school averages under eighty. The Dean of Students' office,
first under Gerry Lynch and then under Richard Ward, tried to keep
up morale, experimenting with a number of innovative techniques,
such as peer counseling, and informal interactions with teachers, but
the counselors were still overwhelmed.24
Dean of Faculty John Cammett noted that John Jay's expansion put
it in a "situation of perpetual emergency. Every year we had practically a new college." Everyone knew that the College would change
enormously, he said, "but I don't think anyone of us thought we
would have such chaos as we did in fact have .-" 25 In a report in 1974,
Donald Riddle argued that the College had done the best it could in a
very bad situation. John Jay, he argued, "had taken in more of the
most poorly-prepared students than any other CUNY college." 26 But
the biggest problem was that the student body had grown four-fold
while the money the College had received for its programs had not
expanded to keep up with inflation, which was advancing at doubledigit rates.
One measure of the College's difficulty in handling this situation
was the dropout rate: at the end of four years , of the students entering
in Fall 1970, only 37 .2 percent remained or had graduated, compared
to a university average of 56.8 percent. John Jay's retention rate was
the lowest of all the senior colleges. A dropout rate of this magnitude
had a devastating effect on faculty, especially considering their high
expectations of the factors affecting the university's retention rate,
research showed the most important to be a student's high school
ayerage, and fully two-thirds of all John Jay students had high school
averages under 75 percent (only one-third of the students at the other
senior colleges had such averages). While many of the faculty were
discouraged by this pattern, others, such as Professor of English
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Karen Kaplowitz, felt that Open Admissions was still successful
because the faculty "had a chance to make a difference in their
students' lives."
Even if they didn't succeed in my course, even if they didn't
get a degree, I was affecting their lives, and they were getting
an important message about how they were cheated early in
their education or how they cheated themselves by not doing
well enough and that message would be conveyed to their
children.28
It is not surprising, however, that many of the faculty came to feel
that, despite good intentions, politicians and city officials had set up
Open Admissions to fail. From the start, it was obvious that there
were "inadequate staffing, inadequate space, inadequate facilities and
overstuffed classrooms."29 By not providing sufficient funding for
remediation, tutoring, smaller classes, orientation, counseling, and
other essential services, ·as Howard Umansky put it, "we were shoveling them in and shoveling them out."30 Professor of Anthropology
Elizabeth Hegeman joined a group of faculty recruited by Tom
Litwack to work part-time in the Department of Counseling and
Student Life to help make Open Admissions a success. But, she
recalled, "it became apparent very early that this was not going to
work in the sense that we were not going to have the resources to do
the job."31 Although others argued that the dropout rate was not so
bad, given students' poor academic backgrounds, the lack of financial
commitment- the fact that money was a constant problem not only
at John Jay but everywhere - caused great resentment. As Abe
Blumberg put it, "Open Admissions was both a blessing and a curse
because there was not enough funding to teach students, many of
whom were so poorly prepared." 32 Faculty came to feel that John Jay
was being "used" by the city. As Bob Pinckert noted, "We were the
safety valve for the City University and the city of New York."33
What was remarkable, however, was that despite these feelings, the
faculty continued to adjust, finding new methods for reaching the
students. Unlike other campuses in the university where cynicism
reigned supreme, John Jay succeeded in fostering a new spirit for the
school.
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The tremendous growth occasioned by Open Admissions led to the
expansion of the liberal arts during this period. Because most of the
new faculty was in traditional liberal arts areas and because the focus
was now on the "new" Open Admissions students, the liberal arts
could expand and develop as never before. In addition, as John
Cammett recalled, there was so much happening in these early years
that he "could not concentrate on normal academic affairs." He spent
so much of his time recruiting faculty that the curriculum grew rather
haphazardly, responding to the immediate needs and desires of the
moment.34 The emphasis on liberal arts was also stimulated by the
College's continuing struggle during these years for academic
respectability. A sure way to win such respect, many thought, was to
have a strong liberal arts program with a nationally recognized faculty.
Perhaps the clearest indication of the broadening of the curriculum
during the early seventies is the fact that, of the twenty-five
baccalaureate programs offered in 1975 , thirteen, or more than half,
had been introduced between 1972 and 1975 . All the majors
introduced between 1965 and 1968 were related to the mission of the
College: police science, criminal justice (BA & BS), forensic science,
and behavioral science. But beginning in 1969, most of the new
majors introduced were broader than the criminal justice mission, for
example, American studies, arts and languages, and history. In 1972,
more new majors were introduced, some in criminal justice related
areas, such as the interdisciplinary majors in correction administration
and fire service administration, but many others in unrelated fields ,
such as chemistry, English, and math. Although more than two-thirds
of the students still majored in criminal justice, police science,
behavioral science (including psychology and sociology), government,
or history, most of the other majors drew between fifty to three
hundred students each.
With this growth, the College decided to replace its division
structure with more traditional departments. Don Riddle had resisted
this move as long as he could because he believed that criminal
justice was inherently interdisciplinary, and a traditional departmental
structure would encourage the faculty to become parochial and
ingrown. He finally accepted the change on the recommendation of
the Academic Structure Committee, chaired by Gerald Lynch and
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including Irving Portner and Irving Guller. In addition, Riddle could
see that as the old divisions grew, their size made them too unwieldy.
Some of the faculty also favored departments as a way to "raise
standards." Some in the social sciences thought that, with traditional
departments, they could force the Department of Law and Police
Science to be more rigorous in its own standards. These faculty
members were willing to sacrifice the benefits of interdisciplinary
divisions to raise and enforce standards among the faculty as a
whole.
Besides this re-examination and change in the basic structure of the
College, faculty also had to re-examine teaching methods. The
concern with reaching and educating what came to be called "nontraditional" students led the faculty, especially in the liberal arts, to
pay closer attention to their teaching. Confronted for the first time
with a great many students who had done very poorly in school, the
faculty sought to devise new methods for succeeding where others
had failed. The Division of Behavioral Sciences, in a meeting in
February 1971 , proposed that "more systematic thought be given to
the question of what constituted and how to promote good teaching,
especially in light of the fact that PhD training does not normally
include training in how to teach at the college level." The division
suggested that "some formal mechanism be established to study and
bring to the attention of faculty members, teaching methods that
appeared to be 'working' with open admissions students."35 As a
result of this interest, faculty started a number of programs . One was
the Cooperative (or Co-op) Classes Program, combining English 101
with other 101 classes such as Government, History, or Anthropology
to help students see the connections between one class and another
and to provide a less alienated and fragmented college experience.
Professor Pat Licklider reintroduced this idea into the College in
1986 as the Linkage Program. In addition, in 1971, Dennis Sherman
organized the "Better Teaching Project," which sponsored workshops,
panels, lectures, films, and other presentations over the next few
years that focused on everything from grading, to motivating students,
to the use of socio-drama techniques.36
The most important attempt to develop an alternative teaching
method was the Thematic Studies Program. In 1971, John Jay was
awarded a planning grant, prepared by Arthur Pfeffer, Richard
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Greenbaum, and others, to develop a "Program for an Experimental
Humanities Curriculum," a program that would meet the various
challenges of this unusual college: humanities for the police, and the
relationship of the humanities to criminal justice, to the new Open
Admissions student, and to remediation.37 Over the course of the
next year, meeting with faculty inside and outside the College,
including Irving Howe, John William Ward, and Linda Nochlin, the
grant recipients developed the idea of a group of students studying a
single "theme of both contemporary relevance and historical
importance to be taught by a multidisciplinary team of from six to
nine instructors."38
In 1972, the National Endowment for the Humanities awarded John
Jay an outright grant of $476,887, plus another $100,000 conditional
on finding matching funds, for the Thematic Studies Program which
was chaired initially by Arthur Pfeffer. Over the years the program
became very successful and became a regular academic department.
It continues as a viable educational alternative for both students and
faculty. 39 Angelo Pisani was one of many students who wrote of their
support for the program. Pisani, who became the deputy commissioner
of management and budget for the New York City Department of
Correction and a PhD from John Jay, was a firefighter in his student
days in Thematic Studies. He said that John Jay in general and
Thematic Studies in particular gave him the opportunity to gain
confidence and experience as a writer. "In addition," he continued,
"TSP provided a pleasant, non-anxious environment . .. . I felt my
learning experience was expanded by this non-traditional method of
teaching." 40
The SEEK Program also developed and grew during the Open
Admissions years. Although it began at the university in September
1966, John Jay did not accept its first class until four years later.
SEEK students, who were given a small stipend for attending school,
had to be under thirty years of age, live in a designated poverty area,
and have academic promise, as certified by their high schools. Unlike
Open Admissions, SEEK is a small program providing in-depth
counseling and tutorial and remedial work, especially in math and
English. Gerry Lynch, who as dean of students was to establish a
SEEK Program at John Jay, visited the SEEK Programs on other
CUNY campuses. The worst model he saw was one that put the
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SEEK Program off campus so that it participated very little in the life.
of the college. Lynch proposed instead that John Jay's SEEK Program
be "an integral part of the College" with the students taking an active
part in campus life.41 Under the leadership of James Malone, who
headed SEEK from September 1970 until 1973, the program became
a model for retaining and educating poorly-prepared students. Malone
believed that the SEEK structure at John Jay is unique because its
students are given a supportive environment but are at the same time
integrated into the College. The SEEK faculty try to foster a "family
environment": all the SEEK students meet together once a month,
and faculty and staff meet more frequently with individual students
who are having difficulty. Equally important, SEEK students are not
identified as such when they move from remedial to regular courses .
Faculty thus cannot teach "to the perceived level of the student." 42
John Jay's mission expanded in another direction when in Fall
1971, it began a program on Rikers Island. Originally the idea of
Edward Koch, who was then the Congressman for the East Side
district John Jay inhabited, the program provided qualified inmates at
Rikers with an opportunity to take college courses at the correctional
facility. Initially supported by a grant from the State of New York
Division of Criminal Justice Services through the New York City
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council, the program was taken over
by the College in January 1973 and continued for many years . A few
police students objected that prison inmates were not the type of
students the College should be "seeking out," but the faculty who
taught on Rikers was firmly committed to the program and its
educational , social, and rehabilitative goals. For some of the inmates,
these courses would be the basis for building a new life.
Unfortunately, the attention and concern surrounding all these new
programs sometimes alienated the police students. Ideologically,
some of the police students supported Open Admissions because they
recognized that John Jay had provided a second chance for them. But
socially, Open Admissions represented a threat because so many of
the new, civilian students were black and Latino and were invading
what had been essentially a police enclave. An article in a neighborhood newspaper quoted Lou Capponi, a police lieutenant who was
also president of the Student Council in 1970- 71 : "There's a great
feeling on the part of police officers that the school is going away
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from its intended purpose." And what was that purpose? "The College
was built by policemen for policemen."43
But it was not simply the new orientation that alienated the police
students. Suddenly they were confronted in class with masses of
youths from poor neighborhoods, many of them black and Latino.
Bill Taber remembered that this mix "made the classes more
interesting," but "the cops were turned off by what they perceived as
the pouring in of what they saw very frequently as street kids, of the
type that gave them problems on their job. And here now they had to
treat them as equals and also inevitably to be outnumbered by
them."44 In addition, although most of the faculty, especially the new
faculty, were still intrigued at the prospect of teaching the police, the
professors ' focus had shifted. Now the Open Admissions students
were the challenge and the police felt more and more left out. It was
no longer their college. While the two groups of students often
communicated very well with each other in class and learned more
from each other than either had expected, outside of class, each went
its separate way. Gerry Lynch, who was during this period dean of
students and then vice president after Claude Hawley's death,
watched the police retreat into their own clubs and the Rathskeller,
while the Open Admissions students took over the Student Council
and started new clubs and activities.45
Many liberal arts faculty felt that the police students gradually
drifted away during the Open Admissions years, but Don Riddle
suggested that the situation was more complex. He acknowledged
that the cops probably resented the increasing proportion of civilian
students and felt that "it wasn't their institution any more and they
had had a proprietary interest in it. And in a way that was a loss to us
because that was a source of strength to us." But the absolute number
of students didn't decline until 1973 or 1974, when Veterans
Administration benefits ran out and other institutions, especially New
York Institute of Technology, also instituted special programs for the
police.46 The latter probably had the most serious effect on the
College, for at its height, the New York Institute enrolled more than
1_3,000 students. These students could earn sixteen credits by
attending school only one day a week. According to Bill Clancy, New
York Institute of Technology was just "giving away degrees."47
Many John Jay faculty believed that because the Tech program was
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easy and undemanding, police who were only interested in getting the.
credential, not the learning, would go there rather than John Jay. As
Professor Ken Moran explained, NYIT "considerably devalued" the
degree in criminal justice. When it was evaluated by the state, its
program was judged so weak that it had to be restructured along more
traditional lines that made it much less attractive to students.48 In
addition to these other factors, John Jay also lost police students in
these years because fewer new police were being hired as a result of
New York's fiscal problems. Thus there was a smaller pool from
which John Jay could draw.
One of the ways that the College tried to increase the number of
police students as well as to advance its original mission was to begin
in Spring 1973 to offer classes in the police precincts around the city.
By Spring 1974, there were some seventy courses being taught at
thirteen different locations to about 1,800 students. As Don Riddle
indicated, this "reversed the decline in the proportion of in-service
students." The hope was that many of the students in the precincts
would go on to classes on campus.49 Dorothy Bracey remembered
that teaching in the precincts was like "riding circuit, bringing the
message of education to the hinterland." 50 This program also gave
the liberal arts professors a better understanding of the police
environment, for, as Bill Preston put it, they were teaching "a solid
group of working professionals on their home ground." Many of the
classes were as exciting for humanities professors as they had been
before Open Admissions. Preston recalled, "We exchanged our
prejudices." 51 But many of the police students still resisted coming to
the Upper West Side because other programs, like the one at NYIT,
were giving away credits so easily and cheaply.
The other major problem that Open Admissions intensified was the
lack of space. As John Cammett put it, "The space situation was
desperate even before Open Admissions."52 With the massive growth
of the student population, the problem reached crisis proportions. As
early as 1967, while the College was still in the Police Academy, John
Jay had petitioned the Board of Higher Education for its own building
because the space in the academy would obviously not be adequate
for its expanding student body. In Spring 1969, the College began to
work with the BHE to acquire the Miles Shoe Building on West 59th
Street (now North Hall).53 In Fall 1969, plans for the new building
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were completed and approved. Everyone felt optmust1c that the
building would be renovated and ready for Fall 1970, when Open
Admissions was due to begin.54 But legal difficulties stalled the sale,
and the College was forced to rent four floors of an office building at
360 Park Avenue South to complement its space at 315 Park Avenue
South. The science labs remained in the Police Academy, blocks
away, and only a part of the library's growing collection was available
to students and faculty. Harriet Pollack recalled that "we were terribly
short of physical space. We were scattered in different buildings, and
they were terrible firetraps." 55 Dean Cammett agreed. With the
classrooms on upper floors, "the elevator situation was simply
horrendous. "56
John Jay suffered in these quarters for the next three years. In the
1971-72 academic year, it had less than thirty square feet for each
full-time equivalent student (FTE), whereas the CUNY average was
eighty-five square feet per FTE. And while the Miles building might
have been adequate in 1970, by the beginning of 1972, it would
clearly not be sufficient to meet the College's growing needs. Even
with this new building, John Jay would have only sixty-five square
feet per FTE, still substantially lower than the CUNY average.57 As
a result, administrators began to search for additional space in the
vicinity of the new campus. It eventually rented the old 20th Century
Fox building. The movie giant was moving its corporate headquarters
to the West Coast. Even though the building was three blocks from
the Miles building, Riddle and the rest of the administration wanted
it because it was immediately available and because it could house a
much needed gymnasium. Given the far West Side's resurgence over
the past several years, it is ironic that at the time, staff and faculty
expressed concern about the area's safety because it was so far west
and in New York's infamous and historic "Hell's Kitchen"
neighborhood. 58
When the move was finally made in Fall 1973 , however, the
College heaved a collective sigh of relief. Even though the Miles
building suffered problems with heating and air conditioning,
I?roblems it continues to suffer, the faculty was thrilled to be in its two
new spaces, soon to called North and South Halls. In an article that
fall , the New York Times noted that President Riddle had inherited the
sumptuous office of Spyros Skouros, "the movie Mogul," which
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contained his famed suede casting couch! 59
During the Open Admissions years, despite the problems of space,
lack of money, and students with poor academic skills, the atmosphere
of the College was almost electric with possibility. Black Studies,
Puerto Rican Studies, Women's Studies, American Studies,
Environmental Studies, and more all flowered, drawing both in-service
and civilian students. Betsy Hegeman, for instance, taught a very
successful course called "Sex and Gender." Professor of English
Audre Lorde and Blanche Cook introduced an interdisciplinary
course, "Women in Black and White," that also had a major impact
on the students. Cook recalled that "all of our students the first time
we taught the class were men and most were cops." They were so
moved and upset by what they were learning about the role and views
of women in American society that many brought their wives and
friends to the class.60 In subsequent years, as more and more women
enrolled at John Jay, very exciting discussions and debates took
place.
The College also came alive during this era with new programs,
new clubs, and new magazines. Vice President Richard Ward, an avid
baseball fan, lobbied Don Riddle for the creation of athletic teams.
From that request, other administrators argued that the students
should receive no less opportunity in terms of a college environment
and services than at other colleges, and this led to the creation of the
Department of Physical Education. Students founded new publications
such as The Poetry Journal and Liberation, which expressed the
views of more liberal and radical students. In addition, the larger
numbers of black and Latino students started their own publications,
such as the Afro-Latin Journal, produced plays about the AfricanAmerican experience, and organized arts festivals that broadened the
cultural and intellectual life of the College. Professor of AfricanAmerican Studies Basil Wilson suggested that this was a most
"vibrant, alive period" because experimentation and cultural diversity
were encouraged.61
The faculty also responded to the increased activism at the College
by becoming more assertive itself. Because resources were so scarce,
during registration the administration would often cancel classes that
had low enrollments. The faculty came together to protest these
actions because there was no consultation over the cancellations with
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the departments. Out of those protests the Faculty Senate arose.
Organized in 1974 with William Preston as president and Irving
Portner as vice president, the senate took up a wide variety of
governance issues, including the allocation of faculty lines, the
involvement of the faculty in decisions about proposed budget cuts
during the budget crises of 1974-5, and the elimination of the Nursing
Program. The cut of this program caused great consternation because
many faculty felt that it fit perfectly with John Jay's desire to broaden
its mission but remain an urban-centered institution.
In Spring 1973, Professor Virginia Harris was commissioned by
John Jay to start a nursing program that would be nontraditional and
community-oriented. Planning began in Summer 1973, and approval
was given to start the program in Fall 1974, but eight weeks into the
semester, in November 1974, the program was abruptly canceled. It
was revealed that the State Board of Examiners of Nursing had not
approved it. Riddle told the Faculty Senate that, because of the high
cost of the program, the BHE had given him the choice of either
increasing its size and scope or canceling it. He chose the latter. The
senate believed that the faculty should have been consulted on this
important decision and pressed the administration to continue the
program. It passed a resolution that "no program involving teaching
be terminated or created without approval of the College Council." 62
But the failure of the senate to win any concessions on the Nursing
Program highlighted a broader problem. The senate could not have a
major impact on policy because it was outside of the College's
governance structure. The final blow to the continuation of the senate
during these years came with the fiscal crisis.
During the first year of Open Admissions, with the swirl of activity
around the new students, the new faculty, and the new programs ,
questions arose once again about the "mission" of the College. Many
of the new faculty and civilian students , stirred by the optimism of the
1960s, foresaw a period of unrestrained growth for John Jay and the
university as a whole. They believed that the growth of the student
population could be matched by the broadening of the College's
_scope. Why be satisfied with being a good, special-purpose college?
Why couldn't John Jay be like Hunter, or City, or Queens? For some,
broadening the College's offerings was a way to attract betterprepared students. If students could see it as an institution oriented
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more broadly toward the liberal arts, and not simply as a vocationa}
or professional school, then better students, such as those from the
elite high schools and those with better grade point averages, would
come to John Jay.
At a meeting of the College Council on 26 March 1971, midway
through the second semester of Open Admissions, there occurred an
extraordinary discussion about the mission of the College, a discussion that laid out the various positions-especially the Division of
Law and Police Science's view about the importance of John Jay's
mission for its future. What made the session so important was the
forthrightness of the discussion: the law and police science faculty
felt under so much pressure from the rest of the faculty about their
primary role in the College that they had to respond to it directly.63
After explaining the history of John Jay's commitment to the education and professionalization of the police, Leo Loughrey, the chair
of the division, declared, "We have the opportunity to become the
number one college in the country in the field, the true center of professional education for those seeking a career in criminal justice, if
we adhere to this unique role. If the role is changed," he warned, "we
can expect to become just another liberal arts college." 64 He asserted
that he was all in favor of expanding the scope and range of the curriculum, "provided the academic areas are so related to the field of
criminal justice that we can never be accused of violating the contract
that exists with the people of this city." He warned, however, that the
advent of Open Admissions had led some of the faculty away from
that commitment and had made the police students "feel that John Jay
[was] losing interest in them." But, he asserted, Open Admissions
could be a blessing, not a curse, if the new students were recruited
and counseled so that they saw the College as a way of pursuing
"meaningful careers in criminal justice."65
Following Loughrey's statement, there was a lively, candid interchange that encompassed both the changing nature of John Jay and
the changing nature of criminal justice education. Professor Irving
Guller noted that "the College must continue to evolve" and that "the
police students themselves . .. have made demands for programs not
directly related to police science or criminal justice." Professor
Blanche Cook said, "Some of the most enthusiastic students in the
arts courses are police officers." Professor Isidore Silver, chair of the
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Division of Government, History, and Economics, suggested that
there was disagreement, even within the police community, about the
best education for police officers. He himself agreed with Police
Commissioner Patrick V. Murphy, that a broad liberal arts education
was best.66
This discussion seemed to concern the broad issue of John Jay's
mission, but the real subjects of the debate were two other distinct
though related issues. One was the education of police officers. Some
feared that the influence of Open Admissions students could
overwhelm the original in-service students and cause the College to
abandon them. The law and police science representatives believed it
was essential for the police students to take criminal justice courses
to help them in their careers and to professionalize the force. On the
other hand, many of the liberal arts faculty, especially in the
humanities, thought a broader program was essential because a
considerable number of the police were seeking a second career after
retirement. Other faculty, especially those in the social sciences, did
not think breadth was as important as depth. Alex Smith argued that
the College should retain its focus on criminal justice and not try to
be just another liberal arts college. If John Jay did continue to
specialize, "it could be the gem of a very small field." 67 Some of the
social scientists, such as Dorothy Bracey, agreed with this view but
thought that the curriculum was too narrowly focused on New York
City. "Students should be exposed to the best professional thinking of
the country," she argued.68 The belief that the humanities and social
science faculty shared was that the police needed to have a broader
understanding of the values and civilization that they were protecting ,
not simply a narrow education about the intricacies of the criminal
justice system. As Smith put it, the police should be educated so that
"an officer can function as a member of the broader community
rather than as a member of just a small group." Riddle had often
expressed this view in terms of the police being "agents of change."
But Leo Loughrey responded that he "wanted the police to prevent
crime, arrest criminals and provide services." He thought the police
should be performing those functions better, "and the College could
help-especially in police-community relations and services." After
all, "80 percent of the police function is service oriented."69
The second issue that underlay the debate was the role of criminal
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justice education at John Jay. In his opening statement, Loughrey had
argued that all the majors should be related to criminal justice, but,
when pressed during the discussion period, he backed off and said
that such a narrow focus was not essential. Nonetheless, he worried
that, in a crunch, if it spread itself too thin, "if there [was] a budgetary
squeeze, the primary mission of the College [would] suffer." At a
minimum he believed that all the Open Admissions students should
be counseled about the special mission and be required to take an
introduction to criminal justice.70
This open disagreement over curriculum and mission was very
similar to the questions raised during the earliest years of the John
Jay's existence: What is our mission? How do we best teach our
students? What should our goals be? In the end, as Don Riddle
recalled, "the mission was defined as a mixed one, and this was a
reasonable compromise."71 Essentially everyone agreed to
disagree- a frustrating state of affairs for the adherents of each
viewpoint but a source of tremendous vitality and excitement for the
College as a whole. No one could be complacent because everyone
was trying to win students and solidify the mission. As Riddle put it,
"We had an implicit agreement about the mission that we wouldn't
have had if we had made it explicit." The closest he ever came to
defining the mission was in an address in 1974 in which he said it was
"essentially twofold: (1) that John Jay become the best college of
criminal justice it is capable of being and (2) that the College serve
the needs of the city in ways that seem appropriate and do not
interfere with our primary mission." He acknowledged the "strong
differences of opinion" about "the precise meaning" of the mission as
well as how to carry it out, but identified these differences as a
strength, not a weakness.72
The development of the liberal arts was analyzed in a report
prepared under an AIDP (Advanced Institutional Development Plan)
grant the College received. Written just before the fiscal crisis hit
John Jay in December 1975 , the report noted that, though the College
sought to educate those who were currently employed in criminal
justice or public service or those who sought such employment, both
its educational philosophy and program arose from the liberal arts
tradition as well as the specialized professional tradition in American
education. For these reasons, John Jay offered programs that related
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to "career development in criminal justice and public service." But it
also tried to "sustain the educational development of non-traditional
students," thus placing the College "squarely in the egalitarian
tradition of American education, where class, ethnicity, and ability do
not constitute barriers to the student's educational growth." The
liberal arts tradition, however, was being eroded across the nation in
the quest for academic and professional specialization, and John Jay
had to "work actively to retain its emphasis in the liberal
tradition."73
Part of the reason that tension was so high concerning "the mission"
was that the optimistic expectation of continuous growth did not
materialize. While it is true that the number of students grew by leaps
and bounds in the early 1970s, constant budget crises undermined
morale, making everyone scrimp and save, and ultimately creating a
"bunker" mentality. During the very first year of Open Admissions in
March 1971, Riddle explained the long-range budgetary problem to
the College Council: "For a number of years," he said, "the cost of
public services has been outstripping the cost of living, with a
corresponding decrease in productivity. Inflation has also cut down
the buying power of taxes . We are in a crisis of massive proportions."
Presciently, he predicted that the city would likely target both welfare
and the City University, and "cut the City University budget as a way
to force the imposition of tuition." 74
Over the next few years, there were constant budget crises with the
state legislature coming up with needed funds at the last minute, but
the outcome was always fewer services and greater faculty and staff
work loads.75 In his report in September 1974, a year before the full
impact of the budget crisis hit the College, Riddle again warned that
the long-term trends were discouraging: "It is simply illustrative, but
affects the university deeply, that New York City's cost of rendering
the same level of services has been increasing at the rate of 15 to 18
percent per year, while the income from the same rate of taxes has
been increasing at roughly 5 percent per year." Consequently, John
Jay would have to live with less: "While each of our supporting services needs improvement ... it is likely that for the indefinite future,
every supporting service in the College will be less than adequately
funded ."76
Arthur Pfeffer summed up the era well: "Those were days of great
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opportunity and enthusiasm, but also of great confusion an9
insecurity."77 The College grew tremendously during this period and
experienced an extraordinary vibrancy, excitement, and diversity. It
tried to fulfill the democratic promises of Open Admissions, and it
certainly achieved some great successes, educating many students
who would never have had a chance before 1970. It also experienced
lively debate about the differing conceptions of John Jay's future and
role. But as budget cuts continued year after year, and as the city sank
further and further into the abyss, faculty and students began to feel
that they were the butts of some cruel joke. It was difficult to do
justice to the job of educating the new Open Admissions students,
and it was almost impossible to become at the same time an elite
college of criminal justice. Increasingly, people worried only about
survival. If police officers, firefighters, and sanitation workers could
be laid off, why not college teachers as well?
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THE CRISIS:
1976
On Monday morning, 23 February 1976, John Jay's faculty and
students awoke to read this New York Times headline: "City University
Chancellor Urges Closing of Three Colleges." After months of
rumors and speculation, they did not have to read far into the
article-it was on the third line-to learn that Chancellor Robert
Kibbee recommended that John Jay, Richmond and Hostos be closed
and that Medgar Evers and York be converted from four-year liberal
arts colleges to two-year community colleges with vocational
orientations. The worst had happened. The College was going to
close in September. In the words of Vice Chancellor Julius C.C.
Edelstein, this was "when John Jay became an object rather than a
subject." 1
Gerry Lynch remembered that, after reading the story at 7 :00 AM,
"I immediately got into the shower to get ready for the day and
thought to myself-I remember it vividly- 'I don't want to get out of
this shower.' I was really scared to death because I had not become
acting president two months before to see the demise of the
College."2
Eight months earlier, in June 1975, Lynch had gone out to lunch
with Don Riddle and learned that Riddle was leaving the College to
become chancellor of the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle.
Riddle had recommended that Lynch be named acting president while
the Board of Higher Education conducted a full search. When Lynch
71
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went for his interview with the board in mid-December, it was in the
midst of enormous turmoil about the fiscal crisis, including the threat
to free tuition and state takeovers. As he sat outside the room waiting
for the board to call him, members stormed in and out of the meeting,
cursing and carrying on. Finally, in an eerily calm voice, Chancellor
Kibbee came out and said, "They're ready for you now." The board
approved his appointment as acting president. A month later, on 15
January 1976, Lynch took office, unaware that the next three months
would be the most tumultuous and important of his career.3
Between Riddle's public announcement of his resignation in June
1975, and his leaving the College in January 1976, there was a flurry
of activity over his replacement. James Malone recalled that during
Summer 1975, a member of the BHE asked him to suggest a model
for the search. Malone did so, but then never heard from the board
member again. In October, Malone called to ask what was happening
with the search. The BHE member said, "We don't need it- we're
going to close John Jay." Malone was told he could use the information
but could not attribute it to anyone.4 Riddle was out of town at the
time, so Malone told then Vice President Lynch, who called a Deans'
Council meeting on Wednesday, 22 October. Lynch checked and
received similar information from sources at the Professional Staff
Congress and the University Faculty Senate: John Jay was to be
merged with Baruch. At the meeting, which also included many
department chairs in addition to the deans, the discussion centered
around how the College could oppose the possible merger without
offending the BHE-and thus worsening an already bad situation.
They developed lists of people to get in touch with both in the
criminal justice community and in the media and decided on the
general approach they should take with the board and the outside
world. They also agreed there should not be any mass demonstrations
because they would hurt John Jay's image.5 The next day, Thursday,
23 October, Lynch called a meeting of a much larger group,
approximately fifty-five faculty and students, to bring them up to date
on what was happening. He said that "the core problem was to
m9bilize against merger, both in-house and in the broader community,
without provoking a negative reaction from the BHE and also without
seeming to give substance to the rumor." More ideas were generated ,
and Professor of History Mike Wallace suggested that there be a full
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faculty meeting the next week. Lynch scheduled one for 29 October.6
When Riddle returned and learned what had happened, he was
furious. He didn't believe the rumors and went to the BHE and
checked with Kibbee and Alfred Giardino, chairman of the BHE,
both of whom denied that there were any plans to merge John Jay. At
a full faculty meeting the next week, Riddle related their denials to
the faculty and said that the "President of Baruch has no desire to take
over John Jay College." He suggested that "all stay calm, while being
both alert and vigilant in order to go into action immediately, if need
be." Professor Bill Preston, the president of the Faculty Senate
announced that the senate had set up a defense committee, and Mike
Wallace circulated sheets for faculty to indicate areas where they
could help in such a defense.7 Over the next few months, there
continued to be rumors and periodic press reports , but nothing
concrete happened. John Jay's nascent organizing efforts lapsed into
quietude.
Everybody in New York knew that with annual budget cuts and
"crises" the city's fiscal standing was not good. No one, however,
understood just how desperate the situation had become. Queens
College economist William K. Tabb wrote that with the general flight
of capital from the Northeast in the 1970s and the corresponding loss
of manufacturing and service jobs, New York's problems were neither
unique nor extraordinarily different from those of other cities in the
region. In the boom of the 1960s, the city had borrowed heavily from
the banks, so when the recession hit in the 1970s, "the city was overextended." Since this extended indebtedness occurred at the same
time that federal aid was reduced and interest rates skyrocketed, it
was only a matter of time before New York's situation would be
untenable.8
What went wrong? Who was to blame? John Jay's Vice President
John J. Collins analyzed the situation in New York City and in the
nation politically: "We tended to blame the wrong people."9 Instead
of blaming the banks for gouging the city, or the politicians for mismanaging the budgets, or the businessmen for moving jobs and plants
to anti-union , low-wage areas in the South and West, the city's poor
and working people were seen as the cause of the city's fiscal woes.
It became fashionable to focus on welfare and public education as the
symbols of urban extravagance and decadence. In the early 1960s, the
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university's four senior colleges and two community colleges
accounted for only one and a half percent of New York City's budget.
However, with the growth of the City University and then the advent
of Open Admissions, the university consumed a larger and larger
share of the city's budget pie, growing to 2, 3, 4, 5 and even 7 percent
by the mid-seventies. Some of that increased budget came from the
larger number of students and faculty, but much of it was the result of
a vast construction program that sought to remedy a terrible shortage
of space across the university system. "We used to say," Julius
Edelstein recalled, "that the university had less space per student than
was legally required to bury someone." 10
In 1966, the Travia Bill provided that the state pay 50 percent of the
funding for the city's senior colleges. Throughout the Open Admission
years, the conservative forces were zeroing in on the City University:
the Keppel Commission in 1973, the Committee for Economic
Development in 1974, and others complained that the expansion of
higher education in New York had made CUNY inefficient and in
need of streamlining. Furthermore, it was said, the economy would
not need as many graduates with baccalaureate degrees as the
university was producing. The demand, instead, would be for
"students at the two-year, technical and occupational level." Finally,
tuition should be charged at CUNY so that it would be on an equal
footing with the State University.1 1
To help relieve this fiscal squeeze, Hugh Carey, when he became
governor, presented a plan for the state to pay progressively more for
the senior colleges and to assume more and more budgetary control
of the university. Midway through the 1974-75 academic year, the
university suffered a $20 million reduction in its budget. Then, two
months before the start of classes in Fall 1975, the university suffered
another 11 percent cut in its budget. As the fiscal crisis in the city
deepened late in 1975, the university was under unbearable pressure
from the mayor and the governor to act to reduce its budget. A
number of committees went to work on the problem, and all of them
resorted to restructuring the university. As Julius Edelstein
remembered, "Everybody was closing down part of the universityas long as it wasn't their part." 12 There was a Central Office [80th
Street] Committee headed by Deputy Chancellor Seymour Hyman
and a Board Committee on Planning. Robert Marshak, president of
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City College, put forth one of the major proposals to "reshape the
university" and "more sharply define . . . a set of missions" to produce
a "lean, responsive" system. He also noted that with such changes,
"significant economies become possible." He argued that the smaller
units of the university did not provide enough diversity of faculty and
range of programs, and that it was crucial to have a "minimum of
10,000 Full-Time-Equivalent students in each location." Specifically,
Marshak proposed that the university be reduced from nineteen to
twelve administrative units, thus allowing for substantial savings in
rentals and administrative costs. 13 When details of the "Marshak
Plan" were published in the New York Post and other newspapers on
7 November 1975, a new wave of panic hit the College, but again
everyone at the BHE denied active consideration of any plan.
Finally, in early 1976, Kibbee took all the various plans for
re-structuring under advisement. Julius Edelstein remembers that
"Kibbee went home one day with a yellow pad and wrote it [his own
plan] out and didn't show it to anybody." 14 His plan hit the papers on
23 February. Kibbee proposed that the senior colleges be reduced
from ten to six (Hunter, City, Brooklyn, Queens, Baruch, and
Lehman) and that there be nine community colleges in addition to the
Graduate Center. "The proposed restructuring of the university... is
designed to rationalize the academic offering of the university and the
distinctive missions of the several colleges." In addition, the
chancellor sought to limit the Open Admissions Program by restricting
admission to the senior colleges only to students with an 80 percent
average (or those in the top 35 percent of their class) and to the
community colleges to those who had at least a 70 percent average
(or those in the top 75 percent of their class).1 5
Under Kibbee's plan, John Jay's criminal justice program was to go
to Baruch College, and the remaining students were to be enrolled in
standard liberal arts and science programs throughout the system.1 6
The proposal argued that John Jay was too expensive to maintain
because of the high cost of its rental space and its many counselors
and tutors. In effect, after giving the College the highest percentage
of poorly-prepared students, the chancellor's plan criticized the
College for using so many counselors and tutors in its attempt to
make Open Admissions a success. But the real issue, Julius Edelstein
noted, was that "almost every plan did something to John Jay because
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it was new." 17 Deputy Chancellor Seymour Hyman suggested that
John Jay was vulnerable because it was a "new, special-purpose college, not in the conventional mainstream." 18
According to John Cammett, the College was in a Catch-22
situation. John Jay had been developing the liberal arts because it
believed that it couldn't achieve its special mission unless it was
more like the other colleges. But then the BHE and the Four Older
Senior College (FOSC) Presidents would say, "If you are more like
the other colleges, what the hell do we need you for?" 19 In addition,
because of the realities of New York City politics , the restructuring
plan had to be geographically and ethnically balanced, and John Jay
was the newest, smallest, and politically weakest college in Manhattan.
It was also viewed as a "white" college because of its identification
with the police, even though its student body was more racially
integrated than any other senior college. Thus closing John Jay while
also closing Hostos, Medgar Evers, and York could be used to argue
that all ethnic groups, not just the minorities served by those other
three colleges, would be affected by the board's action. Finally, John
Jay was seen as vulnerable because, as Seymour Hyman explained,
"it did not have the kind of vocal and highly political support that the
other colleges did."20 That judgment turned out to be a serious
miscalculation .
Upon reading the outline of the plan in the newspapers , the faculty
and staff felt that they had been dealt a mortal blow - it was the end
of their livelihood and the end of John Jay that many of them had
helped build from scratch. Marcia Yarmus recalled, "I felt terrible
because I had this whole background, so many years of input into the
College when it had started from a little nothing. I had been just one
of two or three females in the College, and I began to realize that all
the work that we had put together and all these wonderful students the whole thing-could be lost. It was horrible."2 1 Some were in the
position of Harriet Pollack, who had signed onto the city's pension
system, which required fifteen years of service to be vested . She
needed only one more year: "So I was particularly upset. It was a
terrible period."22 Lynch mobilized the faculty, staff, and students to
action. He argued that everyone knew someone in politics, the media,
or other influential areas, and they needed to go into their communities ,
speak to their relatives, colleagues, clergy, and local politicians, and
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urge them to write, call, and speak out to save John Jay. Instead ~f
waiting and coordinating who should talk to whom first, everyone
should get in touch with as many influential people as possible and
then give these names to Lynch's office for coordination and followup. Lynch realized that since he was an acting president and relatively
young at that, "the faculty did not know if they should trust my
leadership." Even though he had been cautioned by the chancellor's
office, "Don't play hero," and offered a job as dean of the new
criminal justice school at Baruch, Lynch decided to act. He recalled
that during those first days, "I didn' t know how we would fight the
battle, how we would win it, but we had to do it." 23 Lynch's team,
Acting Vice President Richard Ward and John Collins, working with
the faculty and outside consultants, started to devise a strategy to do
the impossible-save John Jay!
Almost before anything could get started, however, the students and
faculty showed the spirit that would ultimately carry the day. As John
Collins explained, the College was freed from the usual restraints
because "we didn't have anything to lose. We couldn't offend the
BHE and Kibbee because they had already decided our fate." 24 On
Thursday morning, 26 February, three days after the announcement
in the Times, a "Save John Jay" rally was held in front of South Hall.
Ron McVey, Chairman of the Emergency Committee for coordinating
student activity, had worked with student leaders to organize the rally.
When the students arrived for class that morning, Jim Malone said,
they were told about the rally and the importance of their turning out.
Even though it was bitterly cold, students and faculty filled 56th
Street to listen to speeches about the emerging campaign. Then a
remarkable thing happened. As the rally was breaking up at 11:15
AM, Netfa Fodiaba, president of the Student Council, spontaneously
called on everyone to march on the BHE headquarters at 80th Street
and York Avenue. Thousands of students-police officers, firefighters,
transit officers, and younger students-marched up the block to
Ninth Avenue, turned north to 57th Street, and then east. Hundreds of
police joined the march, which was, for most, the first demonstration
they had ever participated in from the "other side." One police officer,
looking nervously at each cross street, kept warning Professor of Art
History Marlene Park, "The cops are going to get us. They ' re going
to charge us!" But, instead, they cleared the way; they stopped traffic
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and allowed the march, which stretched three long blocks, to proceed
unhindered.25 All along the way, Haig Bohigian recalled, the response
of the public was encouraging: "Every comer we turned, windows
would go up, and people would wave to us."2 6 At that very moment,
Lynch was at 80th Street making an impassioned appeal to Kibbee.
Although Lynch had called the chancellor first thing Monday morning
for an appointment, noon Thursday was the earliest that Kibbee
would see him.27 During their meeting, Lynch reports, Vice
Chancellor Timothy Healy (later the head of the New York Public
Library) came in and said, " 'They're walking across 57th Street,
Bob,' and Kibbee looked at me [Lynch] as if to say, 'Did you know
that was happening?' And I said, 'I can tell you I did not know,' and
in fact I did not know there was a march on 80th Street that day." 28
During that first week of the fight to save John Jay, Lynch began
looking for a person who could bring the College's case to the broader
community. Public Relations Director Flora Rheta Schreiber
suggested Paul Buiar, a well-known public relations expert, who met
with Lynch that week. Buiar immediately understood the problem the
College faced and proceeded to "organize them into an effective
grass-roots political force." He knew how to get Lynch and others in
touch with the key political actors in the city and state. Buiar recalled
that, although the administration was inexperienced and without firsthand knowledge of the political arena, "once they saw how the game
was played, they became very adept at it." One of the key targets was
Governor Hugh Carey. Buiar was involved with the annual New York
"Inner Circle" Dinner of City Hall reporters, a lampoon and roast
attended by all the major political figures in the state from the
governor on down. Buiar got Lynch and Collins backstage, "and
when the governor came by between the first and second acts, I
helped Gerry comer Carey."29 President Lynch related the abortive
interview:
The governor said, "What is John Jay? A two-year college,
right?" I said, "No, governor, it's four years and liberal arts."
And he said, "Well, what's the problem?" Then he said, "Well,
I've got to go." It was a minute and a half, and I got almost
nowhere. 30
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But over the next few weeks Lynch saw Carey briefly three or fou_r
more times and evidently made a good impression. In fact, on 9
March, in a question-and-answer session after a speech to the League
of Women Voters in Buffalo, Carey endorsed the idea of saving John
Jay because of its important and effective work in criminal justice
education.
Another major factor contributing to the College's survival was the
influence and activity of Tony Schwartz. Schwartz, an internationally
renowned communications expert, had produced thousands of radio
and television commercials for businesses and politicians and won
hundreds of awards. He happened to live across the street from South
Hall and was a friend of Richard Ward. He agreed to produce a series
of commercials pro bono. Ward and other members of the faculty
agreed to raise money so these commercials could be aired. First,
Schwartz conducted a survey, with the participation of John Jay
students, to determine the attitudes and beliefs of New Yorkers
relative to institutions in the city. The survey found that the services
people valued most were police protection, fire protection, higher
education, and sanitation, in that order. "This suggested that New
Yorkers would be sympathetic to saving John Jay since it could be
perceived as an institution that was attempting to solve two of the
problems to which they gave high priority: crime and education."31
The survey also revealed that less than 5 percent of the public knew
what John Jay was. Schwartz designed his commercials with three
objectives: "to connect with an existing public attitude about crime;
to recall public statements by government officials committing them
to a certain position; and to create an atmosphere of shame about the
current behavior of these officials." 32 Thus one of the commercials
focused on Chancellor Kibbee: "Lots of people talk about crime. But
is anyone doing anything about it? One man is. Robert Kibbee,
chancellor of the City University. But you won't believe what he's
doing about crime. He's planning to close John Jay College of
Criminal Justice, where over 4,000 of our policemen get advanced
training. Governor Carey, if you're listening to this, please stop
Chancellor Kibbee. One word from you can. Keep John Jay College
open."33
Another commercial used a similar appeal with Mayor Beame and
Governor Carey as the targets. Schwartz noted that within an hour of
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this commercial's first broadcast, a deputy mayor came to see him,
demanding that he "get that commercial off the air." If that demand
wasn't bad enough, he went on to say "Why are you going to the
defense of this school? It's only a bunch of dumb Irish cops."34
Schwartz was outraged at this blatant prejudice and ignorance about
the school's heterogeneity, and he resolved to make commercials that
educated the public about the impact the College had had on the
police:
Well, I've been attending John Jay College now for five years,
full-time . I work full-time for the Police Department. And I
have a B .S. in Criminal Justice. And you 're not so narrowminded as you were before you went to school, and being a
cop, it's a great help on the street, especially in the ghetto
where I work. You don't fly off the handle as easily as you had
before. You find that there are other people and they have
different cultures.35
The cumulative effect of these commercials was so great that at the
end of the campaign, over 80 percent of New Yorkers who were
polled had heard of John Jay.
To aid in the effort, the College formed numerous committees: for
advertising, correspondence and communication, fund-raising,
political action and visitation, technical matters, petitions, and so on.
On Monday, 1 March, the students held another, smaller march to the
BHE, and a delegation met with the chancellor to present their views.
The students included a broad cross-section of the student body,
including Student Council President Nefta Fodiaba; council member
Avery Eli Okin; President of the Black Student Caucus, Adele
Greenpastures; President of the Women's Coalition, Estella Vasquez;
police student Al Dimayo; and firefighter Louis Calleja.36
Because John Jay had such a unique and diverse student body, the
Board of Higher Education had believed that it would not be able to
marshal support from the political constituencies of the city. But
instead of its diversity being a detriment, it turned out to be a
tremendous advantage because the College received support from so
many different quarters. First, the police and other criminal justice
professionals rallied to John Jay's cause. Donal MacNamara, who
was very active in the Irish-American community, was extremely
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effective in arguing that closing the College "constituted unfa~
discrimination against the thousands of Irish and Irish-American
students , mainly in the police, fire, and corrections services of the city
and state of New York, who have depended on the special curricula
at John Jay for upward mobility in their public service careers."37
Similarly, the African-American community recognized that John Jay
was a truly integrated senior college and that in addition to providing
professional opportunities for thousands of black and Latino students,
it also provided a means of educating and sensitizing the police
generally to the importance of restraint in the community and respect
for cultural diversity. The Amsterdam News noted in an editorial that
most of the colleges chosen for closing or merging had large minority
populations . It editorialized that when "the Chancellor reaches out
with a racially sharpened knife and boldly attempts to cut away the
brightest hopes of education for minority groups, it is overt racial
discrimination, rather than good fiscal administration."38 As James
Malone indicated, b\ack and Latino politicians were receptive to his
and others' pleas for the-College because they recognized that training
"African-American, and Hispanics .. . for the criminal justice system
was important for a pluralistic society."39
Meanwhile, the political contacts , letter writing and lobbying
intensified. Endorsements started rolling in: Ken Mcfeeley, the head
of the Patrolmen 's Benevolent Association; Percy Sutton , the
Manhattan Borough President; Congresswoman Bella Abzug;
Councilman Ted Weiss, and on and on. One of the people who was
considered essential for John Jay 's cause was Commissioner of
Police Michael Codd. Although he was reluctant at first to intervene
(he didn't want others telling him which police precinct to close or not
to close), intensive lobbying by John King, Matt Neary, Lynch, and
others won him over to the College's cause. Students and faculty
began to take heart. Some of the faculty wrote, others marched,
everyone did something. As Bill Walker declared, "I wasn't much of
a talker, but I was a marcher."40
Early in March , the College staged a beautiful evening candlelight
march from South Hall to Gracie Mansion for a rally. Before the rally,
a press conference was held at the College to announce Michael
Codd's support. Both he and former Attorney General Ramsey Clark
spoke on behalf of the College to show that people who represented
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very different perspectives on the criminal justice system were united
on the importance of "Saving John Jay." At the rally later that night,
Percy Sutton, Ramsey Clark, Commissioner of Investigation Nicholas
Scoppetta, Commissioner of Corrections Benjamin V. Malcolm,
Chief of the Housing Police David J. Daly, and Congressman Charles
B. Rangel addressed the rally. The growing feeling of support was
noted by John Collins: "The local police captain who was here to
maintain order, gratuitously stepped off the curb and got off in front
of the parade and marched off with us."41 Harriet Pollack recalled,
"When we marched en masse to Gracie Mansion, it was really a moving experience."42 The Daily News lead about the march read,
"Police officers manning barricades at Gracie Mansion joined 1,500
chanting students last night in a demonstration to save John Jay
College of Criminal Justice."43
The Board of Higher Education had scheduled a public hearing
from 3:00 PM to 7:00 PM on Monday, 8 March, to listen to comments
on their proposed plan. John Collins pointed out that one of the
reasons the board chose that date and time was that state assemblymen
and senators and congressmen would most .likely be in Albany or
Washington. "They thought we couldn't get them there, but we did."
Collins organized the John Jay effort at the hearing, but the BHE told
him that the number of people from the College who could attend
would be limited. "I was told that I would be stopped, and on the day
of the hearing, they tried to keep me out, but I went right past the
bastards and said, 'Go ahead and stop me.' Not very civilized, but
that's the way I felt about it."44 In the end, 122 people spoke at the
hearing, including dozens of John Jay supporters, faculty, staff and
students. Scheduled to end at 7:00 PM, the hearing kept going until
three in the morning. Meanwhile, outside the hearing, which was
being held at the Graduate Center on 42nd Street, 3,500 "noisy
demonstrators gathered from all over the city to protest the cuts."45
Finally, when on 10 March, a New York Times editorial came out in
favor of saving the College, the faculty and students began to feel that
there might actually be hope. They redoubled their efforts.
Ken McFeeley had been the first union leader in the PBA to push
for higher education for the police. When John Jay was attacked,
Gerry Lynch took him to see Chancellor Kibbee, who later told
Lynch that McFeeley was "the single most effective person he had
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spoken to in the entire time from any college." McFeeley argued thaJ
with 2,000 police already laid off and the department down another
3,000 by attrition, it was unconscionable for the city to further
damage the well-being and morale of the police. "The value and
beauty of John Jay," he told a WINS Newsmakers' radio audience, "is
that it is providing my men with the ability to get themselves an
education and to familiarize themselves with the kind of society they
are living in at this time."4 6 In a letter to BHE Chairman Alfred
Giardino, he expressed the PBA's strong opposition to the proposal
"to destroy John Jay College." He complained that "the police of this
city have suffered job losses, curtailment of career opportunities,
increased hazards to life through personnel cuts, and now our professional
educational institution is being frivolously taken from us."47
The College also received support from a man who had spent his
life as an intellectual and a rebel-Dwight MacDonald. He had
joined the faculty in Fall 1974 to teach in the Thematic Studies
Program. In a column in the Village Voice in the midst of the crisis,
MacDonald noted that he had taught at many prestigious universities,
but that "teaching here is more refreshing, stimulating, involving, and
hopeful for the same reason it is more difficult- or to use a cliche
that, for once, applies: 'challenging.'" Although he found the students
less prepared than the middle-class students he was used to teaching,
"they' re also more serious about getting" a college education. "And
if one has to choose between sophistication and motivation, I'd go for
the latter, after two years at John Jay."4 8 MacDonald noted that the
College had offered to take a 20 percent cut in funding for the next
year to insure its survival. "If they can do that, couldn't all the others
get along on 10 percent less, and the chancellor's staff on 40 percent
less? For non-teachers galore, with some pretty fancy fiscal notions,
the CUNY headquarters staff is hard to beat."49
The students themselves also understood how unique the College
was and how their very diversity made them an important model for
urban education. As Nefta Fodiaba noted, "At John Jay you have
ex-offenders and cops establishing the type of rapport that keeps
ex-offenders out of jail and helps cops to understand why they get
in."50
In addition to articles, radio advertisements, demonstrations, and
lobbying efforts, Lynch, Collins, and Ward devised a number of other
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imaginative efforts to keep the College in the public spotlight. They
encouraged the students to plaster the city with black on orange
"Save John Jay" bumper stickers; planes with banners trumpeting the
slogan flew overhead, and buttons sprouted on lapels. Faculty and
students appeared on TV and radio talk shows and submitted
innumerable "editorial replies." They got Margaret Mead to send a
letter to the BHE and used it as the basis for a full-page ad in New
York Magazine and in a thirty-second radio commercial. The great
anthropologist called the destruction of "something so central to the
morale of our embattled civil servants" difficult to understand. She
urged the board to "help delay this ruthless decision until something
less drastic and damaging can be worked out."51 Professor of Speech
and Theater Ben Termine organized a day of street theater, complete
with a stage coach and "John Jay" in costume appealing to the public
to support the school. According to the New York Times, "Alighting
from a coach drawn by two white steeds, 'Mr. Jay ' brought his plea
for educational opportunities to Sunday strollers in front of the Plaza
Hotel, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and Lincoln Center."52 "Mr.
John Jay" was then dramatically assassinated by henchmen of the
chancellor.
The College was also able to gamer international publicity with an
article in the London Times that called the College "one of the city's
most distinctive institutions." The school even reached for the
heavens. One day Lynch's wife Gay was in the playground with their
son and infant daughter. Their son looked up and said, "Look,
mommy, it says something up there." There was "Save John Jay" in
skywriting. The only major effort the College was not able to pull off,
Lynch said, was a barge going around Manhattan Island proclaiming
the same message.s3
Perhaps the last major tactic that administrators tried was a bill (A
11162) that Herbert J. Miller, an assemblyman from Queens (now a
retired Supreme Court judge), introduced to force the BHE to keep
John Jay open . One of Miller's assistants was the mother of a John
Jay student, and she convinced the assembly member to support the
~ight for survival. On 10 March, Miller introduced a bill, co-sponsored
by twenty-eight other assemblymen, to amend the state education law
to mandate that the Board of Higher Education "maintain a 'college
of criminal justice' within the City University of New York to the
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extent that it existed during the 1975-1976 academic year." As a press .
release indicated, the purpose of the bill was "to prevent the closing
of John Jay College of Criminal Justice." Collins laughed when he
acknowledged that "the bill was patently unconstitutional," but its
purpose was to gain publicity and to allow Miller to schedule public
hearings, as he soon did at North Hall. The PBA, representatives from
the community, and representatives of public officials and criminal
justice agencies across the city and state all used the hearings to
reiterate their support for the College and the job that it was doing in
the community.s4
The substance of the College's defense was twofold. It was performing a variety of crucial public services that justified its existence
and would be harmful to the city if lost. The faculty and administration recognized that sacrifices had to be made, and offered to save the
city what the closing would really save rather than what the BHE said
it would save. They emphasized the ethnic and geographical diversity of its student body: 40 percent of its students were black, Latino,
or Asian, and it had the ·most even distribution of students from the
five boroughs of any of the senior colleges. Over 40 percent of its
students were employed in public service careers: 23 percent New
York City police officers, 6 percent state police officers, 9 percent
firefighters, 2 .5 percent correction and parole officers, and 1 percent
Transit, Port Authority, and Housing personnel. The unique day/night
rotating schedule was essential not only for police officers but also
for other blue-collar workers on rotating shifts and for women with
families. The programs at fourteen satellite locations and at Rikers
Island provided education and training for 2,500 students who would
not otherwise be able to attend college. The College also served as the
Secretariat of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, the organization for criminal justice educators throughout the United States,
and it housed the offices of the American Association for Professional
Law Enforcement, an organization devoted to the improvement of
law enforcement and criminal justice. Through a number of grants, it
provided training for correctional personnel, court administrators,
Fire Department managers, correction aides, National Park Service
police, urban park police in the city, and Department of Social
Services security officers. The College was also involved in programs
of higher education for New York Telephone employees, of advanced
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high school curricula, of self-protection for the aged, and of private
security programs for Macy's, Alexander's and other department
stores. Finally, it held such conferences as the Corporate Conference
on Organized Crime, Crime and the Media, the Institute in Criminal
Justice and Corrections, the Symposium on Police Ethical Practice,
the Juvenile Justice Seminar, Hostage Negotiations, and the
Conference on Terrorism.55
Administrators also argued that a $1.5 million grant from the
Advanced Institutional Development Program (AIDP) of the United
States Office of Education, received in June 1975, proved that the
federal government recognized John Jay as a significant educational
resource to the city. If the College were closed, this three-year grant
would be jeopardized.56 In short, supporters argued that "John Jay
can contribute to the city as a unique resource to help solve the problems of crime, public productivity, manpower needs, and budget
management." It can perform all these functions "most effectively as
a flexible, autonomous College 'geared in' to the city of New York."57
Lynch recalled that he couldn't believe that anyone could argue
against the important job that the College was doing in the city: "Here
we had another mechanism to professionalize, and to make the police
more sensitive, humane, liberally educated, committed to the city,
bringing in minorities and women to the force, and they wanted to kill
it."58

The budget argument was as brilliant as it was sound. The BHE had
estimated that it could save between $10 and $13 million by merging
John Jay's criminal justice program with Baruch. The College argued
that this estimate was based on the assumption that all the faculty and
students would simply disappear. Since the vast majority of the
students would transfer to Baruch or other colleges in the city system,
the actual savings would only be between $2.5 and $5.5 million.
Further, if the transfer and closing costs were included, the savings
would be further reduced to between $1.5 and $4.5 million. Given
these figures, John Jay argued that it would be willing to cut $3
million from its budget to preserve its independent status.59 The
s~lVings could be effected by lowering administrative costs, cutting
back rental space and increasing faculty productivity.60 Lynch
recalled that one of the reasons the College was able to make the offer
of such savings was that Don Riddle had decided two years earlier
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not to fill many positions as they became vacant because he knew that.
a crunch was coming and he wanted there to be some slack. As a
result, "we had tough times, but nobody got retrenched."61
On the night of 5 April, the BHE voted six to one to preserve John
Jay. "I remember vividly driving home that night," Marcia Yarmus
recalled. "I was on the road near my house, and I was listening to
WQXR. lt was 11 o' clock, and the news came on, and they announced
that John Jay was saved and I stopped dead in my tracks! If anyone
had been behind me they would have gone right into me. It was that
kind of moment. It was great." The College had been saved but with
a restricted mission related to criminal justice. "Resolved: That
programs in criminal justice and related fields now offered by John
Jay College of Criminal Justice be continued and majors in liberal
arts and sciences be eliminated." The effects of these changes were
not immediately noticeable but would be felt later. At the time, the
College community counted itself lucky.
The campaign had lasted just six weeks , but it had seemed to go on
forever. For years, some faculty continued to believe that the board
would still try to dismantle John Jay at the first opportunity. They
feared that this had just been the first round and that, though we had
won the battle, we would surely lose the war. Most were euphoric,
agreeing with John Collins that "we were tough and beat the hell out
of them." 62 When Julius Edelstein was asked what he and others at
the board thought about the campaign to save John Jay, he laughed
and said, " Well, I and I think Kibbee, too, responded very
'sympathetically' - we said, 'Those bastards!'" But he recalled that
they "understood that the politicians were responding, 'Get this off
my back.'" What he found most remarkable, however, was that the
College "could generate and mount this kind of campaign. It showed
that it had a raison d'etre and vitality, and it was a time when vitality
wasn 't everywhere, to put it mildly."63
Lynch recalled Percy Sutton saying that he had never seen a
municipal agency mobilize itself so effectively. After the crisis,
Kibbee sat down with Tony Schwartz to record his reactions to the
campaign. He commented on the many phone calls and the hundreds
of letters he had received, but the issue became most compelling
when he "saw around my own office building people wearing 'Save
John Jay' buttons, my own staff, too." But the incident that finally got
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to him occurred when he got into a cab one day at 80th Street. "We
hardly got away from the curb when the driver asked me what was
going to happen to John Jay. I was a little flabbergasted because I
didn't know it had gotten to the cab drivers." 64
The most remarkable aspect of the campaign to save John Jay was
that all the elements that had given the College its unique qualities,
but that had often been "at war" with one another over the years,
came together in a spirit of unity and common purpose. This esprit de
corps surprised and invigorated everyone. Confronted with an outside
threat, the college community closed ranks and was able to project its
special qualities so that ordinary people were able to appreciate them.
What caught people's fancy was that this was a "college for cops,"
but what convinced them of the importance of John Jay was that such
a diverse faculty and student population could gather together, talk to
one another, learn from one another, and become a community, united
against dissolution.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CRIMINAL JUSTICE: 1976-1989
The euphoria that the John Jay community felt about the preservation
of the College was gradually replaced by the reality of trying to cope
with the consequences of draconian budget cuts. Within a month of
the BHE decision to preserve John Jay, the College had to explain
precisely how it was going to fulfill its new mission and how it would
reduce its budget. Even today, the changes seem staggering: thirteen
majors were discontinued , including American Studies, history,
English, psychology, sociology and chemistry. Only eight remained:
correction administration , criminal justice, criminal justice
administration and planning, deviant behavior and social control ,
forensic science, fire service administration, government and public
administration , and police science. The College had to accept a $2.3
million cut- about 14.5 percent of its budget. Although many adjunct
faculty were not rehired, no full-time staff were fired, and no contracts
were broken. The number of faculty did drop from 533 in Fall 1975
to 448 in Fall 1976 (though the 1975 figures include many unfilled
lines). Enrollment was curtailed, and the quality of student life
suffered. With the abandonment of Open Admissions and the
imposition of tuition , many potential students were either no longer
eligible to apply to John Jay, or could not afford to attend. As a result,
the number of graduates and undergraduates fell from 9,812 in Fall
1975, to 7,229 in 1976, a drop of over 25 percent. 1
In a letter to the faculty at the beginning of Summer 1976, Acting
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President Gerald Lynch detailed the budget and program cuts that the
College had been forced to accept and expressed his gratitude for
John Jay's survival "as an autonomous college." Although he
predicted that the future would see "moderate stability," Lynch
admitted that "we will continue on the roller coaster which is
controlled by many outside factors, but I don 't think it will be in the
death-defying category."2 One of the first steps that the College took
in Fall 1976 was to build systematically on the good will and contacts
that it had made during the crisis so as to solidify its position in the
city, the criminal justice community, and the university. According to
John Collins: "We became intensely political. If they were going to
close any college in the City University, there are about fifteen they
would close before us , and even then they would go after us very
carefully." 3
Meanwhile, in Spring 1976, the BHE had appointed a search
committee for a permanent president of John Jay, with Professor of
Police Science John Cronin as the representative of the faculty. As a
result of Lynch's leadership in the crisis, there was unanimity in the
College that he should be chosen. But the Board of Higher Education
worked very slowly, and late Fall 1976, a faculty committee of senior
rank, including Professor of Law and Police Science Lloyd Sealy and
Professor of History Bill Preston, went to the chancellor to press
Lynch's case. Finally, in January 1977, he was named president. He
asked that the inauguration ceremony be held on 24 March, his
fortieth birthday. The John Jay community celebrated his appointment
as an affirmation of his integrity and leadership and of the College's
survival and triumph. In his inaugural address , Lynch spoke cogently
of the complementary, if sometimes contentious goals that had given
the College its vitality:
John Jay will provide a broad, liberal education since it is the
best answer people have found to prepare the next generation
to cope with their world, and we will offer the highest level of
professional and technical competence in criminal justice, fire
science, and related fields. This ideal of providing an education which is both liberal and technical has created healthy
tension between two extremes .4
Still, the everyday problems were real. Lynch noted in his periodic
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communications to the faculty that the budget cuts had produced
"severe difficulties" in a number of areas: maintenance and cleaning,
supplies and equipment, support services for students, and accounting
and report preparation.5 But the change that caused the greatest
consternation, especially among the faculty outside of law and police
science, was the elimination of the liberal arts majors. While some
liberal arts faculty considered this loss an unimportant cut because
there hadn't been many liberal arts majors anyway, or a pragmatic
decision that was a "necessary price of the College's survival," others
were dismayed with the "shift from major status to service status"
and thought that it was "a great tragedy that our mandate was
altered."6
In the midst of the crisis, when the elimination of the liberal arts
majors was first proposed, Professor of English Margaret Tabb wrote
to Lynch expressing the concern of many in the arts and humanities.
She sympathized with the plight of the College but feared that
eliminating the majors would greatly reduce the number of upperdivision humanities courses that could be offered. This was no small
matter: "it will deprive students of the opportunity to develop their
ability to understand and analyze the ethical and intellectual issues
pertinent to them as professionals, as citizens, and as human beings."
The liberal arts faculty had always taught predominantly introductory
and remedial courses. As a result, there was a "disparity between
what we teach and what we must think and write about." But the
elimination of the liberal arts majors would exacerbate that problem:
"Losing the opportunity to teach electives will be detrimental to our
development as human beings and as scholars."7
Because of these changes, for many faculty the years after the fiscal
crisis were a time of malaise. Just as after World War I, World War II,
and the Vietnam conflict the country fell into periods of uncertainty
and disquiet, so after the victory during the fiscal crisis, John Jay
endured a similar period of disturbance and reassessment. The
difficulty of teaching students who were in need of great remediation
was made worse by the budget cuts. Many of the liberal arts faculty,
especially those in the humanities, felt that they lacked a clearly
defined purpose at the College. While the criminal justice professors
were getting more students than they could handle, and the
administration was devoting its energies to consolidating John Jay's
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position in the outside world and to developing the criminal justice
programs, the humanities professors felt neglected and even threatened
by declining enrollments. Some of the law and police science faculty
also regretted the demise of the liberal arts majors. But others feared
that the non-major departments would now seek to have an expanded
and unwarranted influence on the criminal justice major. What many
regarded as divisive and wasteful discussions about the mission of the
College would now be more narrowly focused on what the "proper"
criminal justice major should consist of. And the fear was that such
meddling would result in a weakened and diluted major.8
Still, most of the law and police science faculty were relieved that
the BHE had resolved the issue of what John Jay's proper mission
should be. If the first five years of the College were devoted primarily
to the education of police and the next six years to the expansion of
the liberal arts, the third period would fulfill the goal of many of the
original law, police science, and social science faculty: to make John
Jay an outstanding, nationally recognized institution of criminal
justice. The liberal arts would continue to play a substantial role in
the College, but the emphasis would shift. The students would receive
their breadth in the first two years-with the core curriculum-and
they would have the opportunity to study and understand the criminal
justice system in their majors.
The shift of focus and resources also led liberal arts faculty to
explore new directions and programs . Some faculty developed new
research interests that examined areas of criminal justice or deviance.
In the Department of English, Arthur Pfeffer, for example, received a
grant to study writing done on the job by police managers, and
Virginia Morris studied women criminals in 19th- and 20th-century
fiction. Others, such as Karen Kaplowitz, devoted their energies to
new academic programs . She developed a new II Journalism Workshop 11
course to teach the fundamentals of putting out a newspaper and, as
a result, for several years the College had an award-winning
newspaper, the John Jay Journalist, written , designed, and edited by
students. Even the physical education faculty utilized its teaching
faculty, curriculum, and facilities (mostly the fitness center) to offer
special programs related to criminal justice. Specifically, they
provided education and training for female firefighters , firefighter
cadets, and CUNY police cadets and security personnel. Other faculty
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redesigned the Thematic Studies Program to better integrate the
humanities and criminal justice. Antoinette Ades, one of an increasing
number of older civilian students who came to the College during the
late 1970s, remembered how exciting it was to study criminal justice
issues in Thematic Studies with professors from several different
disciplines. "One class I had on adolescents studied them from
literary, psychological, historical, legal, and criminal justice
perspectives. There was always a lot of discussion and debate, with
police having one view of the juvenile justice system and young
people having very different perspectives." Toni Ades went on to
study in the Dispute Resolution Program that Maria Volpe developed
during this period.
The College's shift of focus resulted not simply from City
University politics , but from broader national currents and trends as
well. As much as any program in higher education, police education
and criminal justice were the beneficiaries of the federal government's largess. Beginning in the late 1960s, the Law Enforcement
Education Program provided hundreds of millions of dollars to some
575,000 students, over 90 percent of whom were police officers. John
Jay was the single largest recipient of that aid. After the GI Bill,
LEEP was the largest federal program affording the greatest number
of people the opportunity to attend college. But beginning in 1978,
funding began to decrease, and in 1980 it was entirely eliminated.8
This development obviously hurt enrollments across the country, but
it also had the effect of weeding out the weaker, vocationally oriented
schools and of focusing attention on institutions, such as John Jay,
that were of high quality.
The prospect of even fewer police students forced the College to
concentrate its efforts on developing the field of criminal justice
education. Of course, criminal justice education and the education of
police officers are very much related, but the emphasis would shift
from educating the practitioner to educating the "pre-service" student
and defining and making more rigorous the field of criminal justice.
Fortunately, in the midst of the fiscal crisis, the College was
awarded the $1.5 million AIDP grant whose theme precisely fit this
purpose: "Toward Excellence in Criminal Justice Education: 19761979, A Period of Appraisal." Implementation of this grant began on
1 June 1976 with Dean of Planning and Development Richard
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Pearson serving as overall coordinator. Professors of Law and Police
Science Lloyd Sealy and Ken Moran prepared the plan for criminal
justice education, Professor of Psychology James Levin contributed
the plan for Open Admissions, and Professor of Government Marc
Holzer contributed the plan for college management. Ken Moran
observed that the grant came at a perfect time because it gave the
faculty and administration an "opportunity to step back, reflect,
analyze and strengthen the enterprise."9 During this period of
reflection, the college community could survey the various attitudes
toward criminal justice education and delve into their history.
Professor of Sociology Arthur Niederhoffer, himself a former
police officer and an important scholar on policing, wrote that the
burgeoning criminal justice programs across the country had adopted
one of three distinct approaches. The first is the competency-based,
technical or vocational type of curriculum. This type seeks "to
develop vocational skills that will improve the performance in a
particular agency." Such courses are particularly popular with lowerlevel, in-service personnel and with "pre-service students eager to
taste the real thing." The second type he called the managementbased or professional curriculum. This stresses "budget, computer,
personal relations, administration and management principles" and is
"directed toward the middle and senior management personnel." The
final approach is the liberal arts or academic curriculum, which
"draws its material from the social and behavioral sciences and the
humanities, with only a core of criminal justice courses, predominantly
theoretical and system oriented"; this curriculum appeals primarily to
the policy makers .10
For the most part, the vocational model predominated in the 1960s
and continued to be taught in many community colleges into the
1970s. But the major debate among criminal justice educators and
administrators was really between advocates of the other two models.
Many have argued that the two models can and do co-exist in many
colleges, including John Jay. Ken Moran said that both emphasize
critical thinking and breadth of vision, but they differ in their
e!llphases. The liberal arts model seeks primarily "to establish a body
of knowledge," whereas the managerial approach concentrates on
"developing basic competency in a field." He emphasized, however,
that to develop competency, it is necessary to have an understanding
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of different cultures and how society goes about defining what is
criminal and what is not. 11
Dorothy Bracey, on the other hand, suggested that even though the
two approaches co-exist, they are not necessarily complementary and
may even be contradictory in a number of ways. The liberal arts
model attracts students who "do not expect their college experiences
to be immediately relevant to their future career choices." Rather,
"they expect to be broadly educated" and to acquire "intellectual
habits" that "question basic values and respond to any authoritative
statement with a skeptical ' why?"' The faculty in this kind of program
may be teaching "specific methods, theories and findings of their
disciplines ," but they are more concerned with providing the "tools
by which students may learn to develop rational thinking, intellectual
tolerance and integrity, self-discovery and the habit of life-long
learning." The professor's research is independent of immediate
usefulness, and its results are dispersed as widely as possible. The
aim of this research "is to understand and explain, not to improve or
defend" the criminal justice system or its constituent parts. Thus the
professors would not care if members of the criminal justice
communities did not like their work or found it incomprehensible
because their orientation is "to their discipline [whether sociology,
anthropology, or law] not to the profession, and subject only to the
evaluation of their academic peers."
The professional model, according to Bracey, offers a different
experience for both students and faculty. The students "tend to be
career-oriented," and so they expect the curriculum "to provide them
not only with the skills that they will need for an entry-level position
but also to give them a foundation that will allow them to develop and
add to their skills as their career progresses." The professor in this
model seeks to transmit to the students an understanding that
"professional knowledge differs from technical knowledge in that it
consists not only of facts and skills , but also includes theory, a
consensus on the profession's goals and its value to society and a set
of ethics." In the professional model, the research that faculty do is
not necessarily "applied, but it must be applicable." That is to say,
"their work is expected to serve or improve the profession or at least
have .the potential to do so." The faculty and the College, in this
model, see the entire profession as their constituency but seek to
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avoid being caught up in day-to-day problems or to be too closely
identified "with a particular group, firm or area." In short, under this
schema the student seeks not simply to understand the profession but
to join it; the professor seeks to improve criminal justice agencies as
well as to understand and critique them. 12
Dean Richard Pearson pointed out that both of these models draw
on long traditions of western education. Professional/practical
education has evolved from the apprentice system of medieval
Europe. Also, the "first colleges in colonial America were thoroughly
practical in their attention to the preparation of ministers and political
leaders." Further, "the land-grant colleges of agriculture and the
mechanical arts grew out of a practical need in 19th century America."
Similarly, the academic tradition has its roots in the "German research
university of the 19th century" and stresses greater specialization in
a variety of academic disciplines.13
But while the practical and the academic orientations have
co-existed in American higher education, there have been frequent
tensions between them. Liberal arts adherents had argued that some
professional schools, especially on the undergraduate level (e.g.,
schools of education and schools of business), tended to be too
narrow and to edge into the "vocational" model. In the late 1960s and
1970s, criminal justice was one of a growing number of careeroriented programs that seemed to be dominating higher education and
thus undermining and weakening the liberal arts tradition . There was
a concern that professional education was educating people to
function well in a particular agency or field , but not to develop the
critical skills and attitudes necessary for functioning effectively in the
larger political and social community.
During this period of reflection following the fiscal crisis and the
AIDP grant, John Jay also sought to strengthen its professional
orientation and especially to cultivate strong relationships with the
criminal justice community. It established a "Liaison Committee
between the College and the criminal justice agencies of the city" to
get their input about "the professional requirements of the criminal
j~stice agencies ." 14 The lack of such systematic information in the
past was one of the reasons why the College had appeared so
vulnerable before the crisis. Over the years, Dean of Special Programs
James Curran developed an extensive series of courses, training
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programs, and special projects with a wide array of agencie~,
including the New York City Departments of Correction, Probation,
and Mental Health. Some of these programs deal with life and death
issues, such as the one with the Emergency Services Unit, which,
among its many responsibilities, has to respond to all threatened
suicides and to people having psychotic episodes. Other programs,
while not involved with life-threatening situations, are nonetheless
important, for example, the sensitivity program for tow-truck
operators. Jim Curran suggested that "tow-truck operators are
probably the most hated people in the world, every day of the year,
and it is not surprising that they felt oppressed by everyone." 15 As a
result, they tried to work as quickly as possible to get the cars that
could be plucked off the street as easily as possible. In the training
program, it was difficult to get them to see that their primary objective
was to enforce the law, even if that meant taking away vehicles that
were harder to reach. They resisted strict enforcement of the law
because it would put them at greater risk of hostility from the general
public.16
Closer ties with the agencies were also pursued because those
agencies could be a potential source of students. President Lynch, in
his appeal to the State Regents to develop a broad approach in the
area of criminal justice education, estimated that between 200,000
and 250,000 people were employed in the criminal justice field in
New York State. In contrast to relatively static professional fields,
such as teaching, science, and engineering, employment in the
various criminal justice agencies had grown by 25 percent between
1970 and 1974, although that growth had leveled off with the state's
fiscal crisis. Lynch estimated that probably less that one-third of the
employees had ever attended college and that in 1976 only one-tenth
were currently enrolled. In a period of declining enrollments, here
was an area of recruitment and a source of expansion for the College
and for criminal justice education in general. Moreover, Vice
President Richard Ward found that labor force projections indicated
that tens of thousands of jobs in criminal justice would be opening up
nationwide, with a 50 percent increase between 1974 and 1985, and
"our literature and public statements should reflect this." 17 To
students who were looking for good career opportunities, going to
John Jay was seen as a solid choice. Jim Curran noted that the training
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programs his office ran could also attract students to the baccalaureate
programs. In one case, the Transit Police needed a training site for
500 recruits when their regular facility at the Police Academy was
temporarily unavailable. With the help of Professors Charles Lindner,
Lloyd Sealy, and Leo Loughrey, the College put together a training
package for the twenty-one-week course. The interaction between the
recruits and the professors was so successful that over a hundred
recruits signed up for regular courses the following semester.
Ken Moran recalled that there was no desire to have the agencies
"drive our curriculum." But he and others believed that "a specialpurpose college, such as John Jay, should be measured in part by its
ability to help in a cooperative way to problem-solve." 18 At the first
meeting of the Liaison Committee, Professors Moran and Sealy
reasserted the view "that a viable criminal justice curriculum must be
responsive to the needs of those agencies." Nor was this responsiveness
unique to criminal justice. Both the fields of public administration
and business administration had "emerged as a means of improving
the behavior and process of large, complex organizations," 19 and
both had had to deal with the tension between the professional and
liberal arts models.
John Jay had always seen its criminal justice program as a
combination of the professional and liberal arts models, and the
tensions between adherents of both have been evident in many
curricular discussions over the years. In a sense, the old liberal arts/
criminal justice battle was being refought in the seventies within the
context of the criminal justice major. Although the liberal arts
disciplines had lost their majors, they sought to retain their influence
through courses and tracks within the flagship major, thus continuing
the tension that had characterized the early years of the College. One
of the interesting conclusions that the AIDP researchers came to in
their study, "Criminal Justice Education: The End of the Beginning,"
was that, despite the fact that many schools espoused a liberal arts (or
humanistic-social) philosophy for their curriculum, most of the
courses were in fact professional-managerial.20
In a paper for the AIDP grant, Arthur Niederhoffer indicated that
John Jay, like other schools of criminal justice, leans toward the
professional model because "the liberal arts faculty is too liberal."
Therefore, "the graduate will return to the agency not only critical of
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the old traditions, but also eager to change them." But he saw sign~
of hope in the fact that many of the senior administrators of criminal
justice agencies "are realizing that one of the missing ingredients [in
being recognized as a true professional] is the ability to match other
elites in the knowledge of that great cultural heritage that a liberal arts
curriculum transmits." As a result, many are themselves demanding
an infusion of the liberal arts.
But, Niederhoffer asked, was John Jay well-suited to fulfill these
demands? "Because of the severe restrictions placed upon the College
by the mandate of the Board of Higher Education, the mounting of a
quality criminal justice curriculum combining behavioral sciences
and liberal arts becomes a challenge that may be insurmountable."21
The key to surmounting these difficulties seems to lie, on the one
hand, in criminal justice departments insisting on the importance of
the liberal arts, especially the humanities, and, on the other, with the
humanities broadening the scope of criminal justice to encompass
crucial issues of deviance, social control, and other social issueswhile avoiding gimmick courses such as "great courtroom artists" or
"the felon in literature."
In 1978, in the midst of this evaluation and reassessment of the
College's programs, the Police Foundation came out with a report
that was extremely critical of police education nationally. It applauded
the rapid growth of criminal justice programs across the country but
decried the generally poor credentials of the faculty, weak course
content, and curricula that often resembled police academy training.
The study concluded that if police education hoped to improve police
performance, colleges had to provide good, general liberal arts
education for the police.22
The response to this report from John Jay personnel was twofold.
The first hailed the report for highlighting the differences between the
inferior programs that existed in the vast majority of schools around
the country and the superior liberal arts program that had been
developed at John Jay. The second challenged the report's assumption
that a broad liberal arts program was superior to a specialized one.
Professor of Law Milt Loewenthal and others suggested that the
report had not addressed the real issue- that John Jay and other
institutions were not simply educating police- they were educating a
broad range of in-service and pre-service students so that they could
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take their proper place within the criminal justice system. Given what
it was actually doing, the College was creating a new disciplinecriminal justice-that was both broadening the vision of police
students and bringing a new perspective into the academic community
and the world of the policy makers.
*

*

*

In the aftermath of the attempt to close John Jay, the College
moved boldly to strengthen its position and to stimulate the whole
field of criminal justice by petitioning the Board of Higher Education
and the state to offer the PhD in Criminal Justice. In 1967 it had
obtained its first master's program, a Master of Public Administration,
almost as a fluke. Riddle recalled that during the College's first year
he had to write a revision of John Jay's contribution to the university's
master plan. "In my naivete I wrote that we ought to take over at least
part of the graduate program at the Baruch School. Nobody ever
looked at it [his proposal], and it just went right through all the way
to Albany. So I decided we had been baptized. We needed to have a
graduate program, and sooner rather than later, and the sooner came
sooner than I expected."23 The College added a Master of Arts in
Criminal Justice, a Master of Science in Forensic Science in 1968,
and then a Master of Arts in Forensic Psychology a year later. In 1984
the College added a Master of Science in Fire Protection Management.
As Dean of Graduate Studies Barbara Price asserted, "all these
master's programs are relevant to public safety and public service."24
A doctorate was the obvious next step.
The graduate program was specifically formulated to have both a
professional/practitioner orientation and an academic/research orientation that could be adapted to each student's needs. Overwhelmingly,
John Jay's graduate students in the 1970s and 1980s remained fulltime professionals in criminal justice or related fields whose primary
motivation in seeking graduate degrees was career advancement
within their agencies.25 "We assumed," Riddle said, "the students
would achieve positions of significant authority in the Police
Department or some other public agency, and if they got a Master's
in Public Administration, they would know more, be more sophisticated, see more grays than blacks and whites."26
But to be the leader in criminal justice education, the graduate
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program had to do more. Barbara Price recalled that "the PhD was the
dream in Gerry Lynch's heart."27 At his inauguration in 1977, Lynch
announced that the College was going forward in pursuit of the PhD
because "coming out of the crisis, we had, as an institution, to show
that we had not only survived, but also that we were here to stay."
With the support of such major figures in criminal justice as Alex
Smith, Don MacNamara, Arthur Niederhoffer, and Leo Loughrey,
Lynch embarked on this crusade because everyone agreed that
"without it we would never achieve the full flower of our mission ."28
In that same year, a faculty committee reworked a proposal that had
been started before the fiscal crisis. Graduate Dean Thomas Reppetto,
Lynch, and others approached "the powers that be" at the Graduate
Center, but they were less than encouraging. In fact, they thought it
was a crazy idea: "Don't you know that the state is closing down
programs left and right?" 29 They also doubted the validity of the PhD
in Criminal Justice because the elite private universities didn't offer
it.
The College refused to be intimidated by such snobbery. The next
year it developed a revised program and lobbied intensively for its
adoption. Lynch kept hammering away at its importance, pointing out
that, except for SUNY- Albany, there were no criminal justice PhD
programs in the state and none at all in the metropolitan region. And
unlike the PhD program at Albany, which emphasizes criminology,
CUNY's would stress societal responses to crime and crime control.
"What more important field to have for the common good," Lynch
argued, "than to have civil police, humanely educated, concerned
with the community, of the community, educated and respectful of
the Constitution and the rights of people."30 The Graduate Council
finally passed the proposal by a vote of fifty-three to three, and in
1979, after an exhaustive examination of the faculty, curriculum, and
library holdings, the College won the approval of both the BHE and
the State Board of Regents. Finally, in May 1980, the governor signed
the proposal, and the first class of twenty doctoral students started the
following fall under Dean John Stead.
The number of doctoral candidates grew, rising to approximately
eighty-five to ninety students in the late 1980s and to over 150 by
2003; while the core faculty is from John Jay, other faculty members
are from Brooklyn College, Queens College, and other CUNY
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campuses. Although at first the doctoral students were primarily
criminal justice professionals, more and more became academically
trained and oriented. In part, because the Graduate Center and other
PhD programs are providing a corps of scholars, criminal justice has
evolved as an academic discipline with a methodology in addition to
a defined body of knowledge that is continually expanding. It is no
longer simply an amorphous field of study.31
One of the reasons the PhD program could be developed at the
College was that its library has such an extraordinarily good collection
of criminal justice material. Eileen Rowland, the College's chief
librarian from 1975 to 1990, said that the College has one of the best
and most comprehensive collections of criminal justice materials in
the country and possibly in the world. For example, the College has
excellent collections for researchers in forensic science- including
forensic odontology, footprints, knots , and blood splattering- as well
as a strong collection of books and monographs on "real life"
murders. But what makes the College's collection unique is that it has
sought to acquire materials covering the entire context of criminal
justice. "The library collects across the disciplines ," Rowland
explained. "When it collects material on deviance, for instance, it
does so by examining all the aspects, from the philosophical, artistic,
and literary to the sociological, psychological, and legal." The
librarians have also been active in writing guides to the literature in
specific fields, such as the guide to public administration literature by
Antony Simpson, who was executive officer of the Criminal Justice
PhD Program from 1990 to 1993, and to criminal justice by Marilyn
Lutzker, who was chief librarian from 1991 to 1994. In so doing , the
librarians "actually broaden and deepen the fields." In short, the
library has provided a model for the academic departments to follow.
The goal is to put the issues of criminal justice in context, expanding
and developing the field and bringing the perspectives of the arts, the
humanities, and the social sciences to bear on them.

*

*

*

As John Jay entered the 1980s, President Lynch recognized that the
College had achieved a maturity and stature that necessitated moving
away from the informal administrative style that had existed since the
College's founding. With the development of the PhD program, the
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slow but steady growth of enrollment, and the expansion of the
school's outside activities, a more developed and even bureaucratic
structure seemed appropriate. He devised a configuration that
provided for three vice presidents who could concentrate on developing
the academic, external, and administrative areas so that Lynch himself
could concentrate on consolidating the College's political position
and developing a new campus.
Lynch's creation of the post of academic vice president and provost
gave the academic program new autonomy and authority that renewed
the creative tension that the college felt about its curriculum in the
earlier period. In 1983 Fred Jacobs became provost and, while there
was controversy about his tenure, many faculty leaders felt that he
brought a new spirit and a new sense of purpose to the academic side
of the College. The appointment of Jay Sexter as provost in 1985
began a whirlwind of activity that engaged the faculty as it had not
been engaged for many years. He set up committees to revise the core
curriculum, to rewrite the criminal justice major, to reevaluate all
majors, to develop a pre-core curriculum and more. In short, he got
the faculty talking about the curriculum and to each other. "I see participation all over," Sexter exclaimed. The hard work that he, Dean of
Undergraduate Studies Eli Faber, and dozens of faculty undertook
resulted in a revision of both the core curriculum and the criminal
justice major in 1987- 88.
Although John Jay lagged in these years in creating a racially
diverse faculty, it made a step forward in assuring cultural diversity
in its curriculum by requiring students to take an ethnic studies course
as part of the core curriculum, and offering ethnic studies as an alternative track within the flagship major, criminal justice. It also began
the process of integrating women's studies into the curriculum and
into the mission of the College, prodded and aided by the newly
founded Women's Studies Committee.
A major change has been achieved in the status of women. The
essentially male environment of John Jay at its start is now gone. The
student body is now about 60 percent female (and about two-thirds of
the PhD students are women), the faculty is almost one-half female,
and even the department chairs have been, at times, almost half
women. Still, with women's studies and ethnic studies two of the
fastest growing and innovative academic fields, more needs to be
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done to bring their vitality to the College.
Sexter came to John Jay from Fordham University with experience
and understanding of grants, and he brought in Jacob Marini to head
the grants office. Because the faculty was so professional, Sexter was
confident that with a little help and some experience in "the art of
grantsmanship," the number of grants would certainly increase. But
even he was surprised that the amount of grant money awarded to the
College increased by over 500 percent during his first three years.
In the 1980s, the faculty once again became engaged with the
problem of helping the huge numbers of poorly-prepared students
that John Jay continued to take in every year. Students who wanted to
attend needed a 70 percent grade point average in high school in
addition to their diplomas and many entered with grave deficiencies
in academic skills. Ever since the advent of Open Admissions, the
math, English, and counseling departments have been very much
engaged in accurately tailoring their course offerings to accommodate
students of different levels of college preparedness. As has been the
case across the university, some of the most exciting developments in
remedial education have come out of such attention to students'
needs. Besides the departmental offerings and the special courses in
the SEEK Program, other programs that were developed to help
entering students improve their chances of succeeding in college
were the Summer Prefreshman Program, the Linkage Program, the
Early Intervention Program, and the Peer Counseling Program. In
addition, the College began to provide special one-on-one tutoring in
writing , reading, and math, and fully equipped computer labs under
the direction of Mary Koonman allowed students access to the latest
in word processing, programming, and data analysis.
Very important to the functioning of the College in the 1980s and
1990s was the Title III grant from the United States Department of
Education , received in Fall 1986 for institutional development. The
purposes of this three-year grant were to computerize all student
records and to establish a faculty advisement program for all students.
When combined with matching funds from the university to purchase
~ mainframe computer for John Jay, the grant was worth about $1
million. Besides efforts to improve the inner workings of the College,
a great deal was done in the 1980s to raise neighborhood awareness
of John Jay. John Collins' appointment as vice president for external

Members of the original faculty of John Jay: (front row, 1-r) Bernice Kamsler, Lorraine Colville, Flora Rheta Schreiber, Dean of Administration John
Downer, President Leonard Reisman, Dean of Faculty Donald H. Riddle, Dean of Students Bernard Locke, Marcia Yarmus, Carmella Barbuto Griffin; (2nd
row) Alexander Smith, Arthur Wallace, Lawrence Kaplan, Milton Shafer, Alexander Joseph, Stanford GwiJliam, Kenneth Polletti, William Stahl; (3rd row)
Leo Loughrey, William Walker, Sanford Kahrmann, Milton Loewenthal, William Clancy, Paul Murphy, Robert Pinckert, James Herlihy;
(back row) Edgar Lavoie, Ben Termine, Frank Land, Austin Fowler, John Sulger, Howard Washburn, Richard Kennedy, Herbert Friese.

b
Numerous outstanding leaders in government and the criminal justice community have spoken at John Jay College's Biennial ConfereneeIntemational Perspectives on Crime, Justice and Public Order.

Mother Theresa, here shown with President Gerald W. Lynch, was one of
many notable figures who have received honorary degrees from John Jay.

Aaron Alexander, executive director of the Professional Staff Congress/CUNY,
addresses a throng of students, faculty and friends of John Jay College at a March 7,
I 976, "Save John Jay" rally outside the CUNY Graduate Center on 42nd Street.
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The new home of John Jay Co11ege of Criminal Justice, open and dedicated in 1988.
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affairs gave the College a socially conscious and progressive vision
in its outside activities. In addition to his supervision of the Criminal
Justice Center, headed by Nancy Jacobs and later by Robert J.
Louden; of the Internship Program, headed by Olga Ford and then
Premwati Sukhan; of Law Enforcement News, headed by Marie
Rosen; and of the Center for the Study of Violence and Social
Change, headed by Robert J. Lifton and Charles Strozier; Collins
developed annual programs to bring Christmas presents and cheer to
children living in welfare hotels and hospitals in the neighborhood, to
send poor children to camp in the summer, and to feed the homeless
at Thanksgiving. All this activity has helped to make the College a
responsible neighbor and a vital force in the neighborhood.
The vice presidents for administration, first James Malone, then
John Smith, and then Rob Pignatello have given renewed attention to
the importance of the physical plant, especially, considering the fiscal
constraints the College has been under, North Hall has had major
problems with ventilation, fume hoods, air conditioning, and heat
over the years. Carol Tricomi, the dean of students from 1983 to
1990 , acknowledged that, because all the students commute and the
vast majority work part- or full-time, "it is tough to establish an
atmosphere that is conducive to a sense of community."32 But despite
the lack of a student union building and the dispersal of student
services, such as financial aid, counseling and the bursar's office, into
different parts of the campus, she worked extremely hard to create an
atmosphere of caring and community. Tricomi notes that one of the
real boosts to student morale was the opening of the new building in
Fall 1988. When students first approached the building, their jaws
would drop open, and they would said, "Wow! This is our
college! !"33
In fact, the new building (often called the "T" building) boosted the
morale of the whole John Jay community. The College had desperately needed new quarters. Many of the long-term faculty had gotten
so used to a dismal physical environment that they hardly realized
how demoralizing it was. When Barbara Price came to teach at John
Jay in Fall 1978, she was struck by the dreary physical surroundings:
"I found the classrooms went from depressing to grim." Lynch began
to search for alternate sites, and throughout the middle eighties, he
was resolutely optimistic. But few on the faculty dared to believe that
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he would be able to pull it off. But as James Murphy, the chair of the
Board of Trustees of the City University, remarked at the dedication
of the new building, "a special salute is surely owed on this occasion
to the enterprise, energy, and leadership of President Lynch."34
Lynch, Collins, and Associate Provost Mary Rothlein trudged through
Albany talking to senators and assembly members, impressing upon
them the urgency of John Jay's need for space.
The legislators were convinced that John Jay deserved a proper
building, but were concerned about the cost. Luckily, the old Haaren
High School building (originally in 1903 De Witt Clinton High
School) was available right across the street from North Hall, and
finally, in 1986, the legislature gave the necessary approvals for the
renovation of this edifice. The project started in Summer 1986 and,
to everyone's amazement, was completed on schedule in September
1988, in time for the start of classes. The old red brick and limestone
Flemish Baroque facade was preserved even as the existing structure
was gutted and replaced with a mix of ultramodern glass expanses
and fine masonry. The architect, Rafael Vinoly, designed a building
within the shell of the old high school to blend in architecturally with
the existing one. It houses a new theater, two gymnasiums, racquetball courts, a pool, and a fitness center, all of which have helped to
create a sense of campus life for John Jay's commuter students.
But what first strikes someone upon entering the building is the
feeling of space created by the large atrium and the sight, on three
sides, of the library behind glass walls. In designing the building, the
administration pressed from the start for the library to be its focal
point. Lynch said that he was "tired of explaining that we were not
the Police Academy, and we wanted to signal in that non-verbal,
immediate way that we were a library-oriented institution - a
college."35
Lynch convinced the State Bureau of the Budget that the aesthetics
of the new building were important to John Jay's students . He told
them, "Our students come from old precinct houses, old jails, old fire
houses; they come from institutional settings where lead paint is
peeling off the walls." So when they come to the College after work
and have to sit through three hours of class and then go to the library,
"you want the setting to awaken their spirits and say something
professional about their future, their dignity, and their hope."
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One alumnus summed up the feelings of many others about the
new facility: Charles Adams, who attended John Jay as a police
officer in the 1960s, went on to earn his law degree, became a deputy
commissioner for the Civilian Complaint Board and then the
executive director for the Office of Professional Discipline. After
viewing the new building, he said, "I'm impressed with how far
we've come from sitting on little hard chairs in inadequate facilities.
We've progressed from a little hole in the wall to a major
university. "36
The commitment to the professionalizing of the police and
personnel in other criminal justice agencies was a major goal of the
College during its first twenty-five years. Patrick V. Murphy, who
was there at the beginning, went on to head the Police Foundation,
and then became the executive director of the United States
Conference of Mayors , said that "John Jay has made an enormous
contribution to the professionalization and upgrading of the police
not only in New York City but nationally." 37 Don Riddle also looked
back proudly at the contribution that the college he helped to found
has made: "Almost all the promotions to the higher ranks in the
Police Department of New York were our students or alumni, and
they have spread out all over the country." Leo Loughrey echoed this
view. He said that "practically anywhere you go, to police departments
and colleges of criminal justice nationally, you find John Jay
graduates."38 Don MacNamara has said that John Jay has set an
example that encouraged police all across the nation to go to college.
And this , he argued, has helped to reduce brutality and to lessen the
infringement of human and civil rights by law enforcement
personnel.39
Some of the College's biggest contributions have been more subtle
and have been achieved more gradually. One major change that the
College has helped encourage is that administrators throughout the
criminal justice system now have had a tendency to look to research
for answers to questions. That is to say, they have come to believe
that there are lessons to be learned from the way other people do
things. This has helped to lessen their reliance on intuition, guess
work, and political pressure in formulating policy and practices. They
have also seen that they can learn from agencies other than police
departments . In addition, the College has had an impact in helping
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agencies understand that different responsibilities call for different
training and education. They have seen that, as a police officer, for
instance, rises from officer to supervisor to manager to policy maker,
he or she develops different needs.40
Another measure of the impact of John Jay is that the major professional association of criminal justice professors, the Academy of
Criminal Justice Sciences, has had four presidents from John JayDon Riddle, Dick Ward, Dorothy Bracey, and Todd Clear. No other
institution has had more than one. In addition, Donal MacNamara
was president of the American Society of Criminology; Nesta Gallas,
president of the American Society of Public Administration; Leo
Loughrey, president, and Matt Neary and Ken Moran, executive
directors of the American Academy for Professional Law Enforcement;
and Todd Clear, president of the Association of American Doctoral
Programs in Criminal Justice and Criminology.
Even though most people would agree that policing is not yet a
profession, it is "professionalizing" itself. Patrick V. Murphy remarked,
police do not have the discretion that other professionals have, nor do
they fully enjoy the respect of the community, nor is there general
agreement that police need higher education. But increasingly, there
is a growing consensus that police need schooling to perform their
job well . The decision by then Police Commissioner Benjamin Ward
to require two years of college for sergeants, three years for lieutenants, and four years for captains (and the decision in 1996 by William
Bratton to require two years of college for all new recruits) went a
long way to establishing that consensus. The faculty of law and police
science has taken great pride in the fact that "their entire profession
was making great strides forward and that John Jay was the center of
that effort."41
What is clear to the students, faculty, and administration today is
that, when the BHE apparently resolved the issue of the College's
mission in 1976, it did so only in the short term and in a limited way.
For it has transformed the fields of police education and criminal
justice, and these transformations have in tum affected the College
itself. Thus the mission has been and promises to be an ever-evolving
one.
John Jay's enrollment continued to rise in the 1980s and 1990s. In
part, the strength of the enrollment is due to the fact that the mission,
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as Mary Rothlein put it, "translates into professions that are visible,
that are understandable, and that students can relate to."42 They are
also professions that are expected to expand into the twenty-first
century. Students are not simply going into law enforcement jobs
where they wear a gun and a uniform, but are finding jobs with the
FBI, the Drug Enforcement Administration, the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, the Treasury Department, the State
Department, and the Department of Homeland Security. In addition,
the various departments of investigation and the special prosecutors'
offices employ graduates of John Jay.
As the College was approaching its twenty-fifth anniversary in
1989, it was bursting with ideas for its future . There was a sense of
much unfinished business, both in the education of undergraduates,
as well as in the development of new initiatives on the graduate level.
The College was beginning to recognize that it needed not only to
concentrate on New York City but could expand its horizons
nationally and internationally, as it had done already in its exchange
with the Bramshill Police College in England. Mary Rothlein
suggested that "the curriculum should be reflective of the cultural
diversity of the city and of our students" and thus could emphasize
language studies and that the College could focus on areas of crime
that have been relatively neglected in the past, such as white collar
crime. But even with the great possibilities, there were rumblings of
discontent within the College that had yet to be recognized and
confronted.
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THE STUDENT TAKEOVERS O F

1989-1991
As John Jay approached its twenty-fifth anniversary in 1989, its
faculty and administration had many reasons to feel confident, even
euphoric. President Gerald W. Lynch's tireless efforts to deliver a
new building for the faculty, staff, and administration had finally
borne fruit. The worst days of the 1970s fiscal crisis were now a
distant memory. The number of students had steadily grown and new
faculty were being hired. The College celebrated the opening of its
new building and a quarter century of educating criminal justice
professionals and pre-professionals with a convocation on 17
November 1988 in the gym of the new building where President
Emeritus Donald Riddle was awarded an honorary degree and, in a
move that presaged the greater role and influence of the professorate,
the President of the Faculty Senate, Karen Kaplowitz, addressed the
assembly, bringing greetings from the faculty.
But the sense of accomplishment and good will did not last very
long. Within a month, politicians warned that New York City and
New York State were facing difficult fiscal times, and in anticipation
of budget cuts by the legislature, the City University imposed a freeze
on new hiring. In mid-April 1989 the New York Times reported that
the city was "threatened with huge reductions in state aid," 1 and that
CUNY and SUNY undergraduates were likely to see a $200 tuition
increase the following fall. 2 A week later students at City College,
outraged at the proposed cuts and tuition raises, occupied CCNY's
117
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administration building, prompting the college to cancel classes, the
first time students had forced the cancellation of classes since the
demonstrations around the Open Admissions issue in 1969 .3 Within
days, the protests had spread to other CUNY campuses, including
John Jay, where students occupied both the North Hall and the T
Building. In early May, as the building takeovers and campus disruptions continued across CUNY, Governor Mario Cuomo announced
that he would veto any tuition increase. At this point-5 May 1989,
about a week after CCNY students had first acted-CUNY Chancellor
Joseph Murphy reached an amnesty agreement with the protesters,
and the students at all the CUNY campuses- except John Jay - ended
their sit-ins.4
John Jay's student activists joined the CUNY-wide protests because
they shared the university-wide concerns about the proposed tuition
hike and threatened budget reductions, but the takeover at the College
was both more bitter and more prolonged because of a number of
"local issues" that had been simmering for some time. John Jay's
students rejected the chancellor's offer of amnesty as a basis for
ending their building occupations and "instead, two hours later, they
presented President Gerald Lynch with a list of... twenty-four local
demands, and they said that they would not release the buildings until
those demands were met."5 Students demanded that library hours be
extended, athletic facilities be available to evening students , child
care support services be increased, administrators be hired to monitor
extended evening services, the College devote greater resources to
SEEK and tutoring to reduce the dropout rate, and that more faculty
of color be recruited.6 After five hours of negotiations on 6 May, and
several more hours of negotiations the following day, the students left
both buildings having reached a three-part agreement with the
administration: (1) amnesty, (2) the eleven local demands that were
within Lynch's power were to be implemented immediately, and (3)
the College would set up a Task Force (made up of three faculty, three
administrators and six students) to work on the remaining thirteen
demands because they involved either budgetary considerations and/
or CUNY bylaws, or other legal mandates.7
· When the College came back into session in Fall 1989, it was clear
that while some of the issues that had given rise to the protests had
been resolved, there were other concerns that were not so easily
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addressed. The students continued to express dissatisfaction about. a
number of problems, such as the need for improved student services,
the desire for more involvement of students in college committees,
including search committees, the perceived lack of sensitivity on the
part of faculty and administrators to student needs, and most
especially, the dearth of African-American and Latino faculty and
administrators. So, it was with growing frustration that students
learned in Spring 1990 that the College Personnel and Budget
Committee had refused to grant tenure to one of the few professors of
Latino background, that instead of hiring more black and Latino
faculty, the College had taken a step backward. Whatever the basis
for the denial of tenure, it was perceived by the students to be the
result of racial bias. Student activists demanded that the president
overturn the P and B's decision and mounted noisy protests outside
the president's office on the sixth floor of the T building. The protests
escalated when, on the evening of 17 April, students placed glue in
the locks of some 250 offices throughout North Hall.8
It was in the context of increased strain at John Jay that CUNYwide protests began for the second time in so many years on Tuesday,
8 May. Once again, students at City College seized the administration
building, but this time hundreds of students "marched through
Queens and Manhattan and held rallies at four campuses [including
John Jay] to protest a proposal before the state legislature to cut the
university's budget."9 The next day, 9 May, about 200 students at
John Jay took over North Hall, chaining the front doors of the
building shut. The administration, feeling that the previous year they
had not responded to the student takeover promptly enough, decided
to call in the police. Scuffles broke out between the students and the
police, resulting in several injuries and arrests, which further inflamed
passions, although the students retained control of the building.
According to the New York Times coverage, "Student leaders
demanded the resignation of the president of the College, Gerald W.
Lynch, and several other administrators, because they had ordered the
police to remove the students."10 As in the previous year, John Jay's
siege lasted longer than any other CUNY campus, with the students
not releasing North Hall until 2 June, about three weeks after initially
occupying it.
Because the second takeover, in 1990, lasted so long (and because
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the faculty had experienced a similar situation the previous year), the
Council of Chairs under the leadership of Robert Crozier, pushed for
the restarting of classes. Crozier recalled that "when it got to the point
where we either had to call off the semester or re-start it, the faculty
pitched in and the rest of the semester was relatively normal." 11
"Normal" meant setting up a system in which all classes were held in
the T building since it was not occupied by the students and faculty
from that building opening their offices to their displaced colleagues.
As a result, students were able to finish their classes and seniors were
able to graduate. "Normal" also meant conducting interviews of
prospective faculty in unusual circumstances. Government department
chair Harold Sullivan recalled that Professor James Bowen "had to do
his interview [with the government department P and B] sitting on
boxes in Thematic Studies because North Hall was still occupied."
Somehow it worked-he was offered and he accepted the job. It was
all made possible, despite the incredible disruption, because, as
Professor of Government Jill Norgren put it, "on balance, the faculty
kept its collective head," and, Sullivan said, "some even had a sense
of humor about it."12
As part of the agreement that was finally reached between the
students and the administration, the university provided amnesty to
the students, the College agreed to hold regular Town Hall meetings
to begin in the fall , and tenure was to be offered to the Latino
professor, (which he subsequently refused, preferring to pursue the
regular grievance procedure).1 3 But, unlike the previous year, when
the students released the building, faculty and administrators
discovered that several offices had been severely damaged .
It is worth pausing at this point to consider these two student
takeovers and their impact on the College. Although there was
another protest in 1991 , it had a different character and will be
addressed separately. Perhaps Professor of English Elisabeth Gitter
summed up the meaning of these events best, calling the student
takeovers, "the great turning point. If the crisis of 1976 was one
trauma that shaped the next ten years, the takeovers were the second
qitaclysm." 14 The peculiar nature of the College in its first quartercentury increased the impact of these events. Gitter recalled that John
Jay "was a college in which everyone was about the same age when
we started" because so many of the faculty were hired out of graduate
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school in the early years of Open Admissions. "We had spent our lat~
twenties and thirties raising our children. This had been our family
and suddenly we were locked out of our own house, and we were
locked out of our house by our loved ones." She and others remember
that the events were a cause for "a tremendous loss of innocence" and
that many faculty were "hurt and frightened." The College had spent
much of its first twenty-five years extolling its sense of community,
invoking the metaphor of "a family." And in fact "so many people
had their families and they had the College as the second family,"
Gitter recalled, that "it was as if the last fifteen years of their lives
were called into question."15
Because the protests at John Jay were so much more severe than at
other CUNY campuses, and their impact was longer lasting, there
was much soul searching at the College about the causes of this
trauma. Even at a distance of ten to fifteen years, many faculty
remained uncertain about what caused the students to act in the way
that they did. Quite a few agreed with Professor Ned Benton, chair of
the Department of Public Management, who had joined the College
in 1979, who said that "to this day, I don't have a clear idea about
why it happened. I have a number of hypotheses, but I'm not
clear." 16
Karen Kaplowitz remembered that there was a feeling across the
university -among students, faculty and administrators-that as the
university had become more diverse, "there were more students of
color than ever before, there was less interest on the part of legislators
and on the part of the public to invest tax dollars in the university, and
there was a perception that there was institutional racism." 17 CUNY
students were frustrated that the university budget had never been
adequate and now budget cuts were going to make it worse. "Students
were not really provided with the services that they deserved and that
they required." 18 As Professor Kwando Kinshasa of the Department
of African-American Studies recalled, the students "clearly saw this
as a process of enfranchising those groups that they saw as traditionally being disenfranchised off campus and even on campus ." 19
Just as the university had been transformed over the years, so John
Jay had been as well. Kwando Kinshasa had been hired in 1990, after
teaching at Medgar Evers College. "In the latter part of the 1980s
John Jay was known as a police school. Of course when I arrived I
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realized that that label was a little antiquated, that it ceased to be a
curriculum oriented exclusively towards police. It was now dealing
with criminal justice in a much wider frame and had a very rich
liberal arts program." 20 Provost Basil Wilson suggested that prior to
1989 "the College had changed dramatically in its demographics and
that change had not been understood by the faculty and the
administration." Indeed, the College had become a "primarily
minority institution" and its students were no longer those who were
already involved in criminal justice, but "they aspired to be." 21
Professor Jill Norgren of the government department, agreed that as
a College "we were slow to understand the transition that was
occurring within our student body" including fewer police officers
and more young people right out of high school. As a result "we were
acquiring a student body that was more truly reflective of the
religions, and ethnicities, and racial and sexual populations of the
City of New York." The students were raising important issues for the
College, arguing that "our curricula needed to be rethought, that our
faculty was not sufficiently diverse. . . and the students quite
appropriately took exception to that." 22 President Gerald Lynch
summarized this point, suggesting that "the white faculty and
administration were not as sensitive to issues of race as they should
have been. We had a lot of diversity in our student body, but not in
the faculty or the administration. " 23
Kaplowitz recalled that even prior to the first takeover there were a
couple of public forums where many African-American and Latino
students expressed their frustration with the "paucity of faculty of
color" at John Jay. Responding to statements made at one meeting by
some chairpersons that "there was no pool of faculty of color,"
Professor Basil Wilson, then chair of the African-American
Studies department, replied that this was "simply untrue. And that we
as a college had not made the effort or the outreach" necessary to
diversify our faculty and administration. As Kaplowitz remembered
it, "The meeting was very tense, but very civil and seemed to be very
healthy because a lot of issues were raised." 24
But this was one of the rare instances where these issues were
raised in a public forum. Professor of African-American Studies and
Economics, Jannette Domingo, chair of the African-American Studies
department, recalled that she heard from many students that they felt
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"that many members of the faculty, as the students would say, 'are nqt
for them, don't care for them, are not in their corner, do not see them
as worthy.' " Specifically, students at the time complained about the
"way professors speak to students in the classroom, and the way they
disrespect them by denigrating them, usually on a racial basis." There
was also a perception that some professors were "putting a spin on
information and were not willing to see other perspectives more
favorable to people of color in particular." When students would
complain to professors, all too often they were given the message,
explicitly or implicitly, "I'm tenured and there is nothing you can do
about it." 25
Incidents like these, Domingo suggested, instilled a sense of
"estrangement between students and faculty and students and administrators and contributed to an atmosphere where students felt that
talking to people was useless . You have to do something much more
dramatic to get a response. This contributed to the style of change that
students adopted."26 Professor Carmen Solis, a counselor in the
SEEK Department, agreed that "the students felt somewhat frustrated
that their voices were not being listened to by administrators and by
faculty." 27 Indeed, when Vice President Roger Witherspoon arrived
on campus in Fall 1990 he found that "students had some real issues
and the first issue was that it seemed to them that no one was listening
to them. . . A severe communication problem was the number one
problem that I saw."28
Michael Blitz, professor ofEnglish and chair of the Interdepartment
of Thematic Studies, recalled that a major cause of racial tension on
the campus was a number of occasions when there were "dramatic
classroom incidents between students and faculty ... and it would get
out that faculty were disrespecting students." Compounding this
problem was "the low number of faculty of color given the large
number of students of color at the College."29 Solis arrived at John
Jay just a year before the first protests erupted, in 1988, having served
as director of Hispanic Affairs at Rutgers University in Camden. Her
first impression of John Jay was that it was very different from
Rutgers. She remembered "feeling at home because I saw a lot of
Latinos and African-American students; I saw a nice multicultural
mix in the student body immediately as I walked into the door." But
what John Jay shared with "other universities was the lack of people
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of color in the administration and also in the faculty body as well."
Almost all the Latino faculty were in the SEEK Department and the
Department of Puerto Rican Studies. Thus, she had a good deal of
sympathy for what the students were trying to do. "I think they saw
this as an opportunity to finally be heard and basically set the agenda."30
The protests at John Jay were also aided by what Basil Wilson
called a "coming together of a group of student leaders that I don 't
think we'll see ever again at the College." As a group, they had
"sharp leadership skills, many of them were very good rhetorically,
they knew the system, and they knew how to mobilize the student
body." 31 Or, as Carmen Solis put it, the student leaders were "well
spoken, very articulate, and clear about what their demands were." 32
When the first takeover began, faculty and students were mingling
around outside of North Hall, all barred from the building. Solis
remembered that "some faculty were upset that they couldn't get into
their offices, how this had disrupted their professional life in a great
way." The professors were engaged in research projects that they had
left in their offices or were in the process of preparing grants that
couldn't be accessed. But aside from their professional distress ,
faculty were saying that they "didn't understand why students were
doing this and basically saw them as rebels without a cause." Other
professors who were more sympathetic to the students replied,
"maybe the students are trying to tell us something and maybe we
should be listening to them as opposed to becoming upset about it." 33
Michael Blitz recalled that police students were among the most
bitter opponents of the takeovers. One police student told him, "I get
enough of this hostility in the street. I come to college to calm my
mind down and learn." Blitz remembered suggesting to the student
that one could learn things from the takeovers , but "he wouldn't have
any of it." 34
Indeed, faculty at John Jay who had experience as criminal justice
professionals disapproved of the way that the College dealt with the
protests. Ned Benton, for instance, who had been the corrections
~ommissioner in Oklahoma before coming to John Jay in 1979,
wondered "why we handled it the way we did. We did not set up a
perimeter, to not allow people who left to return, or to not allow
people to go in. We failed as a criminal justice college in maintaining
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order in our own community."35 Other professors were upset that in
giving in to so many of the students' demands, the College seemed to
be appeasing the students. This was part of a more general critique by
some faculty that had been building since Open Admissions. The
argument went that by accepting so many under-prepared students,
and then appearing to cave in to their demands during the takeover,
that the College was pandering to mediocrity.
Even in the tensest of times, however, the basic humanity and the
long standing relationships between students and faculty remained
strong. During the second takeover, the College held a reception for
Catherine Abate, the newly appointed commissioner of probation in
the theater lobby of the T building. Some of the students felt that this
was disrespectful to their protest and the harsh conditions they were
experiencing in North Hall. As a result, several of the protesters came
to the reception and ended up getting into verbal and even physical
confrontations with some administrators. Professor of Government
Harold Sullivan (and chair of the Council of Chairs) recalled that he
was at the reception when the students came in. "One of the students
who came in was a student of mine, and came in looking like this
hostile person who hated everybody and was going to destroy the
world. Then she saw me and said, 'Hi Professor Sullivan' and waved.
It was funny," Sullivan remarked, "because then she turned around
and put on this mean demeanor again." 36
The second takeover clearly provoked the greatest criticism and
even hostility among many of the faculty. One of the issues that
sparked the most consternation was the demand by the students that
President Lynch resign and that he fire or discipline a number of
administrators "because they had been on the scene" when police
attempted to expel students from North Hall and ended up injuring
them "but had failed to restrain the police or call for medical help for
the students who had been seriously hurt," according to the New York
Times .37 Lynch told the Times that he "would be willing to investigate
these serious charges against these administrators, but I've also said
I'm not willing to ruin three careers without proof, and so far I have
not seen any evidence to show they were not entitled to a presumption
of innocence." 38 Faculty became concerned that because of the
intense pressure from the students on the one side, and the central
administration at 80th Street on the other, that Lynch would suspend
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the administrators and himself be forced to resign. As President of the
Faculty Senate, Karen Kaplowitz "called a meeting of as many
faculty as could be assembled and agreed on a statement of four
principles" which included as the first point that "There should be no
resignations or firings of John Jay administrators without due process
and due cause."39 The statement was hand delivered to Chancellor
Joseph Murphy, Board of Trustees Chair, Jim Murphy, as well as to
the New York Times. Part of what disturbed many faculty was that, as
Betsy Gitter put it, "some of the administrators whose resignations
were called for by the students had been the most pro-student, the
most devoted to the students, really loving to the students for years
and years, so it was terrible for them." Gitter recalled that she had
"access to people who could give them legal advice and it was made
clear that they would be represented by formidable counsel." She was
convinced that it was "inappropriate to fire individuals and if they
had been fired like that the College never would have recovered and
that no one would ever trust one another again."40 And in fact no
administrator was fired or suspended.
In the midst of this crisis Provost Jay Sexter announced that he
would be resigning in July 1990 to become president of Mercy
College and shortly thereafter, Dean of Students Carol Tricomi
announced that she would be returning to the counseling department.
So even while North Hall was chained shut, the Faculty Senate met
in the T building, and, after considering a number of nominations,
recommended to Gerry Lynch that Basil Wilson be named acting
provost and within a week after graduation the president did so. A
search committee was established to find a new dean of students and
it quickly nominated Roger Witherspoon who had taught at Lehman
College for seventeen years, and had been associate dean of students
there for three years. Wilson and Witherspoon , both of whom are
African-American, began work in Summer 1990 and were immediately faced with a difficult task of making whole a campus that had
been seriously fractured around issues of race.
Wilson recalled that when he became acting provost he faced an
_extremely polarized campus: "The faculty felt as if they had been
estranged from their students, the students felt that they had lost
confidence in the institution , and the administration was really
stunned by the fury of the students." He recognized that his primary
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job in that first year was "to find ways to bring about healing." The
wounds had been deep: "There were a number of confrontations that
took place between students and faculty, a number of fisticuffs that
took place between students and faculty. Even when the building was
returned [in 1990], there were many faculty who wanted to see
students punished; there were many students who wanted to see
administrators and faculty punished; we had to begin to see each
other as human beings and to talk about what had brought about the
estrangement." But to do that the College needed to "address the
issues raised by the students and to make certain that we could
continue to function as an institution."41 That process was
immeasurably helped, Gerald Lynch recalled, because the College
"started Town Hall meetings, and I required that all administrators
had to be there to hear and respond to students concerns." It was
Professor Maria Volpe of the sociology department and a nationally
renowned mediation specialist, who helped to organize the Town Hall
meetings, and, according to Lynch was the "key to its success."42
Despite initial fears that the meetings themselves might inflame
passions and could lead to further disruptions, the sessions were an
immediate success and have become a permanent part of the College's
life and have even been adopted by colleges across the country.
Another part of the healing process was that Wilson and Witherspoon
served as critical bridges between a predominantly black and Latino
student body leadership and a predominantly white faculty and
administration. Wilson recounted that in the 1990- 91 academic year
"Roger Witherspoon and I were meeting with the students on a
regular basis, daily, sometimes hourly. That was what was needed at
the time."43 Witherspoon recalled how difficult it was for him in his
first year. "I was an outsider coming into a situation to resolve an
issue that was very, very tense." He went around to all of the
departments to find out what faculty members thought should be
done. Most were welcoming and helpful, but at one department
meeting several faculty told him that he "didn't know what he was
talking about." They said, "You don't understand the culture of the
College. You weren't here to go through these demonstrations. You
didn't hear what the students had to say, how nasty they were, and
here you are coming in and asking us to put out an olive branch to
help bridge the gap." Thankfully, he said, "that was not the norm." 44
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Witherspoon decided that in his relationships with the students, he
had "to be visible," in part because he was new. "If the students were
going to respect you they had to know who you were. So every event
that the clubs had, I had to be there so they would put a face with a
name." He also was determined to develop a relationship with the
student leaders. "For my first year I wanted the students to understand
that they had an administrator that they could go to who might not
always give them an answer they wanted to hear but there was an
open door. It gave them access and the provost also opened up his
door." But he also made clear that, in opening up a dialogue, the students had to act responsibly and with the same respect that they
expected from others. He remembered that at the early Town Hall
meetings some students "would get up and use four-letter words and
begin to berate people and everything else and I would quietly slide
over to this person ... and say to them, 'I do not try to govern you
because you have freedom of speech, but I will have a civil tongue in
these presentations, in other words do not use four-letter words, and
do not berate people. You can say anything you want but it must be
with respect. If you are asking for respect you must give respect.' It
took some time for that to occur but that did take shape."45
Despite the lingering bad feelings and distrust in 1990- 91, there
was a faint hope among many in the John Jay community that with a
new sensitivity among the faculty and major changes in the
administration, that disruptions could be avoided in Spring 1991.
Such was not to be the case. Professor Kwando Kinshasa of the
Department of African-American Studies was hired in September
1990 and immediately realized "that I was walking into a bit of a
cauldron, all of this political activity was going on ... and the students
were extremely, extremely politically oriented." He also found that
within the African-American and Latino student populations there
was an ethnic shift that was feeding the political consciousness on
campus. "The recent influx of Dominican students and Jamaican
students into the population mix in New York City was having an
impact. The Dominicans brought a high degree of nationalism and
tl)ey were people of color to a large extent." Moreover, when the
Dominican and Jamaican students "graduated from John Jay they
were also political activists in their communities and ... the political
vitality was feeding back into the campus, infusing the campus with
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a new spirit."46 According to Roger Witherspoon, "We have had. a
number of former student government leaders who have been
nominated for leadership positions in the Washington Heights district,
which is the heavily dominated Dominican area, and they have done
exceptionally well ."47
Since Latinos, and especially Dominicans, were becoming a greater
force in the life of the College, it was logical that, as Jannette
Domingo put it, "we would see them starting to assert their own
leadership in this whole process."4 8 Roger Witherspoon observed that
"the Dominican students had not achieved recognition like the Puerto
Rican students. Dominicans were the fastest growing Hispanic group
[at the College] and we had very few, if any, professors who were
Dominican ... and there were no Hispanic administrators. The number
one issue was that John Jay did not have any of its senior
administrators, any kind of deanship, as a Hispanic."49
Carmen Solis recalled that Latino students "felt that in the previous
takeovers their particular needs had not been met. That was a time
when we began to get more Dominican students coming into John Jay
College and other Latino groups coming into the College who had
many more needs, especially in the area of language, and we were
just not serving their needs, not helping them." Many Latino students
came to believe that although the College was admitting these
students, "we were taking their tuition but were not providing the
services that they needed most. So many of them would come, spend
one or two semesters and not be able to succeed academically." The
Dominican Students Association was instrumental in identifying that
particular problem and "they were adamant" that the College had to
do something about it. One of the demands that they made during the
third protest "was to have some type of ESL center where students
who were limited in their language skills could have something in
place for them and as a result we have a full-fledged ESL center at
the ... College." Solis noted that "some of the students who were
fighting for that were fluent in English and had GPAs of 3+ but were
fighting for those who were less fortunate than them." 50
In large part because of the groundwork that had been laid during
the previous year, even though there was a student takeover in 1991,
it "was not as difficult, not as vicious" as the previous ones.51
Appearing before the Faculty Senate, Basil Wilson, who had recently
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been appointed provost after a search the previous year, spoke of the
work he and others in the administration and faculty had done "to
create a new climate at the College." He recognized that there was
much disappointment among many faculty that classes were disrupted yet again, but he said, "We really should not give up hope. We
have planted seeds and we must hope they germinate." 52 And, in fact,
there were no further takeovers.
Looking back over a decade later, Wilson believed that "we learned
a great deal from" the disruptions and that out of that turmoil John
Jay "has become a model institution in a very diverse and changing
city." He remembered that in the early 1990s many sensed that the
College was "in a state of disarray" and "some faculty members felt
the College would never recover from these incidents. . . that we
would never be the same again." 53 Some of the reaction of the
faculty was disgruntlement in the extreme. As Michael Blitz recalled,
"After the takeover there was a lot of disillusionment with students
among faculty. Some of the faculty were really angry at the students.
Some faculty felt, 'Well, there are other places I could be.' In private
many faculty expressed serious criticism of students. Some felt a real
betrayal by students to make the faculty the enemy."54 At graduation
a year or two after the last takeover, one faculty member sitting next
to Kwando Kinshasa exclaimed, as one of the leaders of the student
uprising crossed the stage to receive his diploma, "I hate that guy!" 55
Another group that felt betrayed were the in-service students. Karen
Kaplowitz recalled that as a result of the takeovers , the College "lost
the support of the PBA and its president, Phil Caruso and that many
police officers stopped coming to John Jay."56
Tom Litwack believed that for individuals, as well as the . . . College
as a whole, the events of those years were clearly "traumatic and we
responded like a traumatized person with a lot of inertia." One way
that inertia manifested itself was that despite the fact that the
psychology department and the College had "begun talking about
establishing a doctoral program in forensic psychology," they "let
those efforts drop for a while ... because of uncertainty about where
the college would be in the future."57
·B ut it soon became clear, according to Basil Wilson, that we
"needed to bring about a rebirth, a renewal, and we have done that." 58
This could be accomplished because "there is a core of John Jay
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College faculty who see this place as not just one where they wo~k,
but who really and truly love John Jay and are dedicated to the
institution and I think it was that core faculty who came together and
really worked arduously in conjunction with students and
administrators to reconstruct the College." Even so, it still took a
"few springs after 1991" for that to occur, "because of the specter or
fear that each spring we would have another uprising."59 Ned Benton
reflected on how far the College came in addressing the atmosphere
of distrust and fear that dominated the early 1990s: "Between
President Lynch and Provost Wilson and Vice President Witherspoon
and members of the faculty, we have established a climate at the
College of civility, of respect, of appreciation for one another that is
laudable. I think this is a wonderful thing for a college of criminal
justice."60
To Carmen Solis the events of those three years had other positive
effects. Yes, "it was a trauma in many ways, it was disruptive, but it
helped us focus on what we needed to work on." The trauma was
reflected in the fact that at "every meeting after the takeovers that you
went to there was talk about the need to heal, about the need to come
together as a community." But at the same time "it was one of the first
times that we realized as a community that there were issues here of
racism, that there were issues here that we had to work on if we were
all going to carry out the issue of education period . . . . It brought to
the head of the agenda the fact that there were problems here that we
had to address and look at." The Town Hall meetings were particularly helpful because they allowed the members of the college community "to talk in a constructive way, to criticize and to look at ourselves in a constructive way."61
One of the most important ways that the College attempted to deal
with the issues that the students raised was to address the lack of
diversity in the administration and the faculty. Harold Sullivan saw "a
determined effort by the College to diversify the faculty ,"62 and in
fact the faculty did become more diverse. But, as Basil Wilson
observed, the College's "commitment to diversity waned in the latter
part of the decade of the 1990s from where it was at the early part of
the decade."63 As the College approached its fortieth anniversary,
although women "are better represented in faculty ranks than they
were ten years ago .. .the representation of African-Americans and
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Hispanics has not improved, either on a percentage basis or in terms
of actual numbers."64 Still, the college community recognized that
"we can be an outstanding college and still commit ourselves to
diversity."65 As part of that effort, the curriculum was changed to
include an ethnic studies course as part of the core, a Cultural
Pluralism and Diversity Committee was established, and the Faculty
Senate sponsored Better Teaching Seminars to explore and deal with
issues of race and how to teach controversial texts.
A major part of the healing also took place because both the
administration and the faculty made a greater effort to reach out to
students. As Basil Wilson put it, "Roger Witherspoon's office
(especially Deans Hank Smit and Hector Ortiz) has done a fantastic
job in working with students."66 Jannette Domingo believed that "as
a result of the takeovers, more attention has been given to the student
development side of the College." In addition, the vice president
himself was critical to this effort: "It would have been hard to find
someone else with the kind of understanding that Roger Witherspoon
brings to that position. He has a positive agenda to improve that side
of the College. . .that is encouraging to students to get them to
succeed."67 As Michael Blitz pointed out, Witherspoon "became a
very visible presence, talking to students. He was very good at
connecting with students."68 So good in fact that about a year after
the Catherine Abate incident, Witherspoon was able to convince the
Student Council's leadership (many of whom had caused the
disruption) to invite her back to John Jay and to give her a plaque.
According to Witherspoon, she was "very touched by the gesture."69
The Faculty Senate, as well, made a determined effort to heal the
wounds, according to Blitz, by seeking to "be responsive as teachers
to concerns of students. We felt that it was important to hear about
student grievances."70
Still, as Betsy Gitter noted, despite the positive effects of a
diversified faculty and being more sensitive to student needs , "there
were people who never got completely over it. They never gave their
whole heart as they did before. People began to turn away, searching
f<?r other things. The loss of innocence is powerful , but it is usually a
part of growing up."71
She also recognized that the whole story of race was wrapped up in
these events and their aftermath and as in much of America, even
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today they have not been fully faced. "We were very naive, \1/e
thought because our hearts were in the right place, and because we
had devoted ourselves, we thought, to giving the students 100 percent
of our attention and care" that that would carry us through. "But it is
very hard not to delude ourselves. There was certainly a strong whiff
of paternalism. I don't know how excluded the people of color on the
faculty felt." 72 Jannette Domingo echoed these cautions. While there
has been great progress in many areas, she said, "There are a lot of
gulfs at the College. There is still a difference of experience of most
people of color at the College compared to most white people at the
College. It has changed, but I am chagrined that it has not improved
more."73
In this and other ways, the student takeovers of 1989-91 are still
with John Jay, even as many of the faculty who were directly affected
by those events are retiring and those events fade from the collective
memory. Unlike the events of 1976, which are remembered fondly
and with a sense of triumph, the student takeovers elicit little of such
feelings among most faculty. But even so, many faculty (and even
many administrators) bemoan the passivity and lack of political
motivation of student leaders in the first years of the twenty-first
century. In Spring 2003 proposed tuition increases far greater than
those of 1990 did not cause a major uproar among the student body
at John Jay and elsewhere. But whereas students have been less vocal
and less active since 1991 , the faculty has become more so.
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THE Q!JEST FOR EQ!JITY
As John Jay emerged from the turmoil of 1989-91, it became clear
that whatever divisions there were within the faculty and whatever
disagreements it had with the administration, in a time of crisis the
faculty could pull together and be a force to be reckoned with. But
that had not always been the case. For the vast majority of professors,
John Jay was their first teaching position; in their early years at the
College, they were absorbed with teaching and getting tenure, not to
mention starting families. As a result, during the first decade of the
College's existence, most professors were minimally involved with
campus politics, except for the first, short-lived Faculty Senate.
Then during the crisis of 1976, the heads of the various departments
organized the Council of Chairs, which became an important voice
for the integrity of the academic program. Professor of English
Emeritus Robert Crozier remembered that as the original Faculty
Senate fell apart, important leaders among the chairs, including
Charles Ryan of fire science, Harriet Pollack of government and
public administration, William Preston of history, and Lloyd Sealy of
law and police science, began to meet and established a formal
organization in the late 1970s .1
The chairs became concerned that as the College recovered from
the fiscal crisis of the 1970s, and new lines became available, that
"there were no procedures in place for anything that involved money
or lines."2 Ned Benton recalled that when he arrived at the College
in 1979, John Jay "had 6,000 students and a relatively small faculty.
139
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The College was run like a family business . Things were very
personal."3 He and others believed that since the College was
beginning to grow and mature, it needed to "develop more transparent
systems for management, for governance, and for allocation of
resources."4 Shortly after Jay Sexter became provost in 1985, Benton
suggested that John Jay "change the method for allocating money for
adjuncts." Instead of the provost giving the departments a certain
amount of money that they would then use to determine how many
classes, or sections, they would offer, he proposed that the provost
allocate each department a certain number of sections and provide
them with the funding to do so. " It was a way to standardiz~ the
scheduling-and make it transparent and predictable. We were the
first college at CUNY to do it."5 And the Council of Chairs had
established itself as a body that could initiate change.
More importantly, Benton then came up with a proposal for
normalizing the allocation of full-time faculty lines, to move away
from the "back door politics," as Crozier put it, that heretofore had
been the basis for the administration to provide new lines to
departments. Chairs were used to negotiating private deals with the
provost or the president to hire new professors. Under this informal
system, those chairs with good connections to the administration, or
who could make persuasive arguments, were rewarded while less
powerful departments languished. As a result, there were departments
that had 80-90 percent of their courses taught by full-time professors
and others that had 30-40 percent taught by full-timers. Benton and
the Council of Chairs pushed Sexter and the administration to "be
more systematic, more accountable, more transparent with the budget
allocation of lines."6 The object was for every department to have 70
percent of its sections taught by full-timers, a goal the College is still
far from having achieved, but which at least provides the basis for a
fair allocation of the lines that the College does receive. As Professor
Jill Norgren of the government department summarized the costs and
benefits of the new arrangement: "The chairs agreed to use their
power collectively and, as a trade-off, agreed to live by certain rules
that regularized the distribution of resources." 7
· As the chairs were achieving greater influence in the College, the
general faculty recognized that it, too, needed a voice in governance.
While most colleges have a faculty council that is the governing body
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of the college, John Jay has a College Council where the faculty
shares power with the students and the administration. John Jay's
origins as a "cop college" led to the adoption in the mid-1960s of
what Jill Norgren called a "unique organization" of governance.
Since John Jay's original students were not "17- and 18-year-olds
fresh out of high school but were seasoned professionals in their own
field," the governance structure that was originally adopted "took that
into account and created a particular kind of governing council that
gave the mature, experienced students an appropriate role." 8 Thus, a
College Council was established that gave the faculty members 50
perc_ent of the votes, with the remainder split between the administration
and the students, giving students a far greater voice than they had
elsewhere in CUNY, indeed in most other colleges across the country.
While this worked well for the students, "it left the faculty without a
forum through which it could present and debate and formulate
policy stamped with a faculty voice .... We were looking for that,"
Norgren maintained.9
What became clear over time, however, was that in addition to a
voice, the faculty was establishing an institution that would be
contesting the locus of decision-making on a number of issues.
Between 1983 and 1985 Professors Lawrence Kobilinsky (sciences),
Jill Norgren (government) , Timothy Stroup (art, music and
philosophy), and Jon Christian Suggs (English), among others,
initiated discussions and planning that resulted in the revival of the
Faculty Senate. The initiators of the senate were, for the most part,
part of the original faculty of the College and without widespread
experience with faculty governance as practiced in other institutions.
Despite the fact that faculty and administrators were on a first name
basis (and all administrators prior to 1985 had been faculty colleagues),
there was a growing recognition that faculty and administrators often
had different interests and priorities, and that the faculty was not
making its voice heard. They were emboldened by the support of
more experienced faculty like Bill Preston who "was known for his
commitment to the world of civil rights and civil liberties and
involvement with various institutions outside of the College,"
Norgren related. "So all of that helped us to feel that what we were
doing was both appropriate and also what people should be doing in
reshaping the society in more equitable ways." 10 On a more practical
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level, as Professor Karen Kaplowitz made clear, "the faculty often
felt they couldn't discuss issues at the College Council because the
faculty perspective was often so different from that of students or that
of administrators, that the discussions bypassed each other and
created more misunderstandings than solutions." 11
One of the first decisions that the new senate had to make when it
held its first meeting in December 1986 was whether to have
substantial minutes attributing statements to specific faculty members,
or abbreviated minutes that were summaries of issues raised and
decisions reached . The senate opted for the former, which, according
to N orgren, represented a view of the senate as a "mature group that
believed that the climate of the College and the nature of the
leadership under President Lynch was such that even if there were
hard feelings about opposing points of view there would not be
retribution by anyone-whether administration, chairs, or
colleagues." 12 Indeed, those minutes are hailed by faculty and
administrators alike. As Professor Kwando Kinshasa put it, they are
the "most explicit, detailed record that give you not only an accurate
report of what was said, but also the tenor of the meeting." 13
Professor John Kleinig found that "the minutes are a wonderful way
of keeping up with issues in the College." 14 These detailed records of
the senate's sessions represented "the major source of governance
and political information university- and college-wide that is probably
unmatched," Professor Michael Blitz asserted. 15
When it began, the senate was fulfilling its purpose as an "advisory
and deliberative" body, Karen Kaplowitz observed, but a "critical
moment" occurred in 1987 that gave the senate a specific role in the
functioning of the College. According to the City University bylaws,
and as was the practice at other colleges at CUNY and elsewhere, a
college's faculty body should nominate the recipients of honorary
degrees. Such was not the practice at John Jay. To remedy this , the
Faculty Senate proposed, and the College Council approved, a
procedure whereby the Committee on Honorary Degrees would
prepare a list of prospective honorary degree recipients who would
tben be nominated by the Faculty Senate, subject to approval by the
president. Speedy negotiations resulted in Gerry Lynch announcing
that he was "in full agreement with the sentiment that the Faculty
Senate should be the body responsible for making these selections." 16
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Now, according to Kaplowitz, "the Faculty Senate had an important
role and was no longer simply advisory and deliberative." 17
To further institutionalize the senate, faculty proposed that the
College Charter be amended to "institutionalize something that was
already taking place," that is, the meeting of the president with the
Faculty Senate at least once a semester. "So suddenly we were in the
charter," Kaplowitz recalled, "and now we were an official body." 18
One of the most important and contentious issues that the Faculty
Senate took on in its early years was the issue of access for people
with disabilities. The senate was directly at odds with the administration
because, despite the euphoria about having moved into the new
building in Fall 1988, the senate argued that certain aspects of its
design were in violation of the law and of the spirit of John Jay's
commitment to provide equal access to all students and faculty. The
issue was particularly contentious because the proposed changes
would be costly in tight fiscal times. The senate and particularly its
president, Karen Kaplowitz, did its homework, detailing how the new
building violated the law in several respects. The senate passed
resolutions that forced the issue onto the College Council agenda and
brought in students and faculty with disabilities to describe untenable
conditions. Kaplowitz also did a walk through with the Mayor's
Office for Disabilities that came up with seven pages detailing
changes that needed to be made.
As a result of these efforts the circulation desk at the library was
cut out so that someone in a wheelchair could be seen, rails were
installed under the escalator on the library level so people who were
blind would not hit their heads, ramps were installed in lecture rooms
so that people in wheelchairs could have access to the stage, and
bathrooms were renovated to make them accessible, among many
other changes. When Vice President Smith retired, he told Karen
Kaplowitz that "an audit was being done of all the CUNY campuses
in terms of their accessibility in compliance to the people with
disabilities act and he said that thanks to you, Karen, John Jay was
the college most fully in compliance."19
The Faculty Senate's rise to prominence and increased influence
was most apparent in the 1990s and had a dramatic impact on the life
of the College. As Provost Basil Wilson put it "in the 1990s the
Faculty Senate came of age and was a central actor in the life of the
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College." That entailed discord between the administration and the
faculty, but in higher education that is far from unusual. "Conflict is
healthy," according to Wilson, "and a certain amount of tension can
be productive."20 Indeed, "the administration expects the Faculty
Senate and the chairs to have something to say, to demand and be part
of the process," Professor Jannette Domingo observed. "Whether it
be changes to the curriculum, or responses to the Central Administration
at 80th Street, or deciding what to do about changes to the associate
degree, the administration expects that these bodies will come up
with some kind of position as part of the discussion." 21 The senate
has been "a remarkable force in college governance," according to
Professor Michael Blitz.22
Jill Norgren believed that the senate has become a kind of Village
Green for faculty and administration , a place of contact where busy
people can meet, debate and build programs together." 23 For Professor
Carmen Solis, arriving at the College in 1990, the senate was one
place where she wanted to devote her energies: "I remember my first
impression of being at a Faculty Senate meeting, this feeling of
'wow,' they are talking about the stuff I want to hear because any
issue that affects the faculty and students in any way was discussed
there ... I think the Faculty Senate entertains, addresses, and resolves
a lot of the issues that have to do with how the administration utilizes
faculty, treats faculty, how the College is funded." 24 When the
Faculty Senate first began, Jannette Domingo recalled, "I could not
have envisioned" it would evolve into the powerful body that it has
become, "a group that meets so often and addresses so many different
issues."25
One of the most important functions that the senate served was, as
Solis explained, as the place where faculty "could get the best
information in terms of the College, the university, and the faculty." 26
It has served , Michael Blitz argued, as a "policy-recommending body,
as a think tank putting together data and historical material and it has
made itself an expert on a number of issues." 27 Karen Kaplowitz,
president of the senate since 1988, suggested that perhaps its greatest
contribution has been to "make the faculty feel it is a crucial voice
that needs to be heard about the educational needs and priorities of
the College ."28 Professor Betsy Gitter agreed that the senate has been
"crucial as a source of information" but even more important "it
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keeps everybody, faculty and administration, on their toes. It serves
something of a watchdog function. Faculty really depend on the
senate when they have something that is troubling; they know they
can raise it there." It is ironic that even though the senate has very
little formal power, "a certain amount happens, minds get changed,
issues get thrashed out, faculty are alerted to problems." Gitter, like
others attributed much of the senate's success to its president, Karen
Kaplowitz: "The faculty is lucky enough to have a president who
works incredibly hard, and is very, very smart."29
An important consequence of having an active, indeed, a contentious,
Faculty Senate is that the John Jay faculty is among the most engaged
and involved at CUNY. While administrative-faculty contention
might create headaches for the leadership in both groups, it makes for
a faculty that is informed and unusually committed to the mission of
the College.
The faculty in general and the Faculty Senate in particular began to
appreciate that the key to having an impact on the institution's
policies and programs was to understand the College's budget. For
the first twenty years or so of the College's existence, the faculty was
not particularly concerned with internal budget issues, in part because
of the city's frequent budget crises and the fact that College's very
existence in the mid-1970s was so precarious. But that began to
change in the mid-1980s. Professor Tom Litwack of the psychology
department recalled that when he became chair of his department in
1983 he "found it difficult to get small amounts of money for
speakers, students, and so forth, and this led me to want to learn more
about how the college monies were arrived at and how they were
spent." He proposed that the College Personnel and Budget Committee
establish a Budget Planning Committee "that would look at the
sources of the college resources and how these resources were spent."
That committee was established in 1985 and for the next two years
Harriet Pollack chaired it, succeeded by Litwack.30
At first it was difficult for the faculty to get the information that it
needed from the administration. When Robert Sermier came to John
Jay in 1986 as director of financial affairs and planning from public
sector jobs in Washington and New York City, most recently as first
deputy of the Human Resources Administration, "there was perceived
mistrust among some faculty leaders about how the money was being
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spent." He was asked by Gerry Lynch to serve as the technical expert
for the faculty Budget Planning Committee.31 The faculty felt that
they were not getting adequate information, and part of the problem,
according to Sermier, was that "the budget was divided, for historical
reasons, into categories that when you look at them in terms of
teaching students didn't make much sense."32 As a result, "the
information was not arranged by programs, but by people and things."
He started to provide the Budget Planning Committee with information
that was divided into three categories-teaching, student services and
administration-and this helped to alleviate the tensions. The faculty
was able to get most of the information it wanted.
Ned Benton believed that the struggle over the budget not only
benefited the faculty, but also the whole institution. "Before, because
we could not see it, there was a level of distrust" between the
administration and the faculty. But then there was "more transparency."
"The Faculty Senate, the line allocation model and the Budget
Planning Committee have accomplished that." The upshot has been
that "I think we became the best at CUNY with respect to transparency
and faculty access to information." And, in the end, this has resulted
in "a greater level of maturity and trust between the administration
and the faculty."33
Whatever the tensions between the faculty and administration over
JohnJay'sbudget,therewasagrowingrecognitionintheadministration
and the faculty alike that the real source of the College's fiscal
difficulties was inequitable funding from the state and the university.
Robert Sermier defined the problem as a "structural deficit-the
difference between what we at John Jay think we need to do a
minimally satisfactory job for the number of students we have versus
how much money we can expect to get. .. through the normal
allocation procedures."34 John Jay's budget difficulties can be traced
back to the 1960s when it and a number of other colleges were
founded, but with a funding level less generous than those of the four
older senior colleges , City, Brooklyn, Queens and Hunter. Then, in
1976, as the price for saving the College, the City University not only
made John Jay give up its liberal arts majors, but also cut its budget
by $2.3 million. As a result, "we became even less well-funded than
the four older senior colleges, but also compared to our contemporary
colleges. From that point on we were in a very bad situation."35 In
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the 1990s, John Jay's and the City University's budget problems
became even worse as first Governor Mario Cuomo and then
Governor George Pataki imposed "relatively huge reductions on the
university's budget." During the 1990s, the university faced either an
outright reduction in its funding or a flat budget (except for election
years), which meant an actual reduction in resources for the College
because of inflation and contractual raises for faculty and staff.36
At the same time that the budget was flat or decreasing, John Jay's
enrollment was increasing, which meant there was less money per
student, and a greater strain on college personnel and resources.
President Lynch, in consultation with the College Personnel and
Budget Committee, decided on two priorities: not to fire anyone with
a full-time position, and to try to hold class size constant. Therefore,
categories such as college assistants and supplies and equipment
(Other Than Personal Services) were cut. In addition, as full-time
faculty retired or left they were replaced with adjuncts. Thus, as Bob
Sermier remembered, "When I came in 1986 two out of every three
classes were taught by full-timers and by the late 1990s it was fewer
than one out of two (about 47-48 percent) which was one of the
lowest in CUNY." 37 (And in 2001 it was 46 percent.)
The problem became more acute in the mid 1990s when Chancellor
Ann Reynolds published her five-year plans for the university that
projected that CUNY should grow at an annual rate of 5 percent. The
state budget office seized upon this goal to cut the university's budget
further because they projected that, as enrollment increased, there
would be a corresponding increase in tuition revenues and the state
would reduce its budget allocation by that amount. Five years later,
according to Sermier, "only one school had grown by 5 percent every
year- John Jay. No other school made the target." 38 Between Fall
1992 and Fall 2002, the College's Full Time Equivalent (FTE)
enrollment grew 54 percent, from 6,154 to 9,467.39 But John Jay's
budget did not keep pace with its enrollment because there was no
statistical formula for how base budget money was allocated to the
senior colleges.40
John Jay was able to meet its enrollment targets for a number of
reasons. Foremost was the intense media focus on crime in society in
general, and the fact that criminal justice agencies were hiring at a
breakneck speed in the 1990s, in part because of the extraordinary
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growth of the prison population in the United States. In addition,
public safety agencies in New York and across the nation were not as
diverse as government and public opinion felt they should be. As
Sermier observed, "Because John Jay is so extraordinarily ethnically
and gender balanced ... and our graduates are deemed to be qualified,
many, many jurisdictions come from all over the country to recruit at
John Jay and that helps our enrollment to grow."4 1
Gerry Lynch agreed to increase enrollment because the College
was still trying to make the case that it deserved a new building to
replace North Hall-what was known as Phase II. He believed that
increasing the number of students would help convince the governor
and the legislators to provide the funding for Phase II. But as it
became clear that a growth in enrollment did not bring a larger budget
and more full-time faculty, President Lynch wrote to 80th Street
saying that the College must have more money, that the College's
situation was unfair. As Sermier recalled, "Many times the president
said to the university, ' We cannot keep growing unless you make a
permanent change to our operating budget. We cannot.' Each time the
message comes back, never in writing ... you must keep growing. You
must."42 As the student body grew, the strains on support services
like financial aid, the registrar's office, freshmen services, and the
like increased and the College became ever more dependent on parttime faculty.
Rather than provide a permanent solution to what the College
called its "structural deficit," the chancellor's office "reached
informal arrangements with us whereby if we exceeded our enrollment
revenue target we were allowed to keep all of the extra funds. In
addition, because we were the 'little engine that could,' and in one
year, 70 percent of CUNY's increase in Full-Time Equivalent students
was attributed to us, the university gave us extra money." In other
words, CUNY budget officials gave special relief to John Jay with
respect to how much tuition revenue it could keep because there was
an unofficial recognition of the College's historic underfunding. The
university rewarded John Jay for taking in so many extra students,
but "each year our [base] budget was more and more out of balance."
For several years "the university honored its commitment to us by
balancing our budget and allowing us to keep the extra money." In
1996 the university made budget adjustments in an open and
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transparent way rather than under the radar screen as 80th Street had
been doing. Thus, CUTRA (City University Tuition Reimbursement
Account) became official policy and colleges that collected more
than their revenue targets could roll over their extra revenue into the
following year. So, "we started to sock away a little money. We put
away about $2 million."43 But the base budget was not increased and
permanent full-time faculty and staff can be hired only with base
budget funds.
Tom Litwack and Karen Kaplowitz recalled that in the early 1990s,
"finally the senate decided to get involved with this," and devoted a
major share of its energies to trying to rectify John Jay's inequitable
budget. This was far from a criticism of the president and his
administration. Indeed, the senate leadership recognized that Lynch
and members of his administration were making the case over and
over again that John Jay should get more money. However, "there
was only so much that the president could do," said Litwack.
Kaplowitz remembered that the senate "was given a letter that
President Lynch had written to the then chancellor in which he argued
that John Jay was underfunded. We were given this letter because
there had been no response. President Lynch had been making the
case over and over and there was no response." The letter had asked
for data about how the budget was arrived at "and that data was never
forthcoming ."44
The senate began to hold a series of formal, on the record, meetings
with various representatives from the chancellor's office at 80th
Street. A key breakthrough was achieved at a December 1993 meeting
with the Vice Chancellor for Fiscal Affairs, Richard Rothbard. He
agreed to send the senate CUNY-wide budget data and Litwack
analyzed it. He found "that if John Jay was funded equitably by
[CUNY's] own criteria we would have almost another $5 million in
our budget," which was almost 18 percent of the budget at the time.45
Litwack also noted that Lehman College, which had about the same
FTE enrollment as John Jay, had a base budget that was $10 million
more than John Jay's.
Litwack also did a survey of psychology departments in the rest of
CUNY's senior colleges and discovered that only John Jay faculty
members were routinely teaching twenty-one hours, the contractual
teaching load. Everywhere else professors were teaching fifteen or
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eighteen hours.46 One approach, then, was to raise the question of
whether the John Jay faculty was being treated equitably by the
university. But the faculty and administration decided to focus on the
more fundamental issue of fairness. The argument, according to
Sermier, was that "if access at the City University means anything, it
does not mean just getting in. It means when you get in, you'll get the
same chance to succeed in life. That each student has about the same
amount of support available to him or her. That was our argument. It
was based on justice."47 As Karen Kaplowitz recalled, "Our main
concern and our main argument was that students who go to John Jay
pay the same tuition as the students who go to any of the other senior
colleges and they should have the same resources, the percentage of
sections taught by full-time faculty, the same library resources,
tutoring, counseling. And it is unfair for a student to unwittingly enter
the doors of a college that's underfunded and pay the same tuition as
a student who unwittingly enters the doors of a college that is much,
much better funded." 48 Burying whatever issues divided them on
other matters, John Jay administrators and faculty leaders stood
together on the budget. "With a passion, the President, Professor
Kaplowitz, Professor Benton and Professor Litwack, those four
people launched an all-out assault on the chancellor and board
members to achieve what we called equity-a more just distribution
of resources based on enrollment."49
The senate and the administration developed a cooperative approach
that worked extremely well. Access to information became critical,
especially to make the case that John Jay was inequitably funded
compared to the other CUNY campuses. Karen Kaplowitz was able
to get cross campus budget information in her role as a member of the
University Faculty Senate Budget Advisory Committee. While each
college gets its own budget allocation, Kaplowitz was able to "get the
budget allocation of every single branch of CUNY" and she provided
copies to members of the John Jay administration.50 Lynch recalls
that "this was an alliance, we were all on the same page and on the
same note .... We were saying these were the facts and this is what
~eeds to be redressed." Lynch found that "the Faculty Senate and
particularly certain members of it, Karen Kaplowitz, Tom Litwack
and Ned Benton, were very very good at outlining- even better in
some ways than I had- in charts and graphs how we were in fact
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underfunded." 51 Ned Benton summarized the joint effort by declaring,
"The real heroes are Karen Kaplowitz, Tom Litwack, Robert Sermier,
and Gerald Lynch. Bob Sermier did the calculations and was outraged .
. . . He saw the issue first and raised the issue. Karen Kaplowitz and
Tom Litwack translated Bob Sermier's calculations and analyzed
them in terms of the City University politics and academic justice and
I think they had a way of taking numbers that made us look simply
underfunded and instead they made those numbers describe our
students as being victims of a great injustice."52 Ned Benton's
special contribution was first, that as a member of the UFS Budget
Advisory Committee, he was able "over time to gradually cause
attention to be focused on formulations of the resource issue that
favored equity,"53 and second, "he developed the most amazing
charts showing in graph form the differences among the different
colleges ."54
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One of the innovations that the Faculty Senate devised was that it
began to invite members of the chancellor's office, including , over
the years, three chancellors, as well as members of the Board of
Trustees and public officials to attend senate meetings to discuss their
concerns and to hear the perspectives of John Jay faculty. As Gerald
Lynch explained, "I think the Faculty Senate has blossomed in the
past several years by bringing in elected officials, by bringing in the
chancellors and the vice chancellors. I laud that." The sessions were
"issue-oriented, they were polite , they were not out to attack, though
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they stated their position very forcefully." 55 John Jay people pressed
the budget issue in every forum. As Ned Benton recalled, "They
could not have a meeting about the budget without someone from
John Jay who was taking notes and framing the issue in some way."56
And Basil Wilson remembered that when he and the president went
up to 80th Street they were told that CUNY administrators "were not
able to have a meeting with John Jay faculty or administration
without the budget issue coming up." 57 At one hearing in March
1994, Kaplowitz, on behalf of the senate, and Carol Groneman,
professor of history and chair of Thematic Studies, on behalf of the
Council of Chairs, "gave testimony about John Jay's inadequate
funding and extreme reliance on adjunct faculty to the point that 53
percent of our sections are taught by adjuncts even though our faculty
carry a 12/9 teaching load."58 The Faculty Senate also devoted itself
to sending detailed letters to the chancellery with charts prepared by
Benton that laid out the case for equity. As Carmen Solis put it, "My
hat goes off to Karen Kaplowitz and to everyone who has been part
of the letter writing campaigns to 80th Street about the underfunding
of this college as compared to the other institutions at CUNY." It has
been a wonderful testament to the faculty that "their challenge and
mission was to make 80th Street aware of the inequities within the
system and I think they have done a great job."59
By the late 1990s, the Board of Trustees changed and became more
conservative, emphasizing the excellence part of the university's twin
goals of access and excellence. Chancellor Reynolds resigned in
September 1997 and Vice Chancellor Rothbard left CUNY about a
year later. In the 1999-2000 academic year the College faced an
operating budget deficit of almost $4 million. While the university
was sympathetic to the College's drastic situation, CUNY officials
made it clear that the College would no longer be allowed to exceed
its budget allocation . As Chancellor Matthew Goldstein told the
Faculty Senate, "You have a problem. You are spending more money
than you were allocated and that is going to have to be fixed. It's as
simple as that." 60 CUNY did give the College $1.5 million as a onetime supplement, but "required the College to adopt and implement a
plan to not only eliminate the structural deficit, but also to pay back
the remainder of the 1999-2000 over-expenditure over the next two
years by reducing expenditures below the College's official budget
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allocation."6 1 To achieve the reductions, the College initiated a
college-wide freeze for two years on new staff hiring and deferred ttie
hiring of faculty for two years as well. As a result, some fifty
administrative positions were eliminated through attrition, including
three deanships.
Ned Benton asked, "What have we accomplished in the quest for
equity?" His answer is that there has been little relative improvement
"because we have grown faster than what they have done to help us.
But we are a lot bigger and we have more faculty. There is a sense
that we are healing, though a hard look at the numbers would indicate
that we have a long way to go. If we hadn't done this, we'd have been
way further behind."62 In fact, over the past five years the total
number of full-time tenure track faculty has increased by almost
eighty and there have been sixty-one new substitute positions as well.
But even today the College faces the recurring and unresolved
problem of underfunding. Under a proposed model for funding the
senior colleges that the university published in September 2001, John
Jay's allocation should have been almost $47 million, while in fact in
that year the College's allocation was a little over $42 million, almost
$5 million less than it should have received. Since President Jeremy
Travis's tenure began, there has been significant progress on the part
of CUNY, under the leadership of Chancellor Matthew Goldstein, to
address the under-funding of John Jay, including increased financial
backing to support its transformation to full senior college status, and
the addition of a full panoply of liberal arts majors. In 2006, after
consultation with the faculty leadership of the College, President
Travis proposed to the university an Investment Plan to enable the
College to increase the number of full-time faculty and to address
other critical college needs, including student support services. That
support, as well as other sources of funding, have allowed the college
to add 71 faculty, a 20 percent increase, over the past four years.
One consequence of John Jay's inequitable funding was a strong
feeling among many faculty in the 1990s that instead of the College
trying to grow its way into a better budget, the College should reduce
the number of students it accepted and raise its admissions standards
so that it could adequately service and educate the students it did
have. This, combined with 80th Street's growing emphasis on
excellence, at the expense of access, produced a serious debate in the
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late 1990s about the fate of John Jay's associate degree programs.
The origins of this debate can be traced back to the early 1990s when
John Jay and New York City Technical College became embroiled in
a "budget dispute between the city and the university" over who
should pay the cost of the associate programs.63 Given the fiscal
uncertainties and a long simmering feeling among many in the faculty
that the College was straining under the load of too many underprepared students that the College did not have the resources to help,
the Faculty Senate and the Council of Chairs established a committee
to evaluate the associate degree programs at the College. The
committee, chaired by Professor Dorothy Bracey, concluded that
there was really no associate degree program as such, but that it
merely served as a way of admitting students to the College who
would not be admitted under the bachelor's program requirements.
Once the students were admitted it was impossible, as Professor
James Malone put it, "to distinguish between associate and bachelor
students ."64 Although at the time no action was taken on the associate
degree programs as such, the Faculty Senate did propose and the
administration agreed, that the proportion of entering freshmen
should shift from the then current 50/50 split between associate and
baccalaureate students to one that was 75 percent baccalaureate and
25 percent associate.
In the mid-1990s , this issue was joined in a somewhat different
way, and for very different reasons, by Herman Badillo-appointed
to the Board of Trustees in 1990, made vice chair of the board in
1997, and then chair in 1999- who began a crusade to eliminate
remedial courses at CUNY. Thus, as Jim Sleeper formulated it in an
editorial in the Daily News, "rejecting applicants who aren't ready for
college, which, frankly, could cut CUNY's students and costs by 25
percent." 65 Since the vast majority of John Jay's (and CUNY's)
associate degree students needed a number of remedial courses to be
prepared for their core requirements, this issue had particular
resonance at the College. In 1997, after Governor Pataki and Mayor
Giuliani appointed new members of the Board of Trustees, a majority
of whom were conservatives, Badillo and Giuliani sharpened their
attacks, with the mayor saying, "Don't we have to be introducing
standards to the community colleges? Doesn't this need a total
revision?" Badillo "called for an entrance exam for all students
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entering CUNY's two-year colleges and a cap on the number ~f
remedial courses students can take."66 Finally, in May 1998, the
CUNY Board of Trustees voted to "bar incoming students [at its
senior colleges] who fail placement exams in math, reading and
writing." The meeting, described by the Daily News as "raucous"
came in the midst of a massive protest outside the board's headquarters
and the arrest of twenty students, professors and community
activists.67
It was in the context of this broader debate that John Jay began to
reconsider its own associate programs. With pressure from 80th
Street to raise standards and emphasize "excellence" at the expense
of "access," John Jay faculty and administration grappled with the
difficult issue of whether to retain its associate degrees. In February
1998 the debate was joined after Gerry Lynch, Karen Kaplowitz, Tom
Litwack and Ned Benton went to a meeting of the Board of Trustees'
Committee on Academic Program Planning and Review (CAPPR)
where they heard a report about the efforts by the seven senior
colleges without associate degree programs to raise their admissions
requirements. The Trustees' Committee planned at their next meeting
to examine the admission requirements of the four senior colleges,
including John Jay, which offered associate as well as baccalaureate
degrees.
Initially, the president proposed that the College consider closing
the associate degree programs, fearing that by retaining them the
College would separate itself from the other senior colleges, suffering
a loss of prestige and possibly funding. To retain the associate
programs might lead students and others to view John Jay as more of
a community college than a senior college. He also worried that John
Jay had such a low graduation rate for the associate degree students
that it could be embarrassing to the College. Some faculty leaders,
including Karen Kaplowitz and Harold Sullivan, supported seriously
considering this option, agreeing with the president that to not do so
might jeopardize the College's standing in CUNY.68 Indeed, the
Council of Chairs and the P&B voted to close the program.69
Although disagreeing with the recommendation , James Malone, in
remarks to the senate at the time, argued that "What is really driving
the discussion about the associate degree program is Baruch President
Matthew Goldstein's plan for CUNY to be a university with three
different tiers."70
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Several faculty believed that the associate degree programs should
be eliminated. Professor Daniel Pinello of the government department
suggested in one senate meeting that "as an academic he has a lot of
sympathy with many of the things said today [in favor of the associate
degree] but as a political scientist he thinks we have to face certain
political realities: last November Mayor Giuliani was overwhelmingly
re-elected for another term and the [Republican] governor [George
Pataki] is likely to be reelected next fall." 7 l Others, like Professor
Barry Luby of the foreign languages department told the senate that
he feared that by taking in so many poorly-prepared students that we
were "lowering standards" and that it would result in "losing creative,
excellent faculty who are choosing to retire because they cannot cope
with the classroom problems."72 Some faculty believed that given
the ever-present budget constraints, it was impossible for the College
to do justice to the education of most of the associate degree students,
some of whom came to the College having barely graduated from
high school. There was a widespread feeling that while we were
admitting students, we were doing little to assure their success.
Others argued that having remedial and non-remedial students in the
same class cheapened the education of better-prepared students.
Professor Barry Latzer of the government department, for one, was
quoted by the New York Times as saying that supporters of remediation
"overlook the destructive effect of admitting remedial students into
regular courses." One result of this practice, he told the newspaper,
was that it "forced professors to water down their material or to fail
many students. 'I've been in that situation ,' he said, 'and it's very
uncomfortable.' "73
Other faculty understood the issue differently. Kwando Kinshasa
agreed that there were many students who came to John Jay who had
"writing skills that are extremely poor. We have students whose
reading abilities are not up to where they should be." But where he
differed was in his assessment that "many of those students have the
intellectual capacity to succeed in college if there are professors and
programs who will help them to do this."74 He told the senate that
conservatives were talking about raising standards but that in fact
their goal was to push a conservative ideology of restricting access.75
Sandra Lanzone agreed, pointing to a recent article by Heather
MacDonald in City Journal which she said "called [for] ending Open
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Admissions and then closing African-American Studies, Gen~er
Studies, and everything else we worked for twenty-five years to have
in our colleges."76
Michael Blitz recalled that for him, and many others, teaching John
Jay's under-prepared students was, indeed, a challenge, but not
necessarily a discouraging one. "I was excited by the prospect of
working with students who I felt had been mistreated by their
previous educational experience." He believed that "the fact they had
come to the College, wanting something from college was 90 percent
of the battle, that we had to take them at their word, that they wanted
to be educated . . . and we needed to figure out how to prepare them. " 77
Many, if not most, faculty agreed with Kwando Kinshasa's analysis
of the problem: "You can't talk about raising standards without
talking about where the students are coming from. The question of
standards begins on the elementary school level. . . . I don't see why
students should be penalized from the first grade on and then be
expected to all of a sudden snap into some kind of college mode.
Until we deal with these issues, we are just playing games with our
students. "78
Another perspective was provided by Ned Benton, who, despite the
fact that his public management department was at this point totally
uninvolved in the associate degree, recognized that reducing the
College's student body and raising standards so that only the best
students could attend was not in the best interest of many departments.
"To be a great college of criminal justice we need to be a large college
of criminal justice. We could not have the variety of specializations
that we have with a college of 3,000 rather than 10,000. If we limited
the student body to those who were initially committed to criminal
justice and to highly qualified students, we might end up as a smaller
college with a limited depth and range of faculty." 79
After seemingly endless discussions that ranged from the Personnel
and Budget Committee to the Curriculum Committee to the Standards
Committee, including one open forum that attracted well over 100
participants, a compromise was reached that had widespread support.
Tom Litwack came forward with a proposal (developed with data
from Gail Hauss, head of the Office of Institutional Research) that
preserved the associate degree program but raised the standards for
admission to both it and the baccalaureate program. He told the
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senate that to eliminate the associate degree programs "would risk
ultimately such a severe loss of enrollment that it would lead to a
serious reduction in the funding given to John Jay" and thus the loss
of adjunct and full-time faculty. But he also believed that the College
should "raise admission standards for the associate program because
if we do not do that, we are going to continue to have poor graduation
rates, poor retention rates, and frankly, we will have a difficult time
raising standards in our classes. " 8 Karen Kaplowitz recalled, "We
saw that the students who had a seventy-two or above high school
average in academic courses tended to be successful but those who
had less than a seventy-two average tended not to be, at least at John
Jay. We felt that we weren't doing a service to the students who might
do better at community colleges that have the programs and labs and
mission for students who need the kind of support we weren't able to
provide." 81 As a result, John Jay could be "open to all students who
want to come here who have a reasonable chance to succeed."82 Over
the next couple of weeks, then Associate Dean of Students Richard
Saulnier and Director of Admissions and Registration Donald Gray
asked the 80th Street Office of Admissions . to conduct computer
simulations of what the effect would be of implementing the raising
of associate and baccalaureate admissions requirements along these
lines. It found that the College would lose several hundred students,
well within the acceptable range. 83 The Faculty Senate approved the
proposal on 27 February 1998 and sent it on to the College Council,
which approved it within three weeks. 84
The discussion, debate, and resolution of the associate degree issue
at the College represented a successful effort at collaboration and
cooperation between the administration and the faculty. As the Dean
of Graduate Studies, James Levine, formulated it "there were really
strong differences of opinion and changes of opinion over the course
of what was a wonderful exercise." As a result, "I think people felt
good about the process, I think people felt good about the end
result. " 85
Perhaps Gerry Lynch summed up the sometimes rocky relationship
between the faculty and the administration best: "There was always a
tension between the way I saw the world and the way faculty do and
it was innate, in a way. But as I look back now, it was not so bad,
really, we didn't diverge on the big issue of the budget and of the need
for the College to get more full-time faculty." 86
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JOHN JAY COMES OF AGE
"John Jay came of age" as an academic institution in the 1990s,
according to President Gerald W. Lynch. Despite the fact that it was
the only college devoted to criminal justice in the world, John Jay had
still not fully put its stamp on the field. But, by the beginning of the
21st century, the College was clearly emerging as a leading research
institution that was helping to define the broad scope of criminal
justice as an academic discipline. In 1989, as well, the idea of John
Jay having an international focus and world-wide influence was but
a gleam in Gerry Lynch's eye. Today, the College, which has more
than 14,000 students, keeps finding new and more creative ways to
extend its scope. At the end of the 1980s, John Jay's focus was on
teaching, whereas more than twenty years later there is a much
greater stress on scholarship, research and excellence. In short, John
Jay has moved from being a college for cops to a major research
university whose faculty has achieved national and international recognition, including two Pulitzer Prizes. 1
Internationalism

As John Jay celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary, its focus was
still on New York City both in terms of its faculty's research and in
terms of the composition of its student body. _Although Gerry Lynch
had a vision that the College could extend its wings and have an
impact on the international arena, he was virtually a minority of one.
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Faculty and administrators alike believed the time was not ripe for
John Jay to internationalize its mission. They feared that the College
was too poorly funded, that its primary calling was in the undergraduate
education of New York City high school graduates and law enforcement
personnel, and that it was still in the process of consolidating and
defining its criminal justice mission after the loss of its liberal arts
majors in 1976.
But Lynch was not to be deterred. His first undertaking was to
develop a branch campus at the Police Academy in Gurabo, Puerto
Rico. In Fall 1993 President Lynch announced that an agreement had
been reached between Pedro Rossell6, the governor of Puerto Rico;
Mario Cuomo, the governor of New York; David Dinkins, the mayor
of the City of New York; W. Ann Reynolds, the chancellor of CUNY;
Pedro Toledo, the superintendent of police of Puerto Rico; and John
Jay to engage in a "collaborative undertaking [that] will result in
enriching the curriculum, developing the faculty of the Police
Academy of Puerto Rico, and enhancing and enriching the quality of
training and education given to the Police of Puerto Rico." The goal
was to replicate what John Jay had done in New York: "to transform
police recruits into professional police officers educated at the
associate degree level" so that "they will enter the police service with
the critical skills and knowledge necessary to perform their duties in
a professional manner. " 2 One of the keys to reforming and
professionalizing the police was to educate them.
The impetus for this collaboration came from Puerto Rican officials
who went to the Middle States Accrediting Association, which covers
New York and Puerto Rico. The Puerto Rican officials asked Middle
States, what was the best police studies program in the United States,
and John Jay was the answer. The governor of Puerto Rico wanted a
traditional two-year liberal arts degree, with a concentration in police
science, and told Lynch that they wanted "the excellent program you
have at John Jay." 3
At a Personnel and Budget Committee Meeting in mid-December
1993, Gerry Lynch announced that the original plan had been for the
program to begin the following September so that the College would
liave the spring semester to plan and discuss it. But Governor Rossell6
decided that he wanted the program to begin in mid-January. The
faculty was taken aback by the sudden turn of events and at the P&B
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meeting and in other forums, they expressed a variety of concem_s:
how could a full 64-credit associate degree program be developed in
so short a time; where was the budget going to come from; who was
going to supervise the faculty component of this; how could we
afford this; who was going to monitor the progress of these students.4
Professor of Psychology Tom Litwack recalled that while he was in
favor of the program because he considered it "a worthwhile experiment in keeping with the mission of the College," he was skeptical
about the funding of the program. "It seemed to me that the College
was subsidizing the program," he explained. He feared that we were
"expending considerable resources that were not reimbursed." One
way that the College stood to suffer, he said, was that Frank McHugh,
who had been Dean for Admissions and Registration and who was a
particularly valued member of the college community, was appointed
to head the branch campus; he would be sorely missed at John Jay. 5
The Chair of the Council of Chairs, Professor of English Robert
Crozier, recounted the deep divisions among the chairs because of the
fear that "there would be a diversion of energy and funds ... and that
administrators (and faculty) would be sent down there. " 6
In addition to the specific worries, there was a broader anxiety
about whether John Jay could realistically run a branch campus, no
matter where it was, when there were so many problems at the
College that had to be addressed. Given the inadequate funding for
existing programs and the lack of sufficient full-time faculty for the
students we were currently teaching, how could the College embark
on such a major initiative? Betsy Gitter expressed this feeling well
when she recalled that faculty believed the College had not fully
recovered from the trauma of the takeovers (the last one was just two
years earlier), "and there was a feeling that things were not well at
home and then suddenly there was this commitment to something
outside the College." 7 Harold Sullivan, the chair of the government
department at the time, recalled that for him the resource issue was
paramount. "Harriet Pollack used to say, 'Here at John Jay it's either
drought or famine,' and it's been close to famine most of the time, and
here we were going off on this enterprise. " 8
Although a number of faculty were miffed that there had not been
prior consultation with the faculty before the signing of the agreement
by the principals, the faculty of the Department of Puerto Rican
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Studies and other Puerto Rican faculty were particularly upset.
Professor Carmen Solis of the SEEK Department remembered, "I
think everyone among the Puerto Rican faculty thought it was a good
idea, but I think it was the way it was introduced to the College
at-large that was the problem. We heard about it all of a sudden and
the Puerto Rican Studies department was not invited to be part of the
organizing." On a more practical level, there was a concern that
"people on the Island would have a chance to get hired. We dido 't
want this to tum into something where we went and took over and
didn't give professionals there an opportunity to be part of that
process as well." She remembered a meeting that they had with
President Lynch where he listened to their concerns and he said,
"You've opened my eyes. I clearly understand what you are saying
and the needs you are putting before us." After that meeting, Solis
said, "we were involved in the organization of what was going on."9
Although the faculty was divided about the program, there was
sufficient support for the Gurabo Campus that the proposal was
approved at the College Council in February 1994. As Michael Blitz
recounted, "there were more people who were willing to see the
experiment out, to see how it would run." Many felt that it would
"bring in money, students, and prestige." He himself was in favor of
the program. "I liked that there was a growing sense of internationalism
at the College. I liked to think that John Jay was seen as a dynamic
institution, that it was growing and that it had a role outside of
metropolitan New York." 10
Today, the faculty and the administration alike, almost uniformly,
believe that the experiment was a rousing success. Harold Sullivan
acknowledged that although "at first I was highly skeptical [and] I
opposed it at the start," when he went down to the first graduation in
early 1995, "I remember toasting the president and saying, 'You
pulled it off.' I had my doubts ... but it was ... amazing that they could
pull it off and they did." 11 As Betsy Gitter judged it, "One of the
good things was that we saw that the College could pull something
like this off where there was a will to do it." 12
_Another role that the Gurabo experiment played, according to
Michael Blitz, was "as an ice breaker," that allowed the John Jay
community to see that the College had "a role to play beyond our
city. It was important for the prestige of an institution and to open up
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research areas for people. It also created a larger sense of community
among scholars, thinkers, and practitioners around the world. I liked
that John Jay became less provincial."13
Indeed, since that time the College has embraced its broader
mission in a substantial way. Provost Basil Wilson recalled that a
broader acceptance was achieved in part because in the early 1990s
CUNY's Chancellor, Ann Reynolds, and the esteemed criminologist
Freda Adler came to the College and in meetings with the faculty and
administration, praised the College's movement into the international
arena. Wilson concluded that it made sense for John Jay to undertake
this broader mission because it "dovetailed very well with the whole
globalization movement that has been so much a part of the latter part
of the 20th century and an essential part of the 21st century." 14
One of the ways that the College has had a major impact has been
through a series of biennial conferences on International Perspectives
on Crime, Justice and Public Order. Although the first, in St.
Petersburg, attracted only eight John Jay faculty, the others in Dublin,
New York City, Budapest, Bologna, London, Bucharest, and San Juan
were attended by dozens of John Jay faculty who were joined by over
a thousand participants from dozens of countries. One of the unique
features of the conferences is that John Jay has been able to attract as
co-sponsors host governments and international police agencies.
The internationalization of the College's mission began to have a
profound effect on the College's curriculum in the 1990s. John Jay
developed a new major, international criminal justice, and hired
faculty who were experts in the international arena. According to
Basil Wilson, who had himself emigrated from Jamaica, the College
was immensely enriched by its new focus on genocide, human rights,
and issues of law and justice on the international stage because "when
we use the comparative method we know we get not just a better
understanding of the broader world, but a better understanding of
American civilization in terms of issues that we are wrestling with." 15
Professors George Andreopoulos (government), Maki Haberfeld (law
and police science), and Mangai Natarajan (sociology) took the lead
in developing the new major because of their interest in doing
comparative studies. As Haberfeld explained, "there is not anything
comparable in any college in the United States." 16 Given the events
of September 11th and the increased attention to international
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cooperation in law enforcement, the major has continued to attract
more students.
Professor Avram Bornstein was hired as an anthropologist in 1998
because of his interest in issues related to state violence. He recalled
that his "hire was part of the development of the international focus."
He has been working with Professor George Andreopoulos, whose
expertise is in international human rights. Bornstein suggested that
the College is on the cutting edge of an important new area of
research and public policy: "I think we are facing some real issues
that have to do with great inequality in the world, polarization of
wealth and ... the role of security and policing will increase because
there will be more strife; that is a very ominous reality, and John Jay
has the possibility of putting some humanism into that process." He
acknowledged that this "is a very controversial role to have," but
thinking about "how to create justice in a very unjust world, both in
our city and in a global way is what we do. I think it is extremely
important." 17 One of the reasons that the international criminal
justice major has been so successful at the College is that a growing
proportion of our students are immigrants or international students
(there are now students who were born in 135 different countries)
who have flocked to the major.
Perhaps the most ambitious way that the College attempted to have
an impact internationally was with its Human Dignity and the Police
Program that it developed for police forces all over the world. In the
early 1990s, after the breakup of the Soviet Union, the United States
became concerned about both the rising crime rate in the former
Eastern bloc countries as well as the need to develop their police
forces. Louis J. Freeh, the FBI director, visited a number of countries
in Europe in June 1994 and offered to provide assistance to them as
they worked to professionalize their police. "He stated his intention
to establish a United States-sponsored international law enforcement
academy in [Eastern Europe]." 18 The FBI chose the existing site of
the Hungarian National Police Training and Education Center in
Budapest, Hungary, for the academy and established a working rela~ionship with the University of Virginia to evaluate the curricula. In
December 1994 the United States announced that the opening of the
first course would be on 23 April 1995, less than five months away.
"The eight-week sessions would focus not so much on technical
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police skills as on personnel and financial management; how to con.duct and oversee investigations; how to function as police officers
while obeying the rule of law." 19 But beyond these specific areas,
there were certain themes that kept running through all of the planning, including "the need for police in a democratic society to respect
human rights" and "the need for ethics in policing, so that officers
would understand their responsibility to serve all citizens fairly and
honestly." Given the time constraints that it was under, the FBI soon
concluded that it did not have time to develop a new course along
these lines.20
Fortunately, in 1994 the Department of Justice had approached
President Lynch about the College participating (under the auspices
of the International Criminal Investigative Training Assistance
Program), in the development of "a specially developed course [on]
the overall quality of the relationship of police to the people they
serve. Problem areas, including abuse of power, physical coercion,
brutality, and corruption were some of the issues that such a course
would address."21 Thus, John Jay developed and implemented a
highly successful "Human Dignity and the Police" course that was
used to train and re-train police officers from a number of Latin
American and Caribbean countries in Panama City, Panama. This
was precisely the kind of course the FBI was searching for, and
during a visit to John Jay in January 1995 the agency enlisted Lynch's
and the College's support on the spot for the Budapest academy.
"John Jay College would not only provide instructors to teach
'Human Dignity and the Police' at the [International Law Enforcement
Academy], but agreed to participate with the bureau, the University
of Virginia and other federal law enforcement agencies in the ILEA
International Curriculum Committee."22
When Lynch went to Budapest for the inauguration of the program,
he asked FBI personnel why they had decided to invite John Jay to
participate in the course at the International Academy, and was told it
was "because of your expertise in criminal justice, and the depth of
your faculty." Late that night, "after we had had a few glasses of wine
with dinner, I asked them again, 'Now, why did you really ask us.'
[The FBI Official] said it was because of your expertise, but it was
not unthought of that, in testifying before Congress, it would be very
important that John Jay College and the University of Virginia would
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be seen as the planning committee, so the academy would not be seen
as a clandestine operation, and to ensure its quality and academic
integrity." 23
The first course had representatives from middle management of
the Hungarian, Polish, and Czech Republic police, and the first day
of classes was devoted to lectures about proper police procedures and
the like. The response was less than spectacular. The Eastern
European police announced at the end of that day, "We're going
home, this is terrible; you are treating us like children; you are talking
down to us." Lynch remembered that there was a great deal of soul
searching among the representatives from the FBI, the University of
Virginia and John Jay. Lynch and Dean of Special Programs James
Curran, who was administering John Jay's portion of the course put
their heads together, and Lynch went to see the head of the academy
and told him they had a suggestion for an alternative approach for the
beginning of the classes. "We would be willing to start the human
dignity course tomorrow morning at 8:00 AM. It is a participatory
course, and not at all didactic." So the academy head went off to
consult with the representatives of the FBI and at about 11:45 PM he
came back and said that John Jay should start its course the following
morning. When the police came in the next day, "we told [the police]
that we have a totally different approach and asked them to stay for
the day and to see how it goes." John Jay's instructors (who, over the
years included, Ray Pitt, Robert Donato, Don Goodman, and Carol
Tricomi), started out by engaging the police about their own
experiences and ideas, rather than lecturing at them. John Jay
instructors asked the police, "how has it felt when your human
dignity has been violated as a cop, as a young person, as a student,"
and then asked them to translate that into how you violate other
people's human dignity, even unknowingly. Finally, they asked the
police to consider what they might do to change that. The next day
the police students said, "this is good-we will stay."24 Indeed, John
Jay's Human Dignity course got the highest evaluation of all the
modules at the end of its three-day portion of the academy program,
as well as at the end of the entire course which lasted three weeks.
John Jay's Human Dignity and the Police course was expanded to
include police from twenty-two countries in Eastern Europe, as well
as eleven Asian countries in Bangkok, Thailand, and nine African
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countries in Gabarone, Botswana. Professor Carmen Solis, who w_as
an instructor in a number of these sessions, recalled, "The first time I
went to Bangkok, there were eleven countries that participated with
fifty to sixty people. You had a diversity of people with different
languages in one room. We told them that 'we are going to help you
identify what you think are the problems and issues and look at how
we can resolve them together, hear each other out in our own
experiences, and then see how to implement this process."' She
described one exercise where they "asked the participants to think
back to an incident where they felt their human dignity was violated
prior to the age of fifteen by an authority figure-and that authority
figure could be a coach, parent, teacher-and we asked them to share
that very personal story with all of us. When you hear their stories, it
created an incredible silence in the room because when you heard the
Cambodian delegation get up and talk about human dignity violations,
where as children they saw family members killed, where they were
hiding under a table and they knew that the authorities were after
them . . .. It gives you· a humbling sense that although someone has
experienced all these horrors in life, one can also learn from the
experiences to respect the human dignity of others." 25
Despite the fact that Gerry Lynch helped to develop the course and
was its leading supporter and advocate, he acknowledged that "the
biggest surprise of my professional life was that this course goes over
so well with police on a subject they usually don't want to talk
about." He thought that one of the reasons they respond so well is that
it is the "only time in their career that people ask them about their
job."26
It seems clear that John Jay's international mission will only
expand and develop in the coming years. Hardly a week goes by,
according to Jim Levine, that Provost Jane Bowers, or Levine
himself, do not get requests from outside the country from police
departments, judges, prosecutors, or criminal justice educators, to
meet and consult about criminal justice issues. Sometimes these
meetings are one-on-one, but often they involve teams of visitors
requiring simultaneous translations. On one visit by a Member of
Parliament from New Zealand, who was on a tour of Europe and the
United States to educate himself about criminal justice, he was asked
why he had come to the College. "I asked people at home and then I
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asked at Scotland Yard and Interpol and they all told me, 'if you are
going to go to one place to find out about American criminal justice,
it is John Jay. "'27 As Professor John Kleinig put it, "John Jay is the
only really specialized college in criminal justice in the world and it
ought to be an international magnet for people who are interested in
that area." 28 Todd Clear, who came to John Jay relatively late in his
career, after seventeen years at Rutgers as a professor, and three years
as associate dean of the School of Criminal Justice at Florida State
University, has come to understand that "if anyone wants to come to
the United States to study anything, New York City is going to carry
a tripling of the weight of what any one else has. If we don't take
advantage of our natural advantage, we are nuts." When he came to
John Jay in 1999, he had been "very skeptical" of the international
criminal justice initiatives. Now, he said, "I hope we really invest
resources there and I would not have said that three years ago." 29
The Development of a Research University
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If John Jay's development of its international m1ss1on was
challenging, its coming of age as a major research institution has been
even more so. In the 1980s the College defined its mission to be
criminal justice and public service; in the 1990s the College faced
what that meant in terms of shaping the research culture of the
College. For much of its first twenty-five or thirty years, the
administration and the faculty concentrated their efforts on the
undergraduate education of working-class New Yorkers. That entailed
an extraordinary effort and enormous creativity given the poor
preparation for college that most of the students received in the public
and even the parochial school system. Even though the College had
a master's program since 1967 and had housed the Graduate Center's
PhD program since 1980, undergraduate education was its major
focus and mission. Although many faculty did extraordinary research,
John Jay did not think of itself as a major research university. But in
the 1990s the College sought to emphasize its research efforts as part
of a broader effort to strengthen its undergraduate and graduate
criminal justice programs. And as part of that process it confronted
head on what it would take to be the best criminal justice college in
the country.
Gerry Lynch reflected on the huge change that occurred in his years
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at the College. "I vividly recall when I became president in 1976 that
I was presented with fifteen applications for promotion to full professor and listened to them all and we discussed them and I turned them
all down ... and said that we had to reach for a culture of research,
and that promotion had to be based on scholarship and teaching and
service and not just an old boy network that was to some extent operable from the beginning."30
Change came slowly, however. In part reform was difficult, as John
Kleinig pointed out, because the flagship department, law and police
science, had a major divide between the academics and the practitioners
and too many of the practitioners were "not interested in research and
sometimes scornful of it" and that this attitude "alienated the
department to the administration and the rest of the College."31
Through the 1980s, former practitioners were still an important part
of the department and the College. Although Kleinig acknowledged
that it is "important to have roots in the practitioner community,"
unfortunately many of the practitioners had lost touch with the police
departments and thus their impact was not as great as it might have
been. 32 Todd Clear also noted, "It has been surprising to me how
little the police science side of what I thought of as John Jay's central
core is really what John Jay is about. . . . Law and police science
should have been leading the game and it has not."33
When Basil Wilson became provost he created the Research
Advisory Council that included Barbara Price, then dean of graduate
studies; Jacob Marini, the head of Sponsored Programs; the provost;
and James Levine, then executive officer of the Criminal Justice PhD
Program, which though formally under the CUNY Graduate Center's
jurisdiction, was physically housed at John Jay, and under its
influence as well. The new group held a series of panels on research
funding and peer-reviewed publications and Levine and Price put out
a modest Request for Proposals to the faculty for projects that would
analyze what was then the beginning of New York City's remarkable
drop in crime. The proposed project did, in fact " whet the appetites
of some faculty members," Levine remembered, and the Council
picked a few proposals to give modest support to. The two "great
successes," according to Jim Levine, were Professor Eli Silverman's
study of the changes in the New York Police Department (NYPD
Battles Crime: Innovative Strategies in Policing) and Professor
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Andrew Karmen's study of the city's homicides (New York Murder
Mystery: The True Story Behind the Crime Crash of the 1990s), both
of which resulted in books that received a fair amount of publicity.34
Then in the mid- l 990s two things happened that spurred the
College to come to grips with the need to foster a culture of research.
The first was an outside review of the Doctoral Program in Criminal
Justice. The PhD program was, according to Jim Levine, "weak at the
beginning in part because the field itself was new." (There were only
six or seven PhD programs in the entire country whereas in 2003
there were twenty-five.) The PhD program's curriculum was also
weak because students could take a wide "array of disparate courses"
that had no central focus. Levine, who became executive officer of
the program in 1993 (and later Dean of Reaserch) recalled that over
the last decade there have been major changes that have substantially
changed the graduate program in general and the PhD program in
particular. The curriculum has been overhauled, providing students
with "a solid foundation;" the quality of the student body has
improved, since the pool is so much larger, with more than 300,000
students majoring in criminal justice in the United States ("the field
is a boom industry"). Indeed, one student on the admissions committee
in the late 1990s admitted at a meeting to review prospective
candidates, "if I was coming up before the admissions committee
now, I would have to reject myself."
The master's programs as well have blossomed; the number of
students has more than doubled to over 1,900. Forensic psychology
is the most popular master's degree, with some 500 students due, no
doubt, to the popularity of Jodie Foster and the proliferation of
"profiler" television shows. 35 Professor Tom Litwack hailed the
"national reputation" of the forensic psychology program at the
College that has "grown tremendously over the last ten years under
the leadership of Jim Wulach." John Jay had the first forensic
psychology master's in the country, and "for a while the only forensic
psychology program in the country... with students from all over the
world." 36 One of the reasons that the forensic psychology program is
so _esteemed is, according to Professor Maureen O'Connor, chair of
psychology, that "we approach forensic psychology in such a broad
way." Most psychology departments around the country have one or
two people whose field is law and psychology, but at John Jay,
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"virtually everyone on the faculty, because of being here, becaus~ of
our history, or because of our students' interests, thinks about forensic
psychology in whatever they do." 37 Most would agree that the
department has the most distinguished faculty at the College, both in
terms of their experience and scholarship. Indeed, from Fall 2002
through Fall 2003, the department hired ten new faculty, out of a total
of thirty full-timers.
It was in the midst of this reform and revival of the graduate
programs that the outside review of the PhD program in criminal
justice took place in 1998. Although John Jay's was the largest PhD
program in the country, and the outside evaluators concluded that it
was among the top six programs in the country, the College was taken
to task for not "doing what we could in the field of scholarship,"
according to Jim Levine. They also found that "in the field of external
funding we were not getting our share and our faculty was not
sufficiently visible in the top journals." 38
This mixed review provoked some concern among administrators,
but a report in Criminal Justice Education in 1998 set off alarm bells
throughout the College. The report examined whether faculty
members in various doctoral programs in criminal justice were cited
in articles in the six top journals in the field. They rated twenty-five
PhD programs and John Jay came out dead last. Levine remembersed
his reaction when he read the study. "I was very upset with this, but
not terribly surprised even though the study had some serious flaws.
I took it up to the president. He was perturbed, but saw this as a wakeup call and said, 'we are going to deal with this.' He committed
himself to being even more demanding. " 39 At the time Levine sent a
letter to the doctoral faculty that acknowledged that "there may well
be more than a kernel of truth to the findings [of the study]: our
doctoral faculty may not be publishing enough.... We need to take a
candid look at our performance in the scholarly arena," Levine wrote,
"and figure out strategies for doing bette:r."40
The administration resolved to raise the research output of the
faculty by hiring established scholars in criminal justice. They sought
out and hired a number of Distinguished Professors-James Fyfe, the
national authority on police use of deadly force; Stephen Penrod, the
president of the Law and Psychology Section of the American
Psychological Association and a major factor in attracting the new
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dynamic faculty to the psychology department in the last few years;
Jock Young from Middlesex University and arguably Europe's top
criminologist; and Todd Clear, who was president of the Academy of
Criminal Justice Sciences and the incoming vice president of the
American Society of Criminology, and who, according to Levine, had
"an exciting, continuing and robust research agenda." 41Clear recalled
that when he started at John Jay in Fall 1999, "I was a little bit
worried about coming to John Jay because I had been for years across
the river at Rutgers and people at Rutgers think of themselves as on
a higher academic caliber than John Jay College. It is a little bit of a
stretch to say that they thought of John Jay as a cop shop and Rutgers
as a serious university."42 Professor Karen Terry of the Department
of Law and Police Science was also hired at about this time (in 1998)
and had been told that "some people do research but a lot of faculty
don't do any research."43
But what attracted research-oriented faculty to the College was the
unique nature of the institution. Terry recalled that she had heard that
"the level of research was not great, but it was fun to teach here and
you got wonderful groups of students."44 Clear remembered that he
came to one event at John Jay in the early 1990s and thought, "Whoa,
this is a whole building devoted to criminal justice." Even though it
was second nature to John Jay faculty, Clear found it incredibly
invigorating that "everyone is walking around thinking about criminal
justice." This was driven home to him when he came to the College
for an interview with the provost. Sitting in his outer office, Clear
saw "The Week Of." "I opened it up and there were several pages of
stuff going on, all of which was about criminal justice and I began to
get it, what this place really was about. "45
What also appealed to him was that the college administration had
clearly made the commitment to research that was strong and
unequivocal, and that the president was willing to devote the
resources and time to make sure it happened. The change was very
apparent in the amount of money in grants that the College was
awarded in recent years. Jacob Marini's Office of Sponsored
Programs has done an excellent job in assisting faculty in getting
federal, state, city and private grants. In the academic years
1991- 1992 and again in 1992- 1993 the College received just over $2
million. By mid-decade it had garnered over $5 million, and in
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2007-2008 it had won almost $15 million. 46 Indeed, the centraiity
of research was what "Jim Levine and Basil Wilson used to interest"
Clear in coming. Clear saw them as "a duo of visionaries for this part
of the game ... I saw evidence that it was bubbling."47 To emphasize
this, Jim Levine's title was expanded to dean of graduate studies and
research so that he would be given the "specific authority and the
obligation to do what I can to enhance the research culture of the
College.'4 8 How was a new "culture of scholarship" achieved? "First,
it took a searching honesty on the part of people about where John
Jay really stood because in the city of New York, we have no peer,
and internationally we have no peer, so it is very easy for us to not
know how we are seen outside. So it is this funny thing but if you go
to Omaha, who cares.'' Clear was impressed with the criminal justice
faculty as being smart, well read and currently read. "John Jay has a
book culture, but publishing peer-reviewed articles, which can be
ponderously slow to get out, has no legs. But in the business of
counting what counts, peer-review articles really matter in the social
sciences. "4 9 Karen Terry remembered that when Clear came to the
College he played a key role in helping new faculty fit in to the new
research culture. He introduced them to publishers, got them invited
to present papers at conferences, and helped them to apply for
grants.50
The former chair of the law and police science department, Maki
Haberfeld, explained that over the past few years there has been a sea
change in her own department. When she arrived in 1997 (having
graduated from the PhD Program in Criminal Justice in 1992), "out
of twenty-five full-time faculty, only a handful were pursuing a real
research agenda. Today, when you look at the department virtually
everyone is doing so." When she was hired, the provost told her that
"we are no longer primarily a teaching institution. We are moving in
the direction of research and publication." Indeed, she noted that the
new generation of PhDs are acculturated in graduate school that they
need to publish their dissertation as a book, or at least as several
articles. Haberfeld recalled that such was not the expectation when
she got her PhD.51 Maureen O'Connor believed that in the last
several years "the new faculty who were hired came in with clear
scholarly agendas and were brimming with new ideas for research
and pedagogy that are both innovative and still highly relevant to
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traditional criminal justice questions." 52 During this same period the
Lloyd Sealy Library became a key resource for faculty researchers. It
"burnished its reputation as the only comprehensive research library
in the CUNY system through the growth of its electronic resources."
As Chief Librarian Larry Sullivan explained, "At the end of 2003, the
library offered about 15,000 full-text electronic journals and databases
that cover the whole spectrum of criminal justice and ancillary
disciplines."53 Sullivan came to the College in 1995 after serving as
chief of the Rare Book and Special Collections Division of the
Library of Congress.
In the past there has been an unstated fear that the various graduate
programs would draw energy and resources away from the College's
primary mission: undergraduate education. But while faculty
acknowledged that potential danger, there was also a recognition that
the two can reinforce each other. Almost all faculty who teach in the
graduate program also teach in the undergraduate program as well.
According to Todd Clear, one role that the PhD program can play is
that it can promote "a flavor of scholarship that feeds off of and feeds
into the same thing that is going on with the rest of the faculty. " 54
And the message has been given to new faculty that even though, as
Avi Bornstein put it, in the past "publishing wasn't emphasized
enough," the situation has changed: "The demands to publish were
not too bad, but they were very clear and from the beginning it was
friendly and engaging and it was 'hit the ground running and we want
you to publish.' " And Bornstein believed that there was still support
for, and valuing of, teaching undergraduates. "We have an attitude
about undergraduate education that I haven't seen at other colleges,"
remarked Bornstein, "except the small liberal arts colleges."55 Maki
Haberfeld was one of many faculty who expressed incredible
gratification about teaching so many students who are "willing to do
whatever it took to improve their weak skills." One Vietnamese
immigrant freshman student she had in a Criminal Justice 101 course
barely passed his first test and did not know the first thing about
writing a paper, but he worked incredibly hard and "five years later
~e was in my graduate class. "56
The academic reputation of the College flowered in other ways in
the 1990s that provided added impetus to the administration's
initiatives. In 1998 U.S.News & World Report gave its number one
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ranking to the Master in Public Administration Program specialization
in Criminal Justice Policy, a distinction that no other CUNY school
had achieved. As the chair of public management, Ned Benton, made
clear, "This was about the MPA program, but the College's reputation
has to be a part of it. .. and the whole college gets a lot of credit."57
Like the rest of the College, the MPA program, has achieved this
distinction while trying to balance the conflicting demands that
public higher education places on John Jay and the rest of CUNY. As
Benton explained, "We feel our mission is to improve the quality of
public management in New York City and the region and in the nation
to some extent." To do that the program has chosen "to focus on the
people who are the real public managers and the real public managers
are the people who have the jobs right now, the lieutenants,
supervisors and deputies." Of course the faculty in public management
could have said, "we will only accept people who are of a certain
level of excellence" which would have meant that "we could end up
having a very elite program, but it wouldn't be a program that would
have a meaningful impact on the management of agencies in New
York City or serve the people of New York City as a vehicle for
opportunity and for personal development and development of our
community." Benton made clear, however, that students who graduated
were of high quality because "we hold students to strict accountability
in a series of exams."58 The number one ranking that the MPA
program achieved in U.S.News was a major morale booster for the
whole college community. As Basil Wilson put it, the ranking was an
acknowledgment that we, as a college, "can compete with any faculty
in the world .. . . Even though we were an open enrollment institution,
we had produced some outstanding students and we had a rigorous
curriculum."59 A similar boost to the College's reputation and
morale was provided by the awarding, in 1999, of the Pulitzer Prize
in history to Distinguished Professor of History Mike Wallace for his
book, Gotham (co-authored with Edwin Burrows of Brooklyn
College), and in 2008 to Professor of English John Matteson, who
was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in biography for his book, Eden's
Outcasts: The Story of Louisa May Alcott and Her Father.
Despite the fact that John Jay is a college of criminal justice with a
strong social science orientation, the faculty in the humanities were
producing some of the most important and respected peer-reviewed
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articles and books at the College. Because of the deal that was struck
to save the College in 1976, all the humanities majors in history and
English were discontinued, and, despite an occasional course in
criminal justice oriented majors, most of the humanities faculty had
only a minor role in the criminal justice side of the College. That was
remedied, to some extent by the development of the justice studies
major and involvement of the humanities faculty in the international
criminal justice major as well.
But whether engaged in criminal justice research broadly conceived
or not, the humanities faculty have made a major contribution to the
reputation of the College and to its intellectual life. Distinguished
Professor Blanche Wiesen Cook's Eleanor Roosevelt, Volumes 1 and
2 have both been New York Times best sellers and critically acclaimed.
But a wide range of other faculty in the humanities have also written
outstanding books, such as Professor of English Elisabeth Gitter's
The Imprisoned Guest: Samuel Howe and Laura Bridgman, the
Original Deaf-Blind Girl (2001), which won the Massachusetts Book
Award in Nonfiction, 2002; Professor of English Michael Blitz's
Letters for the Living: Teaching Writing in a Violent Age ( co-authored
with C. Mark Hurlbert, 1998), which has been used in college
composition courses all over the country; and Carol Groneman's
Nymphomania: A History (2000), which has been translated and
published in France, Brazil, Germany, the United Kingdom, Romania,
and Turkey.
John Jay's research output is extraordinary, especially given the
heavy teaching load, and because of the College's tight budget, which
severely limits resources for faculty release time for research. As
Clear pointed out, one of the "main impediments to scholarship at
John Jay" is "the extraordinary teaching load which is a problem that
the new president has got to solve or we will never really solve the
problem." 60 Or as Maureen O'Connor put it, there is an inherent
conflict between "a 4/3 teaching load and an active research
agenda."61 One of the programs that the president initiated in 2002
was Presidential Research Grants to faculty to give them release time
for two courses to write an article with the potential to get into a top
·scholarly journal. The next year the College initiated a Research
Assistance Fund to provide up to thirty faculty with grants of $1000
each to support research. In addition, as Professor of Public
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Management Jim Cohen, president of the John Jay chapter of the
faculty union, the Professional Staff Congress, put it, "the union was
able to win a major benefit for new hires that will especially benefit
John Jay faculty because the College has so little money to support
faculty research."62 The new contract had a provision that all new
faculty hires would receive twelve credits of release time in their first
four years so that they would have the time to complete research
projects before coming up for tenure. In addition, O'Connor recalled
appreciatively the efforts of the Women's Studies Committee to
provide "a crucial space" for new faculty to talk about their ongoing
research and to meet people from different departments. In psychology
in particular, a master's degree alumnus, Andrew Shiva, donated a
pot of money especially to involve and mentor students in research
projects. The provost helped to shape the program so that the money
could be used to give faculty release time to conduct these research
projects with students.63
The other "impediment" to research, said Clear, is "the seductiveness
of New York City. Ne·w York sucks you in and a faculty member can
spend his or her entire scholarly career in a New York frame of mind
[rushing from one event or meeting to another] and that's the
problem."64 But it is New York's vibrancy that has given John Jay its
unique character. It is the association with the NYPD that provided
the impetus for the College and continues to add to the aura of the
institution. It is the city's place as a crossroads of the world that
makes it possible for the College to develop an international
perspective and mission. But perhaps it is the city's incredible
diversity that makes teaching and working at John Jay the extraordinary
experience that so many value. As Avi Bornstein recalled, at the 2003
commencement, "the president of the student body spoke about the
diversity of John Jay and that is something that is fantastic. This is the
diversity of New York, the immigrant population, multi-ethnic, multilanguage, multi-religious, multi-racial, and the president of the
student body spoke to that and said that is something to be
celebrated. "65
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The Retirement of Gerald Lynch

In the Spring of 2003, as the College approached its fortieth
anniversary, and thirty-eight years after Gerry Lynch came to the
College as an instructor in psychology, John Jay's longest serving
president announced his retirement, effective August 2004. As
Chancellor Matthew Goldstein and Board of Trustees Chair Benno
Schmidt Jr. said in a joint statement, "From the pioneering work in
establishing support for the College during the fiscal crisis of the
1970s to his success in bringing about consistently higher academic
program rankings, President Lynch has provided invaluable service
to the people of our city and state. . . the College will be wellpositioned to build on its national record of preparing students for
careers in law enforcement and public safety. " 66 Or as Maki Haberfeld
summed it up, "the success of John Jay is the success of Gerald
Lynch."
Lynch, as the senior president at the City University, and the only
president serving in 2003 to have been at CUNY since the days of
Open Admissions, truly appreciated the unique role that John Jay and
all CUNY colleges play as a vehicle for upward mobility for the
children of New York City's working people of all races and
ethnicities. He was extremely upset at the verbal attacks that CUNY
suffered in the 1990s, which he called "a terrible period of being
maligned for providing access" to such students, "as if access was not
the major purpose of the university. If you wanted to be Oberlin or
Wesleyan or Hamilton," he posited, "it was very easy to do it. If you
are going to try to be open to students from so many different
countries, with all their language difficulties, their need to work, and
their family responsibilities, then you have a different mission and
you have to be flexible."67
He was strengthened in this conviction by John Jay's own
beginnings in the 1960s as an "open admissions" college for cops,
many of whom had been high school drop outs and who flourished at
John Jay. He believed that it was true for a new generation of students
as well. "We all know stories of high school students who do horribly,
and then come to John Jay and succeed." He also saw "a racial
overtone" to the attacks on CUNY. The critics implied that "these
predominantly black and Latino and foreign students were not really
excellent and worthy of the support by the public." Politicians took
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advantage of such a mean-spirited vision "to attack the
university. " 68
Rather than see failure, Lynch saw the promise of a better city. "We
are the vehicle for the future taxpayers. I say that to conservatives and
liberals. We're providing people who will have W-2 forms and pay
taxes for their entire careers ... at much higher rates than if they did
not get a college degree. This is a bargain."69
Lynch recalled that shortly after he was appointed acting president
in 1975, the Board of Trustees tried to close the College. He "felt they
were trying to kill a child, and I came to adopt it as my own." Over
the years he felt he had "a love affair with the College. We
are able to do wonderful things here and abroad." One of the things
that marked his presidency was Lynch's informality and his
sense of humor, often self-deprecating. Once, he recounted, "I was
introduced to a very prestigious group as a great expert on police
education, police training and police in general, and I leaned over to
[then Vice President] John Collins, and I said, 'I hope they don't
believe all of that,' and he leaned back to me and said, 'More importantly, I hope you don't believe it. ' So I have had people around who
have been able to stick pins in my balloon. I have fun. I enjoy it. I
have been very lucky." 70
Indeed this spirit permeated the College, as Betsy Gitter suggested.
As a member of the Faculty Senate for many years, she said that she
has "come to admire our president in a way I hadn't expected to."
Observing professionals in other organizations as the leadership
enters their 50s and 60s, "What has happened is the young people
tum against the old people, that people feel pushed out, and there is
a lot of rivalry and competition. It hasn't happened here, it never
happened here, and it is extraordinary that there have been tensions,
but there hasn't been a lot of back stabbing-the president deserves
a lot of credit." Gitter believed that all the talk of the College being a
family and a community, which sometimes faculty scoff at, "has
worked." "Partly," she said, "it is that we have been embattled, but it
is also because the president always celebrates the good news, and the
way that he does it makes people happy. All good news gets
celebrated. " 71 Indeed, as Harold Sullivan, who as head of the Council
of Chairs had a fair number of run-ins with the administration,
summed up the contribution that Lynch made: "Despite all the
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divisions, dissatisfactions, and griping, people by and large believe
that we do good work. John Jay is a good place to be."72 Maureen
O 'Connor credited the "spirit of collegiality that we have in the
psychology department" to the tone that the president sets in the
College as a whole.73
As the president of the Faculty Senate, Karen Kaplowitz
frequently had differences with Lynch. "Inevitably, as in all colleges,
the faculty and the president have sometimes disagreed," Kaplowitz
recalled, "but at John Jay, these disagreements have been the natural
and healthy product of a shared dedication to the success of the
College. The fundamental health of the faculty-administration
relationship is demonstrated not only by the stability the College has
enjoyed under Gerry's leadership but also by the fact that during
times when the College has been faced by crisis, whether internal or
external-and there have been not a few such crises-Gerry has
always welcomed and, indeed, embraced the faculty's ideas and
efforts."74
Lynch also did a remarkable job of fashioning a broad
conception of the College's mission. Maureen O'Connor put it best:
"He is really a liberal arts president in a criminal justice setting." He
has done a remarkable job of "making everyone, those in sociology,
anthropology and folks in very different disciplines feel that they fit
within the fabric of what the College is all about." 75 His continued
commitment to criminal justice broadly conceived is a critical
component of his legacy, one that President Jeremy Travis has
continued to build on.
Avi Bornstein recalled that when he arrived in 1998 people in his
department and throughout the College "were really engaging and
supportive and that didn 't happen at other places." 76 Betsy Gitter
wondered whether for the younger generation "this will not be their
family, this will be their place of work," 77 but Bornstein said, "Here
we have a smaller community, more like a small college." He noted
that one "big change" that happened in 2002 "was the creation of the
faculty dining room," the driving force for which had been Betsy
G~tter. "Having lunch in that space and seeing people every day,
enhanced the sense of community." 78 Another boost for the
community's morale was that in 1999 the College learned that Phase
II - the new building that would create a continuous structure
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between Tenth and Eleventh Avenues and that was originally
promised in 1986-would be built. As Lynch put it, "It is a signal to
the world of our commitment to the future. We will be visible from
the West Side Drive and being in Manhattan could create quite a
dramatic statement about the College. " 79
One of the things that the faculty most admired about Gerry
was his willingness to take on difficult, controversial, and often
unpopular assignments. Even while he was a graduate student he
went down to Selma to march with Martin Luther King, Jr. and many
others for civil rights and against segregation. He also took on the
plight of Soviet Jewry, going to the Soviet Union in 1979 to bear
personal witness to the situation of Jews there. Indeed, these two
causes, he said, "convinced me that one can do something that
seemed impossible." 80 He served as chair of the New York State
Casino Gambling Study Panel, was a member of the New York State
Crime Control Planning Board, and the Board of Directors of the
National Council on Crime and Delinquency. In 1998 he was selected
as one of eight members of the Independent Commission on Policing
in Northern Ireland, which almost miraculously received the support
of both the British and Irish governments. The commission traveled
around Northern Ireland to investigate police practices there and
came up with 175 recommendations for change that the British and
Irish governments accepted and promised to implement. At the time
that Lynch was involved in this work, Avi Bornstein had just come to
the College and he "was impressed that he was looking for solutions
to a military problem, to a political problem that was practical and
that would open up voices and have people heard." That and the
human dignity programs were "really cutting edge programs ... and
that vision that President Lynch had was a good one and it was
meaningful to me."81
Blanche Wiesen Cook captured some of the essential qualities that
defined the president's tenure at John Jay: "Dedicated to justice,
dignity, and human rights for all people, Gerry Lynch has been
steadfast and bold, courageous and forthright. Ultimately, one could
trust him to stand up and speak out for what is right and good and
humane. He created a sense of unity and splendid purpose at John Jay
and in these mean times we must continue to enhance his vision,
continue his work-his excellent, enduring legacy of justice and
decency for all. "82
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Lynch's willingness to undertake difficult assignments was brought
home in early 2003 when the College was selected by the National
Review Board of prominent Catholic lay people appointed by the
Roman Catholic bishops in the United States to "undertake the most
extensive study ever of the extent of child sexual abuse in the
church."83 According to Karen Terry, the director of the study, it
examines the nature and prevalence of sexual abuse and the amount
of money that the church has paid out. 84 Kathleen McChesney, a
retired senior FBI official who was hired as executive director of the
bishops' Office of Child and Youth Protection, explained that John
Jay was chosen because, "this is an institution that is known for its
academic excellence in the areas of forensics and criminology, and
we're talking about crimes and offenses here."85 Karen Terry and a
large group of faculty and administrators helped in the planning,
including Maureen O'Connor, Stephen Penrod, Keith Marcus, Basil
Wilson, Jim Levine, and Herbert Johnson, among others. Although
the project promised to be very controversial and it would have been
safer not to participate, Lynch not only approved the project, but was
tremendously involved in it as well. He hosted all the organizational
meetings and traveled with Terry and Jim Levine to meet with the
bishops, the Review Board and others who had questions about the
study. 86
Lynch's commitment to finding peaceful resolutions to difficult
problems was also reflected in a small, but significant way at John
Jay. During Chancellor Reynolds' tenure she strongly pushed for a
security force for all CUNY campuses that would be full-time,
uniformed, and perhaps armed. As Robert Sermier recalled, "our
president felt very differently. John Jay has historically had a force
that wore sport coats, had nothing in terms of weapons, and were our
students."87 Yet, despite the intense pressure by the chancellor, and
the fact that John Jay did the training for the CUNY force, Lynch held
firm and did not "militarize" the College's security body.
The most important way that Lynch stood firm on issues of
conscience was on his refusal to fire any full-time employee for
b~dgetary reasons. He wouldn't do it during the fiscal crisis of 1976
and he never did so. On a number of occasions the university
faced severe budget shortfalls, and on a few occasions, a state of
fiscal exigency was declared, and colleges were ordered to
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prepare to retrench. On all such occasions, Lynch flatly refu~ed.
And indeed , did not fire, excess , retrench, or otherwise let
full-time staff or faculty go, except for cause. For that alone (and
there is much more) he is hailed as an "extraordinary leader."
Whatever Lynch's other strengths, his presidency of some twentyeight years was an incredible force for stability at the College.
His presence at the College in all these different eras was a
tremendously positive and steadying influence while the College
went through its growing pains. It also provided a base which
allowed the College to innovate. As Maki Haberfeld explained,
"Lynch's international orientation, his law enforcement orientation,
his ability to reach out to various professional organizations and
reach out to faculty who have a multi-cultural and international
perspective have been defining ingredients in his presidency."88
*
* *
John Jay College of Criminal Justice was born of conflict and
change. During the 1960s, the racial revolts, the student upheavals,
and the growing concern about crime in the city created tensions that
almost tore society apart. In that extraordinary atmosphere, much was
expected of the College: educating law enforcement personnel would
lessen police brutality, ease urban tensions, and allow society to
tackle the enormous problems of racism, poverty, crime, and urban
malaise in a calmer, more rational atmosphere.
In normal times colleges have ten to fifteen years to work out major
problems and changes in mission and curriculum. But John Jay never
had that luxury. It began to struggle with the problem of educating the
police, and then, only five years later, it was told to prepare for Open
Admissions. It began to work out the problems of educating students
who had been denied an adequate high school education when
suddenly the school was threatened with dissolution. It began to
develop a diversified and exciting curriculum when it was told to
restructure its majors and confine its upper division curriculum to the
criminal justice area. As it developed and expanded its undergraduate
curriculum, John Jay was called upon to devote more of its energies
to criminal justice research, graduate education, and international
studies. While the College has had a short life, it has had a long
history of dealing with important questions and working out
approaches to difficult social and curricular issues. The College has
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not solved all of the problems it has faced, but it has responded to
them intelligently and forthrightly. At every point it has had to do so
on too few dollars, with mean-spirited budgets that would have
caused a less dedicated faculty, administration, and staff to despair.
The John Jay community has had to endure budgets that were not
only far below what other colleges across the country have had to
work with, but far below what even other CUNY colleges (already
underfunded) were provided. One concrete result of this unequal
funding has been the relatively low percentage of classes that are
taught by full-time faculty. But another is that North Hall is so
overcrowded and run-down that it is often a dispiriting place to work
and study in, notwithstanding the best efforts of many people to
ameliorate these deficiencies. In the years immediately after the
takeovers of 1989-1991, there was a noticeable drop in morale at the
College.
But by the mid-1990s and into the new century, as the international
reputation of the College blossomed and U.S.News & World Report's
number one ranking for the criminal justice policy track of John Jay's
MPA program, the College began to recover its collective spirit. the
College's ability to attract several distinguished professors of star
quality, as well as to recruit wonderfully creative and accomplished
faculty across the disciplines, whether in criminal justice related
fields or the humanities, boosted morale further. In 2002 the state
legislature finally approved the funding for John Jay's long delayed
new building, affirming the College's place in the City University,
New York City, and the state. The PhD in forensic psychology was
approved in 2003 to begin in Fall 2004.
What has sustained the College in the long-run is its commitment
to its students and to the idea that John Jay's mission deals with the
most important moral issues and policy questions facing us as a
society and as a people: the nature of a just society; the rights of the
individual versus the rights of society; the nature of the civil good;
the appropriate role of law enforcement in a democracy; and the
search for morally acceptable methods of fighting crime. In the years
a~ead, the College can continue to enrich and enlighten society's
efforts to grapple with these profound challenges that human beings
face every day. After all, criminal justice is at the core of all the
questions of how to create a humane, fulfilling society of dignity,
security, freedom, justice, and equal opportunity for all.
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EPILOGUE
In the summer of 2004, Jeremy Travis became John Jay's fourth
president. Since that time, the College has undergone extraordinary
change, expanding its faculty, raising its standards of admission,
establishing new majors, seeking new sources of outside funding,
producing award winning ·books, and seemingly every month,
announcing new initiatives. On the occasion ofhis fourth anniversary
as president, I sat down with Travis for an interview.

Interview conducted by Gerald Markowitz
with President Jeremy Travis
5 June 2008
Markowitz: What have you liked best about being president of John
Jay?
Travis: It's just a great institution. In this line of work, how you get
your satisfaction, your rewards, is by helping a collective, a group of
people, do something that's really extraordinary. And this place
was poised to do just that. They've done a lot of great things
in the past but it's now ready to do something remarkable. So if
197
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you can be the type of leader that helps people find their way to doing
something that is promoting the public good, which I think we do,
then that's very satisfying. And particularly this institution, both
because of its core education mission, which by definition is a way of
promoting the public good, and also because of the issues that we
deal with. There is a big need, a compelling need for informed,
thoughtful, open discussion on issues of crime, and justice, and
security, and human rights, in our city, nation and world. Here we
have faculty and students and outside experts who want to come to
John Jay, who are eager to engage in those conversations. To the
extent that we could be the forum for those conversations, we could
train a generation to think differently and openly about those issues,
and this is where I've made my career, so if I could be part of that it
just feels very satisfying.
Markowitz: President Travis, at graduation last week [May 29,
2008] you said that, in a sense, the graduation of the class of 2008
was your graduation as well. You've completed four years as
president at John Jay and I wondered if you could talk about the
major changes that have occurred at the College in that time, starting,
as you did when you came here, with what you call the "architecture"
of the College - that is how the structure of the College has changed
over this time.
Travis: I did decide when I became president, in the first weeks and
months, to focus on the structure of the College, the architecture of
the College. I thought it was important for us to establish a set of
organizational relationships that would advance the mission of the
College and that in many respects there was lack of clarity about
some of those relationships. Some of the decisions had to do with
strengthening the Office of Academic Affairs by creating a new
Office of Continuing and Professional Studies in recognition of the
fact that those programs are at their core, academic programs offered
to adult learners or professionals who come back to the College and
that they should be under the purview of the provost. I also created
an Office for the Advancement of Research, early on, to signal to the
John Jay community that research would be given a priority while I
was president - that was important to raising the profile of the
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College, attracting the best scholars, finding the best opportunities for
our students, bringing in external funds that we need to have.
Within the next year or so, we created a separate vice president for
enrollment management to again place at a very high level of
responsibility, all of the functions that have to do with recruiting
students, thinking about our student profile and our mix of students
and looking at the use of scholarships to attract the very best students.
Within the Office of Institutional Advancement, which I both
strengthened and brought in a new vice president to head up, we
started creating a separate Office of Communications, and an Office
of Alumni Affairs, which had been there, but making that clearly part
of the larger development office. The very first thing I did had to do
with the President's Office, creating a table of organization, including
a chief of staff, and a set of responsibilities for the personnel within
the President's Office so that this part of the College, which supports
me but really supports the College, could work well. So there's a
whole number of things that we did early on that clarified some of
those organizational relationships. My basic philosophy is that an
employee of the College, a faculty member, a staff member or
somebody coming from outside of the College shouldn't have to go
hunting around to get answers to questions and that there should be
some clarity. But as important, it was an effort to establish priorities,
priority for academic research, priority for academic affairs, priority
for thinking about enrollment management issues and recruitment
and putting good people in place.
Markowitz: You talked about establishing priorities. What kinds of
major changes have you seen in the priorities of the College, the way
that the College goes about its mission and what it is trying to
accomplish?
Travis: I think the important place to start is that the core mission of
the College remains unchanged. That's a great source of strength for
John Jay and in many ways, talking about what we're doing
particularly in a time of pretty rapid change, it's important for me and
others to remind students, and faculty and our external community
that our mission is as it always has been and we now capture that, as
you know, in the phrase, "educating for justice." So I talk a lot about
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the core mission of the College as being unchanged. John Jay was this
great experiment from the 1960s, of initially educating police officers
and now it is bringing the education mission to a wide range of
disciplines and professions and to the larger society. So we are a work
in progress, now 40 some years old, but the power of the institution
comes from that mission. It's really inspirational to me in remembering
some of the founders, in the founding faculty and others, to think that
we're building on that mission, that we're articulating that mission in
a modern way. I think that the changes in the way the College goes
about meeting that mission or carrying out that mission can be seen
in three categories. The first is that we've changed the student profile
in pretty profound ways. We engaged in a very intense and extensive
campus conversation that lasted two years, and came under the
heading of Critical Choices, in which we took a look at two critical
choices that the College was facing at this juncture in its history, the
first whether we should continue to offer associate degree programs
and second whether we should again, after three decades of not doing
so, whether we should offer liberal arts degrees and majors here. This
was, I think - I can't be objective on this - but I think it was a
highly successful initiative because it allowed the College to engage
in a sustained community conversation abut something important to
the future of everybody at the College. This was not a initiative
dictated from above; far from it, it was something that we grappled
with as a community. What I particularly liked about the Critical
Choices process that it fits very much with my management style and
leadership preferences, is that we looked at data, we faced our history
directly to see where we'd been, we talked about values, we talked
about what was important to us, we had healthy debates, sometimes
quite sharp disagreements within the community about what our
future direction should be, we did so respectfully, we did so in open
forums, in closed committee meetings of a task force that I established,
and we considered the costs and benefits of the various ways of
moving forward as a community. During that period of time I
intentionally remained agnostic about the outcome. I had my own
ptjvate thoughts but I wanted it to be clear that this discussion should
proceed without my tipping my hand. At the right point in the process
I said that this is where I thought we should go, that was my obligation
I thought, as the president, to say that "I've been listening carefully,
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I've been following the discussion, this must come to a close and. we
have to make some decisions and here's what I think they should be."
I laid them out at an open meeting and then we proceeded to sort of
put some flesh on those bones to see what that option would look like,
and to see what some of the opportunities and risks might be. The
proposal was to phase out the associate degree programs and
simultaneously to establish the educational partnerships with the
community colleges, to open up new associate degree programs with
them in the nature of joint degree programs that would bring more
students to John Jay at the upper level.
Markowitz: Were you surprised at how productive that conversation
was? I mean, this is traditionally a conversation that is very divisive
and can tear a campus apart and yet it seemed to really bring us
together.
Travis: Well, I had been warned that we couldn't do this. There were
those who thought we couldn't pull it off and that it would be too
divisive and that, even if there were a decision made, the community
wouldn't come back together. Just the opposite happened. This was a
great tribute to John Jay, I think, a really great tribute to John Jay and
the sense of community here, that people were able to go through this
conversation. There were people who changed their minds midstream
- and that's a good sign of open conversation where people are not
locked into a position. So, yes, there are those who thought we
couldn't pull it off, or that there had to be some sort of half-way
measure to go more slowly, but when we came to the end we had
what I thought was a plan that was highly defensible in terms of what
it would mean for the College - where we were and where we
wanted to be. It was a plan that was not only true to our mission, but
also elevated the College to a new level of academic excellence. It
has also turned out to open up all these wonderfully exciting new
conversations with the community colleges that were eager to have
criminal justice programs, that were eager to associate with John Jay.
And when we started those conversations, people said "oh you can't,
you know, those are gonna be too ... rancorous conversations between
senior college faculty and junior college faculty, that never happens,"
but just the opposite happened. We've learned so much from them
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about how they support students. Our science program is now
different because of what we learned from their science programs.
Those initiatives will all be launched this fall as truly joint partnerships
between John Jay and the community colleges. So every part of the
Critical Choices process has exceeded expectations, even my high
expectations that we would do well, and has just positioned us, in
terms of our future, in a very strong place. The final vote of the
College Council had only a few in abstention, no votes in opposition.
It was students and faculty and staff saying "here's where we're
going." It didn't feel like a leap of faith, it felt like a commitment to
a new direction.
Everything that has happened since then has reinforced the wisdom
of that collective decision. In our first year of starting to phase out the
associate degree programs the big question was "would we have
more baccalaureate freshmen?" The first year we had 24 percent
more baccalaureate freshmen than the year before. The wisdom, the
advice that I got, was that if you are clear about your identity and
you 're clear about what the standards are for your institution, then the
market, meaning your high school students, will respond. And they
did! They responded very nicely. We'll see again this year, but the
first year was a great success and the response from the community
colleges has been a great success. So what is most gratifying to me is
the feedback I get both from faculty and from students who say that
what happens in the classroom now is better. In order to teach well
you need a relatively homogeneous population of students, you can't
have a heterogeneity of students that goes from "you're ready to do
very high quality work," to "you're struggling to be ready for
college." To have classrooms where the students are ready for
rigorous college work makes for better instruction for all and a better
teaching experience for the faculty, so we're clearly on the right track
here. We're getting lots of positive feedback from those who are
watching us.
There are some challenges about bringing in more transfer students.
We are now a college that can say, I think with pride, that half of our
b~ccalaureate graduates are transfer students, they started somewhere
else. That'll be even more so, by some percentage, in years to come
and we have to think a lot about how we welcome those new members
of our community to John Jay and make sure that they're prepared
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academically.
The next target of opportunity for us this coming year is to look at
our graduate programs, and how we could improve and expand the
graduate programs. So that's coming up and we set up a committee,
modeled somewhat loosely on the Critical Choices committee to look
at those issues. The committee's work is now virtually completed so
there will be important recommendations coming out in the fall,
which will set the stage for that conversation. But an institution like
this one that has a success under its belt, like Critical Choices, is just
much more confident taking on the next challenge. I can say, or
others can say, "look, we took on a tough one and we're better for it,
let's take on another tough one," right? Another tough one. Its very
good confidence building for the collective because now we can say,
"okay, we're ready for something else."
Markowitz: What other major policy changes have you seen in your
years at John Jay?
Travis: The second major change at the College right now, is the
addition of new faculty and the third one, which we'll talk about in a
second, is the other Critical Choice issue, which is the liberal arts
majors. When we went to the chancellor and proposed the phase out
of the associate degree programs, the way we couched this decision,
in our presentation, was that John Jay wanted to become a senior
college. This meant that we wanted to move from the category of
comprehensive college, which has both baccalaureate and associate
degree programs under one roof, to a senior college that has
baccalaureate programs and master's and doctoral programs and
graduate students. What we presented to the chancellor in that
meeting was a series of comparisons between John Jay and other
senior colleges, and in terms of the metrics of a healthy senior
college. What people at John Jay have known for years is that we fall
behind in virtually every one of those metrics - we have fewer
faculty per student, we have less space per student, we have fewer
dollars per student, we have fewer library resources per student. So
we, in essence, said to the chancellor we were willing - and very
eager - to make this shift and to share some of our students with the
community colleges, basically, to share our brand power with the
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community colleges, which would help the university. We aspired to
be in this upper rank of colleges. But we had to be a college worthy
of that name and we had to be seen as measured against the metrics
of a first-tier institution. Much to his credit, everlasting credit, for our
sake, Chancellor Goldstein said "I get it" and "I applaud what you are
doing, Jeremy, at John Jay and the consensus that you've arrived at
in terms of the associate degree programs and I'm willing to invest in
John Jay to help bring you closer to the other institutions." What
resulted from that exchange between the chancellory and us was the
first Investment Plan which is heavily focused on new faculty. It's
added about two million dollars a year to our budget. It's also added
investment for supporting the transformation: recruitment materials,
a new website, critical student services, and someone to head up the
educational partnership initiative.
But the first Investment Plan was invested mostly in faculty,
because we are very, very far behind all other senior colleges in terms
of the faculty to student ratio. What emerged in that conversation
with the chancellor was this really very rich and welcome conversation
which tied the associate degree program decision and the faculty
metrics in particular to this question: "what do we want the academic
profile of the College to look like after we've completed this
transformation?" I basically said, there's a strong interest in our
campus coming out of the Critical Choices conversation in restoring
liberal arts majors which we lost during the fiscal crisis of 1976. As
part of the deal to keep John Jay open, we gave up the history major,
the English major, and other liberal arts majors that are traditional in
a baccalaureate institution. On this issue I came to the College very
concerned about resources because, when I looked at our overall
faculty ratio, it became hard for me to justify taking existing resources
and placing these resources into the liberal arts departments. Without
new funding, the resources that would be required to staff those
upper-level liberal arts courses would be at the expense of the existing
majors. So the conversation with the chancellor became a much more
robust conversation because, when we started talking about
inyestment, then we started talking about how those investments
would be made to transform the academic profile. So, the Investment
Plan that came back to him, a document that we developed at this
table [in the President's office] over the summer of 2006 with faculty
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leaders, we basically projected out over the next four years a process
for encouraging the faculty to develop liberal arts majors that would
then go through governance and other approvals, so that at the end of
the four-year period - the same time we've phased out the associate
degree programs - a new John Jay that emerges at that time would
also have a new academic profile.
There was a wonderful meeting with the faculty the fall after that
Investment Plan was approved, where we basically said to the faculty
"we challenge you to come forward with proposals for new majors
and they should be majors that meet the criteria of your discipline
- so it should be a strong history major or English major" and I said
"but my only expectation is that they be distinctive because they're
being offered at John Jay. We shouldn't offer an English major if it
looks like everyone else's English major, because we have the
opportunity to offer an English major that is distinctive and speaks to
the justice mission of the College." And that's what's happened. So
we have these majors coming through that are truly remarkable. They
just sizzle, they just sparkle with excitement. The fact that we now
have this underway enables us to recruit all these new faculty by
saying to them "come and be part of this enterprise, come and help
develop the history major, come and help develop the law and
society major, and you as a faculty member will have the opportunity
to teach some of those upper-level courses, design those upper-level
courses, and you won't have to wait for Professor Smith who has
been teaching that course forever to retire, you get to do it!" That's a
very attractive offer to somebody fresh out of graduate school.
So these three things are very much tied together, the student
profile, academic profile, and faculty profile. They're going to result
in a very different institution at the end of this four-year period.
Markowitz: Well, it is already a very different institution. And I
think that one of the concerns that people had when these massive
changes were going on, is that the sense of community, which is very
strong at John Jay, would be fractured. And yet, it doesn't seem that
that has occurred either, and I wondered what your thoughts are, since
you are relatively new to the College - what does community mean
at John Jay, and how has it been able to be maintained in the face of
so many new people and new programs?
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Travis: The community would be fractured only if these changes
were implemented in ways, or were designed in ways that didn't
resonate with the core mission of the College, and weren't developed
in a way that people felt some sort of buy in. If they were implemented
by dictate, then people would justifiably be alienated from that
process. So I think that the fact that we've done things in the way
we've done them, and that I and others keep referring to the fact that
this is the way John Jay does things and that we do have a strong
sense of community, this results in reinforcing the best in us by
saying we can make these changes. I've been a sort of change
manager everywhere I've gone. Change, in and of itself, on some
level contains some risk. But if the change is something that people
understand, and they get it, and they know why we 're going in that
direction and there's a reinforcement, its just not one voice but lots of
voices saying this is the right direction for us to be going in. Also, if
people who are leading the change, or doing their part, or saying this
is working for me or for what I'm responsible for, then there is no
reason for the community to come apart. It hasn't all been easy, there
have been moments along the way, but by and large I'd say we' ve
made enormous strides. People feel very confident and I'm not
hearing any anxiety about what's ahead. There was some anxiety
back in the beginning when we said, you know, this is where we're
going. But you don't hear anxiety about what's ahead. And that's
because we've had success.
Markowitz: You've, in talking about the changes, you've also talked
about the accomplishments in a sense. But are there other specific
accomplishments that you see in these last four years that you're
particularly proud of?
Travis: Well, I think that something I may see more than others, that
the name recognition of John Jay has, I think, advanced a lot. Again,
I'm not an unbiased observer of this, but my sense is, and I hear this
a lo_t, it's just not the name of John Jay but the sense that this is a
happening place. The reputational ~alue of the institution is very
strong, out there in many different worlds, whether it's the corporate
sector or the foundation world, or journalists, or other educators.
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What I like are moments when I talk to a high school student who
says "I'm a senior but I've always wanted to come to John Jay since
I was in 8th grade." Recently I had a conversation with a foundation
officer who said "there's really interesting things happening at John
Jay and I know because I'm hearing it from my colleagues." Or you
interview a faculty member, a prospective faculty member and you
ask "why do you want to come to John Jay?" "Because I've heard
about what's happening here." So that sort of external validation that
what we're doing is working, and that we're making a difference, is
something that you don't see when you walk the halls here all the
time. The external validation is really very gratifying, for all of us. I
may see it more than others just because I travel in a number of
different circles, but it just tells me we're on the right track.
Markowitz: Going back for a second in talking about the new liberal
arts majors, to what extent does the move towards liberal arts majors
impede your efforts to remind people of what the core mission is?
How has that moving outward intellectually affected the College's
ability, and your ability as the leader of the College, to keep people
focused on the amazing range of things that are related to the
mission?
Travis: Here's another surprise. When we started talking about an
English major at John Jay or a history major at John Jay, I frankly
expected more push back from alumni or people in the criminal
justice world or people who sort of had an image of John Jay, or some
quizzical look, "what is that all about?" Now, I don't want to say that
I never get a quizzical look, but the explanation is an easy explanation
and it's easy for people to understand why we're doing what we're
doing. That's because I think people recognize that the well educated
person in this day and age is somebody who has been not just exposed
to but maybe immersed in the humanities and that's not inconsistent
with also being a good police officer or a good community organizer.
In fact that may be very helpful.
But the other, slightly more nuanced conversation I enjoy having
with people, particularly those who are my colleagues from the
criminal justice academic world, is to say to them - and they get it
- that what we're doing is defining a new form of criminal justice
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education. We've not created two colleges, a criminal justice college
and a humanities college - we've created a college where those
disciplines are all talking to each other. And so I say that part of our
criminal justice program is having an English major - that has
within it a literature and law track, which is a very exciting sort of sub
discipline, and we have faculty who are offering courses on murder
in Shakespeare. We see that as consistent with our criminal justice
mission, because Shakespeare had something to say about murder.
My criminal justice colleagues, frankly, are sometimes a little jealous
because they don't have those relationships with their English
departments. So I'm very explicit about saying that we're actually
playing out, in our own way, the next wave of thinking about what a
criminal justice education looks like. It's also good for people who go
into law enforcement to have a strong English background. I don't
think we talk about it quite that way here yet but that's the way I see
it. And if you look at the new majors that are coming through, and the
range of new majors that are being applied now to important criminal
justice issues, such as our proposed economics major that's going to
talk about the economics of crime - that's not offered in the criminal
justice program.
Markowitz: We've always talked about criminal justice being
intrinsically interdisciplinary but to a great extent we've expanded
that out to the other disciplines at the College.
Travis: Exactly.
Markowitz: In the sense of making the interdisciplinary nature of
the College very much more real and much more extensive than it
ever has been.
Travis: Within criminal justice, interdisciplinary means some
sociology, some political science, maybe some anthropology, but it
doesn't necessarily mean history and English, or economics. You can
mal<:e the argument that it does, but we are very much on the frontier
here. When you step back and look at the forest and not the trees, I
think we are on the frontier of helping people who do criminal justice
work have a number of different perspectives on the work that they
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do. And very importantly, we are setting the foundation for a nu!flber
of them to go on into graduate programs. So wouldn't it be wonderful
if there was a PhD economist ten years from now who was an
economics major at John Jay, who was studying the financing of
transnational crime, and got all the economics discipline of that PhD
program, but started thinking about those issues as an undergraduate?
So we have the potential of really pushing the notion of
interdisciplinarity in the criminal justice world.
Markowitz: Is there anything else you'd like to talk about in terms
of accomplishments, or should we move on to challenges?
Travis: One other accomplishment - and again, not necessarily well
known throughout the College and this will pay off a lot in the future
- is that we have succeeded in increasing the amount of private
support coming to John Jay. Looking ahead to my next four years, we
should be able to attract significant private funding, foundation
support, federal government funding, research support, individual
gifts and philanthropy. It's really a very unfortunate statement about
public higher education these days that the state has cut back its
support so we rely overly much on student tuition, and faced with
those circumstances we haven't aggressively gone into the arena
that's now dominated by our private competitors, which is the private
sector for philanthropy and the like. So one of the things I'm proud
of is that in its frrst full year, maybe its second full year, the Office
for the Advancement of Research doubled the amount of money
coming to the College to support our faculty. We have brought in now
two gifts of a million dollars, with more to come for the College. It
takes a long time to set up the infrastructure and the reputational
value, and that's why this external view of us is so important. We
have had to get a story to tell that will appeal to that world. But we
should be able in the next five or ten years or so not only to tap into
alumni support and support from retired faculty, but there's a lot of
wealth in this country and there is some significant number of people
who want to use their wealth for the public good. Because of our
mission we should be able to attract a lot of funding - both for
student support, scholarships and the like, and for faculty support.
We've already started to see that success.
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Markowitz: Traditionally, the alumni at colleges have been a major
fund raising source and I think in large part because we're graduating
civil servants that we have not been in that position. But are there
other ways that alumni have begun to be re-engaged with the College,
and involved?
Travis: Our alumni are not like the alumni from something like the
Ivy Leagues nor from Baruch or City College who have gone into
business, or been inventors who patent things that make lots of a
money. But our alumni, many of them have done quite well and civil
service jobs these days bring pensions, and people retire at early ages,
and go into second careers. A lot of the John Jay alumni who went to
the police department, have retired and have gone on to make
significant salaries running corporate security operations for large
corporations. We've started over the last couple of years to sort of
build that alumni base. I had lunch - a meeting at this table yesterday with an alumnus of John Jay who runs a billion dollar
business. There are those out there. So, we can be much more
successful in tapping our alumni than we've been. What I've found
in our discussions with alumni is that they have felt both proud of
their college and disconnected from their college. Many of them are
eager to give back in lots of ways, some of them financially, some of
them in other ways. So we will have a lot of success, starting from a
low base, but a lot of success in alumni giving in the years to come.
But alumni are very valuable to us in other ways. My statement to
alumni whenever I speak to them is that "you are the future" and they
sort of look at me puzzled, "but I was in the past." I say "No you're
the future because what you represent to our students is what they can
become. You are representing the future to a very important group of
young people. You have to come back to show them what's possible
for them and that will make all the difference to them." So we've had
alumni lunches with students, we have alumni corning back to various
professional gatherings. We've got a lot more that we can do here.
They are a very energetic group. From the survey of alumni comparing
them to other alumni within the university, our alumni ranked highest
on the loyalty scale even though they're not in touch with the College.
It's because they've seen the College grow, they feel proud to have
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been part of it, they know what difference it's made to them. The
president of our alumni association, Mike McCann, and I are on the
circuit together, and when we speak together he always says to a
group of alumni "Finish this sentence, if it weren't for John Jay I..."
and then you just let people sit there and think about it. That's a
fascinating, fabulous way of getting people to recognize the value of
the institution. So there's a lot of good will, and we have to tap it.
Markowitz: Wonderful. In terms of challenges, we've talked about
fund raising as being one major challenge. What are the other major
challenges that you see over the next period of time for the College?
Travis: Our biggest challenge in my view over the next period of
time, four to six to ten years, is to significantly increase the retention
and graduation rates of our students. I recognize we have lots of other
things we also have to do - we have to implement all the changes in
our academic program, make sure that we recruit the baccalaureate
students we need, and raise more money. But at the end of the day we
have to do a much better job at helping our students graduate,
supporting them through to the baccalaureate degree. We shouldn't
be satisfied for a minute with the 40 percent graduation rate over six
years for people who walk through the door as freshmen. There are
lots of reasons people give as to why this happens - our students
take jobs, have family obligations, and so forth - and I'm not
doubting that those aren't true, they certainly are true, but we have
students who make it through here with family obligations and day
jobs. So we have a lot of work to do to influence that metric. We're
about to create the College's first ever Office of Academic Advisement.
It's hard to believe we've never had one. So we need to be able to
help our students chart their course, figure out how to get from the
beginning to the end. How to think about declaring a major, what's
the sequence of courses you need to get to a certain point where you
can be proficient at a language, or whatever. So academic advisement
is a key. In addition, student life is key. We need to continue to build
a sense of community here. It is hard as a commuter college, but our
new building will help a lot. We lose students between their
sophomore and junior years and we have to figure out what that's
about. This year we've formalized the process for the official
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declaration of major. This is a big moment in a student's life to say
"I'm going to be a forensic science major" or "I've completed the
distribution requirements and I'm ready to declare a major" or "I'm
going to be an English major, this is what I want to do." And it's at
that point that the relevant department has to grab that student, say
"You're one of ours! Congratulations, welcome to the club!" "We're
gonna help you get through this!" We just need a very, very different
mind set. Now, it's too much a mind set that says, students come, they
go to class, the professor teaches well, they get a grade, that's it. We
can't look at this as a set of isolated experiences. This is a life journey
and we have to help a student get from the beginning to the end. So
I'm very, very passionate about this.
Markowitz: Any other challenges that you see for the College?
Travis: Well we have a real estate challenge, which is that we've
grown a lot and we have a new building that's opening in three years
that will accommodate some of that growth, but not all of that growth.
So, one of the jobs of whoever is president at a moment like this is to
think through a real estate plan, a multi-year real estate plan for the
College, and we're working on that. My hope is that we can continue
to create a sense of campus because a sense of campus creates a sense
of community. We're just scattered in lots of different facilities right
now, which is not the best. I think we have a challenge/opportunity
that we '11 start focusing on next fall when we start look at the
recommendations of the committee on graduate programs, which is
to increasingly position John Jay as a national and international
school because of our unique mission. If we want the value to be as
high as I think it could be, we should be able to attract students from
around the country and, indeed, around the world. We' re going to be
adding into that a distance learning initiative so that we can truly offer
degree programs to students who live in far away places. This will
enhance the reputation of John Jay and the value of the diploma and
make it a national diploma. This is critical if we want our students to
be able to work around the country, for our students to be able to go
work around the world. We have a very strong international reputation
but we really want to build on that a lot. Consistent with that, I see
terrific opportunities for us to become a college that promotes
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international exchanges of faculty and of students. And we have for
the first time this summer, two faculty-led study abroad programs for
our students. I'm just thrilled by this. We have faculty in June 2008
who are going to Morocco with a group of students to study gender
relations in a cross cultural context. Professor Chitra Raghavan is
taking them. And we have a group of students going to Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic with Professors Luis Barrios and
David Brotherton for a course on Caribbean criminology, looking at
crime and justice in that part of the world. Our students - given
their multiple international points of origin, and their language
abilities and racial differences - are just poised to be enriched by
international learning opportunities. So I've been very clear about
this - these are not tourist programs, these are faculty-led, study
abroad programs for course credit, where you're doing your academic
work in Morocco.
I see enormous potential here and it should be a selling point for
this College. "Come here and one of the things you can do is study
abroad." It's now the almost modal experience in most Ivy League,
liberal arts colleges that you study abroad for a semester or you have
some sort of intersession time away. Our students would benefit from
that as well, and at the same time we should increasingly bring
international students and international scholars here. We should be a
global institution.
Markowitz: The idea of internationalizing John Jay's mission has
been something that's been talked about for many years. Are there
other ways that this can be done? We have an international criminal
justice major, are there other ways that you see this happening?
Travis: There's a faculty group that's looking at this question: how
do you internationalize John Jay? In the ideal version, it should be a
way of thinking about our core curriculum. I'll take my own field.
Shame on me. I teach prisoner re-entry and re-integration. I taught
a graduate course this year and in my class this year I had a German
student, a British student, an African student and a student from the
Dominican Republic. I should have thought about ways to integrate
their experiences into my course. That's what should happen. So
that's a faculty development issue, because I would benefit, and the
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students would benefit, from those comparative perspectives. Right?
So the internationalization is not just the experience of studying
abroad, it's a way of doing our core business so that we think about
these issues that we study and do research on differently.
Markowitz: Let me ask you about a challenge about which there's
been a lot of discussion over the years and there doesn't seem to be
an easy answer to. We aspire to be a major research institution but we
have a seven-course teaching load. How do you see being able to
address that challenge?
Travis: Well the teaching load is, as you know, established by
contract. So this is something that I and other college presidents
advocate within the university for a different approach to that in the
collective bargaining process. There's been some movement in that
direction with what we call contractual release time for new faculty
to do the work they have to do for publishing and tenure and the like.
I think that's a step in the right direction. I think there should be a
continuation of that step, because that's a very heavy teaching load.
It's not impossible to do scholarship at the same time but there's
twenty-four hours in a day. So there are choices there to be made. But
notwithstanding that, I think that there's a lot that we can do to
promote scholarship and become a first-rate research institution. One
of the early decisions I made after coming here was to change the
formula for the allocation of indirect funds. And that formula had
previously been that a third of the money recovered by the College
for indirect funds was allocated to the President's Office and I
basically pushed it back out to the faculty through the Office for the
Advancement of Research, to be used as incentives for faculty to
write grant proposals and the like. One of the reasons we've doubled
our research funding is because we're hiring more faculty who are
research oriented, who are research productive and we're using those
scarce resources, I think, well to prime the pump for scholarship. So
I think that there's a lot we can do, that we may have to be more
creative than other institutions to promote scholarship.
You didn't ask this question but let me answer it anyhow. I feel very
strongly that there's nothing inconsistent with the aspiration of being
a first-rate research institution and a first-rate teaching institution. In
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community here. I think it's because people come here looking for
something distinctive. They know who we are and we deliver it.
Everyday you walk around John Jay and you see some incredible
conference going on, or you see some students huddled in a hallway
talking about something interesting. Our faculty are quoted in the
newspaper all the time, and they're publishing two dozen books a
year. We had a Pulitzer Prize winner this year, our second Pulitzer.
There's a buzz about the place that is infectious. This is the chemistry
that's created by the intentional community: the people coming here
and saying "this is what I want, I hope they can deliver it." When the
College delivers, then people walk out as alumni and say "I really
love John Jay." That happens every day. It happens with strangers
who come here and say "what's going on here?" We had a study team
from a national educational research outfit here because we have had
success in retention rates for Hispanic students. When they left they
had their exit interview with me and said, "whatever you're doing, we
want to bottle it." There's something very special happening here and
the experience of teaching reinforces that. I interact with students a
lot, and I get that reinforcement all the time. And we work at it. I'm
not saying it comes naturally, we work at creating community, but,
really, it doesn't take a lot of effort, because it's there quite
naturally.
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